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Electronic Arts software

about to revolutionize the

way you play games. The

room ends and the soft-

Electronic Arts has been

at the forefront of innova-

tive technology throughout

have supported all of the

major successful hardware

platforms, and led the pack

onto the Sega™ Genesis.

technological leap 3DO has

ning to introduce twenty

the next twelve months.



We are developing titles

video and intense game-

ranges from Super Wing

TOUR® Golf to Peter Pan.

Grab the controls of your

fighter jet and stop the
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Editor’s Note
Now you can get the magazine with the

inside scoop on interactive entertainment.

E2 Mail

Sharp Edge
The latest on the CD set-top war,

lightning-fast car racing on your

PC, a sleek multimedia upgrade, a

rock-'n'-roll game that'll blow your

socks off, and more.

Leader Board
The best-selling PC, Mac, and CD-ROM
entertainment software.

Spotlight
We review jamming multimedia systems,

spacey software, the first CD-ROM
movies, and edutainment for kids.

42 Sweaty Palms
By Ben Calica

36 Tube Man
Will interactive TV make a difference

to the world's couch potatoes?

Keith Ferrell predicts.

38 Game On
Our games editor Rusel DeMaria
reflects on his first time.

40 Party Girl

E2's roving gadfly crashes the valley's

hottest party to meet Bill Gates

dressed as Jay Gatsby.

140 Game Over
Nolan Bushnell, the father of video

games, explains why newer isn't

Take the interactive ride of your life at today's

hottest virtual-reality game parlors. Plus tips on
winning BattleTech, a real ride on Air Combat
U.S.A., and a glimpse into VR's future.

52 Brave New TV
By Daniel Tynan

Interactive television could mean the biggest

change in American lifestyles since the dawn
of TV. Find out how you can turn on, tune in,

and play along.

67 3DO: A First Look
At the Games
By Gregg Keizer and Gina Smith

3D0 is the most powerful games system you can

buy. But what good is the box without great

games? Take a look at the first 22 titles.

COVER STORY
73 The First Annual Electronic

Entertainment Gift Guide
Get that shopping list ready. Here's your ultimate

guide to the top games, interactive titles, and
multimedia hardware on the market.

86 Multimaniac:
How I Made My Computer Croon
By Paul Bonner

Consumed by gadget lust, the multimaniac

drops his last dime on some powerful PC
multimedia equipment. The first episode in

a continuing series.
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Game of the Month
92 Myst

Role-playing Games

94 Dark Sun: Shattered Lands

96 Gateway II: Homeworld

98 The Silver Seed

1 00 Ecco the Dolphin

Simulation Games
104 Aces Over Europe

106 SimFarm

1 08 Wing Commander Academy

Virtual Worlds
110 Iron Helix

total TV golf
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'or Windows, page i20

Dive into an underwater

quest with Ecco the

Dolphin, page 100.

Strategy Games
112 SEAL Team

114 V for Victory: Gold, Juno, Sword

116 Warlords II
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118 APBA Presents Baseball for Windows

120 Microsoft Golf for Windows
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Tech Shop

134 S.O.S.
Help is at hand: answers

to tough questions about

caddies, IRQs, modems,
and more.

101 Top Tech

Toys, page 73.

1 26 The Joy of Sticks
Check out our roundup of 23
joysticks to find the one that's

perfect for you.

132 Tech Spot: Sound
Understanding your sound card

will help you make it work right

the first time.

Don’t pay a

fortune for

hints, page

134.



hat’s a bunch of hard-nosed reporters and editors doing in a place like this?

As a cop reporter in Miami, I used to earn my pay check exposing dirty politicians and

writing crime stories that would curdle the cream in your morning coffee. Now I’m play-

ing games and toying with multimedia products for a living. But I didn’t sell out—not

by a long shot.

This new industry obviously needs a watchdog. If you don’t believe it, read the pa-

pers. Or the business mags. Or the trade pubs. These days, you can’t pick one up

without wading through some breathless article chock full of the hot new buzz-

words—interactivity, multimedia, virtual reality, edutainment—you get the idea.

Today’s consumers need a publication that can objectively review these products, a

magazine that isn’t afraid (or too technically intimidated) to separate the facts from the

hype. To give you the bottom line on whether the latest gizmos actually live up to the

brilliant buzzwords on their boxes. And there’s absolutely nothing on the newsstand

that’s doing that. Nothing, that is, until now.

Electronic Entertainment is the first magazine giving you the inside scoop on the hard-

ware, multimedia titles, and games flooding the market. You won’t find empty sound-

bites, boring business products, futuristic mumbo-jumbo or kiddiebook games copy

here. My team of cut-throat journalists will tell you what’s a great buy, what not to waste

your money on, and what technologies are coming around the bend.

Inside this premier issue, you’ll find information not available in any other magazine.

Look for the latest in interactive entertainment news and trends up front in Sharp

Edge, hands-on multimedia software and hardware reviews in Spotlight, and un-

beatable coverage of PC, Mac, Sega CD, and 3DO games in our 22-page State of the

Game section. Need expert advice and insight? Find it in Tech Spot, where you can get

down and dirty with your equipment.

And when we cover such futuristic trends as interactive TV and virtual reality, we

don’t just tell you what things will someday be like. We show you what’s up today. Dan

Tynan’s feature on interactive TV includes the ultimate guide to the U.S. cities that are

going to get ITV services. And we do the same for the new wave of virtual reality

centers in Sweaty Palms. In coming months, we’ll explore interactive rock ’n’ roll and

Hollywood’s invasion of the video game industry, and deliver hundreds of incisive re-

views of cutting-edge hardware, software, and games.

So if you’re looking for a way to make the most of your enter-

tainment dollar, you’ve found it. Electronic Entertainment. ^
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fantasy

' Enter"4WHOLE IVEW REALM
Enter a whole new

realm of fantasy Role-

Playing...

Enter a rich and

detailed gaming

system...

One that offers all you

expect, and more, from a

finely woven, carefully

crafted epic adventure.

One that allows you to

choose your level of

involvement in the

“behind the scenes”

detail, ideal for both

novice and experienced

players. One that places

you in the midst of an -PyS'~

explosive era of strife and >£2"

turbulence. One providing L
a true quest to challenge

your imagination, a rich

adventure to involve your

mind, and careful

balancing and smooth

game play to make sure

your time is spent playing.

PRODUCT FEATURES
• Fully Animated.

Isometric 3D Combat

• Phased-time Game

System

• Town & Dungeon

Automapping

• 2 Difficulty Levels

for Novice &
Experienced Players

• True Point & Click

Interface

• Easy to Use Multiple

Choice Dialogues

• Impressive Musical

Score & Sound

Effects

• Full 3D "First

Person” View of

Towns & Dungeons

SIR-TECH

Enter a world of

mythical creatures,

magic and old legends...

Enter a world filled

with peril, conflict and

uncertainty...

ENTER ARKANIA...

Cut loose in a world of

blazing adventure.

Hundreds of hours of

game play, exploring a

vast continent richly

studded with towns, dun-

geons and endless adven-

turing opportunities! Your

heroic characters must

track down every lead and

every contact if they are

to succeed in their search

for the renow ned

Grimring, the Blade of

Destiny. You’ll face many

hazardous journeys by

road and ship as you
j

explore the fantastic

realms and cities of

Arkania. Of course, you
j

will encounter numerous !

foes determined to pre-

vent you from succeeding

in your quest.

GAME FEATURES
• More than 70 Towns.

Villages. Dungeons

A LAND OF CONFLICT A LAND OF ADVENTURE

A LAND OF CONVERSATION A LAND OF RICHES

AVAILABLE FOR:
IBM PC & 1 00% COMPATIBLES (VGA, 640K, 80286 OR BETTER,

MS-DOS 3.X, 5.0 OR 6.0) SOUND SUPPORT FOR: AD-LIB, AD-LIB GOLD, SOUND BLASTER,

SOUND BLASTER PRO, ROLAND LAPC- 1 /MT-32, PRO AUDIO SPECTRUM, THUNDERBOARD,
PC & TANDY INTERNAL SPEAKER AMIGA ( 1 MB REQUIRED)

AVAILABLE AT A SOFTWARE RETAILER NEAR YOU, OR CALL:

(800 ) 447-1230
Circle 61 on Reader Service Card

SIR-TECH
P.O. BOX 245, OGDENSBURG, NY 13669 FAX# (315) 393-1525

REALMS OF ARKANIA™ IS A TRADEMARK OF SIR-TECH SOFTWARE, INC. REALMS OF ARKANIA IS MANUFACTURED AND DISTRIBUTED UNDER UCENSE BY SIR-TECH FROM ATTIC ENTERTAINMENT, FANTASY PRODUCTIONS AND SCHMIDT SPIEL + FREIZEIT



A Sight for Sore Eyes
Congratulations on your first issue. It’s great

to see a publication devoted to the conver-

gence of computers and consumer electron-

ics. Consumers are now active participants in

their entertainment. We can choose to watch

movies, run programs, or play games with-

out leaving the couch. And with all of the

new game machines being introduced, we

will need expert advice on what’s hot and

what to avoid.

Tim Bigoness

Morphs Outpost on the Digital Frontier

Orinda, California

I think covering electronic entertainment is

right for the times! It is about time we had a

publication that is evaluating entertainment

from a consumer’s perspective, rather than

being a computer trade publication in dis-

guise. Good luck and let the games begin!

David Strom

Port Washington, New York

We’re long overdue for a fun, attractive

game magazine that you won’t want to put

down. Please don’t be your typical game

magazine with drawn-out reviews. Add

some spunk and real graphics. Please make it

interesting. We gamers desperately need a

good, resourceful magazine. Go for it!

Max Myers

Houston, Texas

I’ve heard that E2 is going to be more than a

typical gaming magazine. What I’d like to

see is a thumbs up or thumbs down on

games and other entertainment software.

Like a lot of people, I’m tired of wasting my
time and money on useless software.

I’m glad you’ll be covering the new forms

of electronic entertainment—virtual reality

theme parks, and interactive TV—because I

need a source to tell me what’s happening.

Adam Mitchell

Winter Park, Florida

When I first heard that PC Games magazine

was going to disappear I was sad. Then I

heard that it is changing its name to Elec-

tronic Entertainment, and I was happy!

Then, someone told me that PC Games is

going to be just a section in Electronic Enter-

tainment, so I was sad again. Finally, I found

out that the game reviews are going to be a

big section. So I’m happy again.

Martin Blate

Chicago, Illinois

A Resourceful Source
I saw an article about Electronic Enter-

tainment in the Wall Street Journal and have

been looking forward to your first issue. It’s

great to have a magazine that will let me get

serious about having fun with my computer.

Businessmen are people, too, and PCs

aren’t just for spreadsheets. On weekends,

my home PC gets a real workout with

games, my kids’ educational software, and

CD-ROM titles. I’m looking into editing my

home videos on my PC, and I need advice

and information.

Name Withheld

Boston, Massachusetts

are still relatively new technologies, I demand

accurate, concise information from the publi-

cations that I subscribe to.

Zoey Garcia

Riverdale, New York

Revenge of the Nerds
E2 should be the magazine to finally set the

record straight about electronic entertain-

ment lovers. It annoys me when I hear peo-

ple call gamers “antisocial” or “computer

nerds” simply because we enjoy a rousing

game or two of Tetris Classic.

Both my desktop and laptop PC are

loaded with all the cool Windows-based

games and I own a CD-ROM drive, but

you’ll never find me home alone on a

Saturday night.

Lance Malios

Canyon Lake, Texas

Into the Next Millennium
Multimedia, virtual reality, interactivity—the

hip words of the nineties. Everyone seems to

be using these words to sell their software

and hardware. Let’s see . . . the year 2000 is

right around the corner. What will the hip

words be then?

Beth Paravati

San Francisco, California

Will CD-I be the hardware of the future? I’d

like to decide (soon) which CD
interactive box to purchase, but

I don’t want to end up with

the modern equivalent of

the once-popular eight-

track player. Do the editors

of Electronic Entertain-

ment have some sort of

crystal ball, or must I roll the

dice and take a big risk?

Maria Teresa Foss

Montpelier, Vermont

I just purchased a CD-ROM drive for my
home computer and I need to find

out what’s out there. Most
magazines are geared toward

people buying computer

products for work or just

hard-core gamers.

I want to get my nine-

year-old daughter interested

in computers. I’m looking

forward to your coverage of

children’s software that’s not the

shoot-’em-up, beat-’em-up type. I

would also like to see more articles on educa-

tional games. I hope your magazine can help

me out.

Rebecca Harp Sprinkle

New Orleans, Louisiana

Too many magazines get wrapped up in bor-

ing, overly technical reviews that look more

like slick sales brochures than unbiased

articles. I hope that E2 will tell me the best

ways to use the latest products, not simply

print page after page of their features. Give

me new ideas, not fluff! And because virtual

reality, multimedia, and interactive systems

While we can’t guarantee that your purchase

won’t become the next Betamax, we can

help you make an informed decision. Read

our story on page 20 in Sharp Edge to get

the latest on CD platforms.

Got something you want to get off your

chest? Do it! Write, fax, or e-mail us at:

Letters to the Editor, do Electronic Enter-

tainment, 951 Mariner’s Island Blvd., Suite

700, San Mateo, CA 94404; fax: 415-349-

7781; MCI ID: 619-7340; and CompuServe:

73361, 265. ^
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800-233-4426

CDR\M
800-237-6623

You've destroyed every plane in the sky, walked through

a million dungeons, and slam-dunked your way through

the toughest sports simulations. Let's face it,

you're a game master. What you need is a

sound card designed for game masters like you,

something new, something hot, something

real...

Orchid Technology's GameWave 32.

"Infriggincredible" 16-bit sound for your

PC. 20 MIPS of audio power accessible to

you and your software. Now when you blow away

that bogie, you'll be blown away by the GameWave

advanced wavetable synthesis. You get CD-quali-

audio, and compatibility with all major standards

like AdLib, SoundBlaster, MPU-401, General MIDI,

and even Roland-MT-32!

The GameWave 32 is expandable, upgradeable

and includes dual CD-ROM interfaces. It works great

with all multimedia, educational, Windows and enter-

tainment software. All of this for a cool $179. And,

if you need to justify this great sound to your boss or

wife, may we suggest Orchid's SoundWave 32 ($299).

Same great sound, plus bundled software and business

audio capabilities.

You've mastered the games, now master the

sound. The GameWave 32, from Orchid

Master Multimedia with Us!

800-7-ORCHID
45365 Northport Loop W.

Fremont, CA 94538 ORCHID

miv-com
V-COM COMPUTER WAREHOUSE

604-437-8818 USA*flfX
800-876-5608

MULTIMEDIA-READY WAVETABLE SOUND CARD

ME Off /'//(;

GameWave 32

All trademarks, implied and stated, are property of their respective manufacturers. GameWave 32, "Infriggincredible" and the SoundWave 32 are trademarks of Orchid Technology. $179 and

$299 are the suggested retail prices of GameWave 32 and SoundWave 32. Zool is a trademark of Gremlin Graphics Software Ltd.

Circle 133 on Reader Service Card



As much excitement as you can

get from a wall socket
without that funny burning smell.

Why just play games, when you can live them? Forget those digitized cartoons, Sega TruVideo'"games use real video footage. Meaning the action in the

games is real. So's the rush of adrenaline you get while playing them. These aren't video games as you understand them. They're more like Hollywood

movies, only you control the plots. And they have CD quality sound effects and music tracks, adding to the realism. So, when someone screams, it sounds



PRIZE FIGHTER™- Thi

s

interactive movie game is played

entirely from your point of view.

Land a punch and watch as your

opponent reels. Take a punch, your

screen rocks. Take too many punch-

es, you're flat on your back-look-

ing up at the ref as he gives you

the count. Don't forget your

mouthpiece because this is classic

interactive boxing at its best.

GROUND ZERO, TEXAS" I

Aliens disguised as humans are |

ready to exterminate the entire %

human race. It's up to you to stop
*

them. Uncover their plot, figure

out how to kill them (man-made

weapons only stun them) and

annihilate their forces before it's

too late. But be careful. Screw up

and you'll be reduced to subatomic

particles of radioactive fallout.

like you're in the room with them. Which, in a way, you are. What does all this TruVideo’“stuff mean? It means your optic nerves are in for a workout.

It means you should go try these games. It means you may soon be wearing your hair differ-

ently. It means these games are indeed the next level. It means 110 volts never felt so good, welcometothenextlevel-
Circle 103 on Reader Service Card



IntiyCar Racing Takes

The Checkered Flag

Weird but
Beautiful

Memphis's odd obelisks may

look like something off a Led

Zeppelin album cover, but this

is a complete multimedia

upgrade package cum boom
box. The Memphis chassis

contains a double-speed

Ride your opponent’s draft

or be prepared to eat

his dust.

M
ost car-racing sims are fun enough; they're just not very realistic. Sketchy graphics

make crashes more annoying than dangerous. But Papyrus Publishing’s upcoming

IndyCar Racing may be the exception. The prerelease version we saw looked so true

to life you'll actually be scared of hitting the wall.

Even in its early form, IndyCar Racing combined smooth, texture-mapped graphics with a

solid feel to give you sensations as close to real racing as possible. But as any Brickyard vet-

eran knows, you need the horsepower to make it fun. IndyCar Racing demands at least a

486-based PC to deliver top performance.

A.J. Foyt and Emerson Fittipaldi know that victory depends on details: missing a shift, brak-

ing too late, or even not enough air in the tires can mean the difference between a jaunt to the

winner's circle and a trip to the hospital. Fortunately,

Papyrus reproduces those details in a way that will

have you spending lots of time fine-tuning your

cars before you send them out on the track.

Suspension, tire pressure and composition,

fuel, aerodynamics—you can adjust and test

just about everything. Raining on race day?

Better mount the rain rubber. But remem-

ber: A car that kicks butt on the ovals can be a

deathtrap on a road course.

When your car acts up, bring it to the pits. Adjust the wing, add some

fuel, and head back into the race, just like the real thing. Better make it a quick

stop, though. Your opponents are passing you all the time-just like the real thing.

Once you hit the track (several are available), you'll love the awesome visuals. Mash the

pedal, and the GoodYear logo on your tires blurs. Billboards fly by at 200 mph. And as tracks

get used and abused, the “groove," the best line for maximum speed through the corners,

starts showing through. So take a spin. Just don't forget to hug the wall before you hit the

turns. (Papyrus Publishing; 617-868-5440; DOS, $74.99.) -Christopher Lindquist

CD-ROM drive and removable

stereo speakers. The whole

thing connects to your PC with

a sound card that you or your

local dealer can install. And

Memphis also works great as

a regular audio CD player. At

nearly a grand, it's expensive—

but worth it if you want an

incredibly easy (and hot-look-

ing) multimedia upgrade.

(Media Vision; 800-845-5870;

PC, $999.)

—Christopher Lindquist
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Edgar Death’s

rockin’ gig in the

Sonic Cemetery

Is There Rock After Death?

T

he year is 1 998. The place, Alternative Earth #23. You are a music-

video director wandering through the Plane of Distortion looking for

fresh material. And suddenly, in front of you in the misty night, reclu-

sive megastar Edgar Death rises out of an open grave and strums a

creaky dirge.

Aim your camera and grab some video of this powdery man and his

brawny backup band. Deposit this fiery footage in your interplanetary guitar

case and head back to your high-tech video sequencer. It's time to assem-

ble the hottest music video the planet has ever seen. But will it sell?

That's the big question in Total Distortion, an offbeat CD-ROM game grounded in

rock ’n’ roll. To win this music-video adventure game, you’ve got to shoot, direct, and edit

an appealing rock video and sell it to such video distributors as Stevie Groovie—one

demanding media mogul.

Total Distortion is the creation of Pop Rocket, a quirky four-designer firm based in San

Francisco's sixties-obsessed Haight-Ashbury district President Joe Sparks, who codevel-

oped the cult hit Spaceship Warlock, is out to redefine game play: Instead of blamming

you with laser fire or endless puzzles, Distortion makes you negotiate your way through a

surreal underground world. And you need wits and imagination to come out on top.

Interestingly, Pop Rocket is targeting first-time CD-ROM buyers. “I know there is a

much broader audience for this kind of media,” says Sparks. Maybe so: By year's end, Pop

Rocket was claiming an astounding 1 0,000 advance orders.

Total Distortion for the Mac should be hitting stores now, with PC

and 3DO versions due later this year. And watch for spin-offs, includ-

ing Total Bliss (New Age), Total Twang (country), maybe even a

Total Distortion interactive TV channel. Who knows, if the current

seventies revival keeps gaining momentum, we may see a Total

Travolta. (Pop Rocket; 800-245-4525; CD for Mac, $99.)

-Beth Cataldo and Jan Boyd

Coming Soon to
A PC Near You...

"Hey! That guy on my screen

looks like, uh, you know!

What's-his-name!" Yep, that's

Brian Keith of serious sixties

sitcom fame. Keith isn't doing

a lot of TV these days, but

he—and Margot Kidder and

Russell Means—will star in

Under a Killing Moon, a PC-

based interactive detective

flick due later this year. Stay

tuned. (Access Software; 800-

800-4880; CD for Win; $89.)

—Christopher Lindquist

Spin Me Faster!

Stop whining about your sluggish

CD-ROM drive and check out NEC

Technologies' MultiSpin 3X, the

new souped-up model in its 3X

line of drives. This speedy disc

player spins at three times the rate

of a normal drive, which means

smoother motion video and ani-

mation for your titles. And a line of

quad-speed drives is due out later

this year. (NEC Technologies; 800-

388-8888; S600 external, *500

internal.) -Ona Smith

ELECTRONIC ENTERTAINMENT • January 1994 1 1
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Forgotten Casties’ Future Fiends

Get that Ruzak before he gets you! The fiendish armadillo

is just one of the crazed freaks you'll face

in Twin Dolphin's weird 3-D adven-

ture. Forgotten Casties -

features great

graphics and super-

smooth scrolling, mt - mMEL
and it works with

' '.<
. ^

Logitech's CyberWIan ~iq^r ‘ c

tactile-feedback con-
~

- - gpy.....g; -
.

.

trailer. (Twin Dolphin , i

r

/j

Games; 800-245-4525; . .

’

(^j£
DOS, 579.95.) V

-Christopher Lindquist n'
N

Virtual Audio isn't new to

entertainment. Big names
including Madonna, Roger

Waters, Paula Abdul, and Sting

have used it in their record-

ings, and QSound also made
an appearance in the movie

Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves.

But because you need to

be sitting exactly between

your two speakers to fully

experience the illusion, PC

and Mac multimedia systems

are the ideal platforms to

take it to the limit. On a sys-

tem equipped with QSound,

planes sound as if they're

whizzing overhead, and foot-

steps like they're sneaking up

behind you.

"QSound is cool because it

actually simulates (Dolby)

SurroundSound. It brings com-

puter-based sound to a new
dimension," says Arnold Wald-

stein, director of marketing

at Creative Labs. This winter,

Creative will be shipping an

upgrade to its Sound Blaster

ASP board that will include

QSound, along with kits for

developers who want their

games to support it.

And Creative isn't the only

company getting aboard.

Japan's Capcom has signed

an agreement to add QSound

to its arcade games. IBM

reportedly is working on

a way to add it to some
PS/2 systems. Such game
makers as Broderbund, Vir-

gin, Ocean, and Sierra are

considering QSound sup-

port, too. And QSound itself

is working on a joystick that

will have the technology

built in.

Like so many innova-

tions, Virtual Audio was

discovered accidentally.

Back in 1986, rock pro-

ducer Danny Lowe stum-

bled upon the audio illusion

while experimenting with

multiple-mike recording.

When he played back one

particular recording, he

heard the music coming

from somewhere other than

his speakers.

"It sounded like it was com-

ing from about 90 degrees to

my right. I thought I was
going crazy," says Lowe,

who is now chairman

of QSound Labs.

But it wasn't

Lowe and

his partner

Lees spent

years running more than a

million experiments to perfect

their first product, a multi-

channel processing system for

professional producers they

called the "QSystem."

Eventually, QSound fig-

ured out how to cut costs

by implementing the tech-

nology in software and let-

ting hardware makers pro-

gram it into special Digital

Signal Processor (DSP) chips.

That's the secret behind the

QSound-capable hardware

and games that are coming

out right now.

So will QSound become
the next audio standard?

Given its momentum, the

question isn't if, it's when.

And you won't hear us com-

plaining on that score.

—Gina Smith

5 Sounds Like a Good Idea

Y
ou've heard of 3-D video,

but 3-D sound? This new
technology for "placing"

sound is one of the most
compelling games technolo-

gies emerging today.

QSound Virtual Audio, a

technology from Canada's

QSound Labs, creates audio

illusions in much the same
way that a ventriloquist throws

his voice: Sound seems to

come from above or even

behind you, instead of from

out of the left and right speak-

ers. Already implemented

in such Sega CD games as

Ecco the Dolphin and Jurassic

Park, Virtual Audio-equipped

games feature music and

sound effects that are vastly

richer and more realistic than

anything else on the market

today. You need to hear it to

believe it
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TURBCMOUCH3go;
THE STATEOF THEART
PCGAME CONTROLLER!

For use with IBM® PCs
and compatibles

Gives you better
diagonal control

Gives you easy
circular control

Faster movement for

higher scores
No more blisters or
“numb thumb”

Extensively consumer-tested with game “thumb fatigue." Just pass your thumb or

players, software developers and computer index finger over the control sensor-you don’t

game reviewers, the Triax Turbo Touch 360 have to push down. And, thanks to better

controller brings a new dimension of control diagonal and circular (360°) control, the newest

and comfort to computer game playing. and most challenging games are easier to

It’s a breakthrough product, x amammm m control and more fun to play,

offering the benefit of higher ,T /K The Turbo Touch 360 is the

scores and longer play without e c hnologies right product at the right time.

For the name of your nearest Turbo Touch 360 retailer or to place an order, call 1-800-858-7429

’Patent Pending. IBM PC is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. Turbo Touch 360 and Triax are trademarks of Triax Technologies.
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The Sporting Stats

S

tat freaks will thrill to a new series of entertaining

CD-ROM multimedia guides to top team sports.

Compton’s New Media teamed up with The^.

Sporting News to create The Sporting News Pro

Basketball Guide, a roundball follow-up to the foot-

ball version released last fall. A baseball title is scheduled for when the

season opens. Enhanced with plenty of video highlights and priced at under $40 per

sport, these Windows programs feature full statistics from the previous season plus other

information, all cross-referenced by player, team, and category. (Compton's New Media;

800-862-2206; Win, $39.9 5.) -Fredric Paul

A Quiet Debut
For Interactive
Music
What MTV did for music on

television, interactive music

CDs are about to do for music

on computers.

These new double-duty

discs play like regular audio

CDs on your stereo but display

new material—including liner

notes, behind-the-scenes

interviews, photos, biogra-

phies, and lyrics—when you

pop them into your comput-

er's CD-ROM drive.

One of the companies pio-

neering this new genre is a

small California firm called

Ebook. In recent months,

it's released a number of

interactive music CDs. But

don't expect cutting-edge

titles: So far, the collection

comes from old favorites in

the jazz, classical, and rock 'n'

roll genres.

Its Vivaldi disc, for example,

includes a complete collection

of the Four Seasons concertos

and information about the

composer's life and times

(Electronic Arts; 800-245-

4525; $24.95). Louis Arm-
strong combines a collection

of liner notes from several

of Satchmo's albums with

recordings of such standards

as "Heebie Jeebies" and "Dear

Old Southland" (Compton's

New Media; 800-862-2206;

$29.95). Duke Ellington:

A Private Collection brings

you never-before-released

family photos and interviews

with the Jazz legend's son

(Time Warner In-

teractive Group;

800-482-3766;

approximately

$35).

One somewhat

unusual entry is

Bernie Leadon's

upcoming Run
CW, a collection

of country tunes

that's been given

a Motown sound

by the Grammy-

winning former Eagles guitarist.

More titles from a variety of

publishers are expected to hit

Interactive Louis Armstrong

is a combination of liner notes

and recordings.

the shelves this year—report-

edly including a history of rock

guitar from Eric Clapton and

a CD-ROM version of The

Who's rock opera Tommy.

Look for these titles as well as

other interactive CDs at your

local record stores and soft-

ware retailers.

-Donna Meyerson

The Vivaldi disc includes detailed information

about the composer’s life and times.
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Avatar,"

you’re not
in Britannia9

anymore!

Foiled by your defense of Britannia, the evil Guardian

transports you to a world already under his dominion.

Now you must confront alien realms and powerful new

enemies in a battle without allies. But wait! Perhaps

more has changed than just the battlefield . . . ?

Incredibly smooth and lifelike animation— 400 frames of art per

character (1200 frames for the Avatar) and 10 times the art of any

previous Ultima!

A new, more natural perspective.

Compatibility with EMS, XMS and all other common memory

management systems.

Twice as many frames per second, producing a richer, faster story

in this luxuriously detailed world!

VOLUNTARILY
RATED MP-13

(For Mature Players)

An Electronic Arts® CompanyLook for the new Pagan Clue Book!

il screens may vary.

Pagan and Avatar are trademarks of ORIGIN Systems. Inc. Ultima. Origin, and We create worlds are registered trademarks of ORIGIN Systems. Inc.

Copyright v 1993 ORIGIN Systems. Inc. Electronic Arts is a registered trademark of Electronic Arts. For IBM PC and 100 compatible systems.

Available at a software retailer near you, or call 1-800-245-4525 for MC/Visa/Discover orders.
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You're outgunned.

On the run.

Stalked by a relentless

robotic assassin.

You're desperately search-

ing every dark corridor on a

deserted spaceship for DNA keys

that reveal how to destroy this

mechanical killer. Because only

then can you disarm the ship’s

weapons and save the universe

before it's blasted into oblivion.

The critics think this

futuristic nightmare is a dream

come true.

New Media says it's “more

than a great game--it’s sci-fi

space opera and film noir at its

best.” Wired raves that “Helix is

a stunner.” And that it has the

“gun-to-your-head urgency of

an arcade game.” So you know

it's not another CD-ROM game

that crawls.

We like to think of Iron Helix

as a futuristic hunting game.

Only you’re what’s hunted.

For Windows and Macintosh on

CD-ROM

IRON HELIX
Exclusively

on

/\A*
fJ V Hi*

Available at your favorite retailer

or call 1 -800-695-GAME

if you’ve NEVER

-

v-.
.

v
ABOUT

N
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Compression's Gold New Look

W hy doesn't the video

on your PC look as

good as what's on

your TV ? If you haven't asked

this question yourself, you've

probably heard it at least a

dozen times.

The problem, in a nutshell,

is storage. To get video flash-

ing at TV's 30 frames per sec-

ond, your PC needs either

monstrous amounts of hard

disk space or a video com-

pression card. But these solu-

tions typically cost big bucks,

and few people want video

that bad.

Happily, the situation is

about to improve. A number

of companies are starting

to sell affordable video com-

pression products—that is,

cards that cost from $500 to

$1,500. It's a development
that'll bring you dramatically

better-looking video in your

games and multimedia titles.

But don't expect it to happen

immediately.

Introducing Moving
Pictures

At the forefront of the new
market is California's Sigma

Designs and Georgia's MiE

Systems. Both companies are

shipping cards (Sigma's $449

Reel Magic and MiE's sub-

$1,500 MPEG Player) that con-

Return to Zork has an

environment ripe for MPEG.

form to the Moving Pictures

Experts Group's (MPEG) de-

compression standard. And

both companies say they've

managed to talk some devel-

opers into adding MPEG-com-

patible video to their soft-

ware. These include Trilobyte's

Eleventh Hour, Infocom/Acti-

vision's Return to Zork, and

Interplay's Lord of the Rings.

Take a Flight

On the Other Side

If you've always wanted to fly for the Darit Side, don't miss TIE

Fighter-ihe upcoming sequel to LucasArts' top-selling X-Wing

space-battle simulator. The new game lets you join Darth Vader

and the Imperial Forces to fight the Rebels. Look for it this spring.

(LucasArts Entertainment; 800-782-7927; DOS, price not available.)

-Donna Meyerson

The full-screen scenes from Interplay’s The Lord of the Rings will be

even more stunning with MPEG.

But there's a catch. Inter-

play's Bill Dugan, producer

of the CD-ROM version of

Lord of the Rings, admits

that while the MPEG-com-
pressed images in Lord of

the Rings are "gorgeous," few

PC and Mac owners have

MPEG cards. For that reason,

it doesn't make sense to

mass-produce MPEG titles.

For the time being, at least,

Interplay will offer the MPEG
version of its game only

through mail order.

Jumping a Hurdle

It's the classic catch-22. Soft-

ware vendors won't create lots

of MPEG applications until

consumers have the hardware

to run them, while hardware

vendors will have a hard time

convincing customers to buy a

new board until there's a

decent amount of software

around to take advantage of it.

Adam Silver, digital video

product manager at board

maker Orchid Technology,

agrees. "There's not a lot of

material out there that's MPEG
compressed," Silver says, "so

there's not a lot of demand to

decompress it."

Still, if MPEG stumbles, other

video-compression technolo-

gies are waiting in the wings.

Intel's Indeo, SuperMac Tech-

nology's Cinepak, and Media

Vision's Captain Crunch don't

support full-screen, full-motion

video yet. But as new chips

speed processing, improved ver-

sions of these techniques could

hit the market by next year.

Can't wait? Then the best

thing to do is buy an MPEG
product or game right now. As

always, it'll be up to the early

adopters to drive this market

forward. And the sooner that

happens, the better.

—Christopher Lindquist

I

Home Software Use
What do you use your computer for at home?

27%
Business from Home

Work Brought Home

47%

70%
Games and Entertainment

SOURCE: INTECO
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WARS'
Nou’ available ill this galaxy

for IBM PC and compatibles

and MPC CD-ROM

Combine Star Wars characters with one

of the oldest strategy games in the world

and you get The Software Toolworks'

Star Wars Chess -

the most thrilling

animated chess

game in the galaxy!

Relive battles

between the Rebel

Alliance and the evil Empire through

astounding original artwork and a powerful

chess program.

THE SOFTWARE TOOLWORKS'® STAR WARS® CHESS game copyright © 1993 LucasArts Entertainment Company. All Rights Reserved. Used Under Authorization. STAR WARS is a registered trademark of Lucasfilm Ltd. Underlying

computer code © 1993 The Software Toolworks, Inc. All Rights Reserved. The Software Toolworks is a registered trademark of The Software Toolworks, Inc. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.

i y
fv‘

£ 1
The Force is with you

Up to 72 animated 3-D capture sequences!

It's like making your own Star Wars movie on

a chessboard ! Through dazzling animation,

Leia, Luke, C-3PO, Darth Vader and other

characters you love come to life in brilliant

3-D sequences. Up to 72 unique capture

moves and authentic Star Wars music and

sound effects make this a chess program

like no other in the universe.

It's your turn

to pit yourself

against the

dark side...

and may

the Force

be with youl

THESOFIWARETOOLWORKS'

For the store nearest you or to buy, call

1 -800 -234-3088
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can play 5-inch audio CDs,

1 2-inch LaserDisc movies, and

the new 8- and 1 2-inch Laser-

Gentlemen, Choose Your CDs

T

he biggest names in elec-

tronics want to sit on top of

your TV set—whether you

want them there or not.

Over the last few months,

a Who's Who of consumer

firms, including Nintendo,

Philips, Sega, Pioneer, Com-

modore, and AT&T, has an-

nounced or shipped CD-ROM-

based set-top boxes for your

TV. All of them want their box

to be the games and multime-

dia system at the center of

your living room.

So which will it be? It's far too

soon to tell which one of

these— if any—will work its

way into your home, but this

battle definitely makes for

great spectator sport. Here's

a lineup.

3DO Interactive

Multiplayer
Sanyo, AT&T, and Panasonic

are just three of the compa-

nies shipping or planning to

ship systems based on tech-

nology from tiny 3DO, a start-

up led by Electronic Arts

founder Trip Hawkins.

The first 3DO system,

Panasonic's FZ-1 REAL 3DO
Interactive Multiplayer, is the

hottest-performing set-top CD
box available, with advanced

graphics circuitry that easily

outpaces PCs and Macs, not

to mention cartridge systems.

The 3DO Company also plans

to turn the system into a multi-

purpose command center

for games, multimedia, interac-

tive TV, and access to the so-

called data superhighway.

But a lofty $700 list price for

the player and a limited selec-

tion of multimedia titles and

games may keep this set-top

box out of the mainstream for

awhile.

Pioneer LaserActive

If Panasonic's is the most

powerful system, Pioneer's

LaserActive is definitely

the most flexible. The

LaserActive systems

Active titles. With add-ons, you

also can run Sega CD and

Nintendo titles.

Only a handful of Laser-

Active-specific titles are around

(from Virgin, Sega, and Trilo-

byte—a few others say they're

working on more). That's un-

fortunate, since LaserActive

titles support a full hour of

motion video and digital audio.

But all this doesn't come

Trip Hawkins, The 3DO Company

cheap. At nearly $1,000 for

the base unit and up to $600

per additional module, Laser-

Active is unlikely to become a

mass-market phenomenon.

Philips CD-I

If you don't believe that price

counts, look at Philips CD-I.

Listed at $699 when they

were first introduced in 1991,

CD-I players now go for a

more reasonable $400. But

early sticker shock held down

sales and discouraged inde-

pendent title developers.

That's starting to change.

Philips recently came out with

an add-on to handle movies

recorded in the Video CD for-

mat based on the Moving

Pictures Expert Group (MPEG)

compression formula. And

CD-I is beginning to attract

some innovative new titles,

including Voyeur, an interac-

tive political thriller starring

Robert Culp, and an interac-

tive version of rock star Todd

Rundgren's No World Order

release.

"We've created breakthrough processing

technology that has the power to captivate

and involve everyone more than ever before."

Sega CD
While its competitors tangle

over the high-end market, car-

tridge and CD game maker
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CD Format Scorecard

PRODUCT VENDOR AVAILABLE PRICE COMMENTS

Sega CD Sega of America Now $229 Runs virtual-reality games and CD-based
movies. Its 64-bit follow-up, the Saturn, is

due by fall of 1 994.

REAL 3D0
Interactive

Multiplayer

Panasonic Now About $700 3DO technology will also show up in

players by AT&T, Sanyo, and other

companies.

LaserActive Pioneer Electronics

(USA)

Now $970 base plus

$350-$600
per module

Plays LaserDisc movies and audio CDs.

Add-on modules play Sega and NEC
games and LaserKaraoke discs.

Jaguar Atari Computer
Corporation

CD-ROM in

mid-'94

$200 for system

plus about $200
for CD-ROM
add-on

IBM will build the CD-ROM add-on for

the Jaguar, which should deliver the high-

est-quality images in the industry when it

ships in early 1 994.

bi CD-I Philips Interactive

Media of America

Now $399-$499 plus

$250 for digital

video cartridge

Despite being first to market, CD-I's high

prices have held back sales.

Amiga CD32 Commodore Business

Machines

Now $399 Using the Amiga computer's graphic chip

set, CD32
runs older CDTV titles as well as

new programs now under development

"We do hope we will go on to much more

than just playing games."
Sam Tramiel, Atari Computer Corporation

Sega of America has been mak-

ing a mint off the low end, sell-

ing an estimated one million

units by Christmas. There are

more than 85 Sega CD titles

now available. Though the 16-

bit players have a reputation

for being flimsy and slow, their

$229 price tag seems to make

up for everything.

Like everyone else, Sega is

betting on a video future, but it

doesn't yet support Video CDs.

Instead, the company offers a

cartridge that lets the Sega CD
system play CD movies com-

pressed with SuperMac Tech-

nology's Cinepak process.

By the fall of 1 994, the com-

pany plans to ship its Saturn

set-top CD machine, a 64-bit

system that it's working on

with Japanese consumer elec-

tronics giant Hitachi. Its rival,

Nintendo, is also working on a

64-bit box that's scheduled to

hit the market late 1994 or

early 1 995.

Atari Jaguar CD
Atari, once the power in video

games, hopes that its leading-

edge technology will get it

back in the game. The com-

pany plans to enter the mar-

ket with a CD add-on for its

$200 64-bit Jaguar gaming

deck in late 1 994. But Atari is

facing an uphill battle—rela-

tively few game makers say

that they intend to support

the add-on.

Atari executives have report-

edly been talking with Time

Warner and a Baby Bell com-

pany about the Jaguar's being

used as a set-top box for con-

trolling interactive cable TV.

But 3DO also is trying to target

that market and has already

established a partnership with

Time Warner.

Commodore
Amiga CD”
Commodore Business Ma-

chines, also trying to regain its

former glory, plans to edge

back into the picture with

its new Amiga CD 32 system.

Available in limited areas

now and due out nationally

sometime in 1994, the $400

CD 32
is based on the same

advanced graphics chips found

in Amiga personal computers.

In addition to the titles that

are now being developed

specifically for CD32 by vendors

such as Acclaim, Psygnosis,

and Virgin, the new box runs

titles developed for the older

CDTV format, which enjoyed

limited success in Europe and

in the education market here.

There are more than 50 titles

available.

Confused? Join the club.

There's a profusion of CD for-

mats to choose from, with no

certain answer to which is

best. Here's how to cope:

Ignore the hype and concen-

trate instead on the software.

Identify the games and titles

you want, then buy the player

that runs them best.

—Christopher Lindquist

"It's very difficult to stay incompatible.

Ultimately we should give the consumer a

break and let all CDs play in all players."

Bernard Luskin, Philips Interactive Media of America
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Virgin Games’ Lands of Lore logs

in as the top PC seller.

The terrifyingly real 7th Guest

tops off at number one on the

CD-ROM chart.

Sword fights and

make Prince of

potions

the top

The Leader Board is a compilation of top-selling

software in 1 ,300 retail stores for August, 1 993.

Some titles may appear in more than one category.

Source: PC Data.

1

2

3

4

1

2

The best-selling PC, Mac, and CD-ROM entertainment software

PC GAMES
Lands of Lore Control your des-

tiny and that of King Richard in this

exciting fantasy role-playing game

with action and magic. (Virgin

Games; 800-874-4607; $62.99.)

Imperial Pursuit An add-on tour

of duty for die-hard X-Wingers.

(LucasArts Entertainment; 800-

782-7927; $29.95.)

X-Wing Jump in and help the

rebels in this space-flight simulator

enhanced with extensive Star Wars

video footage. (LucasArts Entertain-

ment; 800-782-7927; $69.65.)

SimCity Classic Create your own

city where you set up residential,

commercial, and industrial zones,

mass transit provide police and fire

protection, and set taxes. (Maxis;

800-336-2947; $39.95.)

5
The 7th Guest Explore 22 rooms

of a terrifyingly real virtual mansion

in this interactive drama complete

with live-action video. (Virgin

Games; 800-874-4607; $99.99.)

6
Betrayal at Krondor A 3-D role-

playing game based on Ray Feist’s

book series. (Sierra On-Line; 800-

326-6654; $42.45.)

7
Warlords II Sequel to the original

fantasy strategy game, with a new

Diplomacy option and a great musi-

cal score. (Strategic Studies Group;

904-469-8880; $69.95.)

8
Stronghold The first strategic

game with D&D-type characters

that lets you control a world and

create allies. The goal is to become

the emperor and destroy all foes.

(Strategic Simulations; 800-245-

4525; $59.95.)

9
Hardball III Don’t get caught

stealing this advanced baseball sim-

ulation game complete with play-by-

play commentaries and customiz-

able players. (Accolade; 408-985-

1700; $59.95.)

Links-386 Pro This well-

designed golf game offers spectac-

ular graphics modeled on the

famous Harbour Town golf course.

(Access Software; 800-800-4880;

$39.95.)

Prince of Persia Save the beauti-

ful princess in this narrated cinemat-

ic action adventure filled with sword

fights and magic spells. (Brod-

erbund Software; 800-521-6263;

$34.95.)

SimCity Classic Create your own

city where you set up residential,

commercial, and industrial zones,

MAC GAMES
build mass transit, provide police

and fire protection, and set taxes.

(Maxis; 800-336-2947; $39.95.)

Microsoft Flight Simulator 5.0

From takeoff to landing, you’re in

control of your choice of airplanes

with improved graphics and realistic

extras. (Microsoft; 800-426-9400;

$64.95.)

4
SimCity Supreme An expanded

and updated version of SimCity, with

1 7 additional cities, better graphics,

and a new terrain editor. (Maxis;

800-336-2947; $39.95.)

PGA Tour GoH This realistic sim-

ulation lets you tee off at four differ-

ent 1 8-hole golf courses. (Electronic

Arts; 800-245-4525; $59.95.)

I

The 7th Guest Explore 22 rooms

of a terrifyingly real virtual mansion

in this interactive drama complete

with live-action video. (Virgin

Games; 800-874-4607; $99.99.)

2
King’s Quest VI An adventure

love story that takes you through an

enchanted world of mystery. (Sierra

On-Line; 800-743-7725; $79.95.)

3
Romaterial An exciting array of

icons, screen savers, full-motion

video, and sound effects. (Moon

Valley; 800-443-2748; $29.95.)

4
MPC Wizard A configuration and

testing utility for multimedia com-

puters. (Aris Entertainment; 800-

245-4525; $14.95.)

CD-ROM TITLES

5
Lord of the Rings J.R.R.Tolkien’s

classic tale comes to life. As Frodo

Baggins you lead your friends on an

adventure to save Middle Earth.

(Interplay; 800-969-4263; $64.95.)

6
Day of the Tentacle: Maniac

Mansion A wacky adventure with

tongue-in-cheek cartoon graphics

and the characters from Maniac

Mansion. (LucasArts Entertainment;

800-782-7927; $69.95.)

7
Dune Prove your worth to the fero-

cious Fremen warriors and lead

them to victory over the powerful

Harkonnens to gain control of

Arrakis. (Virgin Games; 800-874-

4607; $69.99.)

0 Just Grandma and Me Animated

^ and interactive fun with Broderbund’s

first Living Book, a storybook your

child can play. (Broderbund; 800-

521-6263; approximately $45.)

9
Indiana Jones and the Fate of

Atlantis Help Indy discover the

fate of the Lost Continent in this

action adventure based on the pop-

ular movie series. (LucasArts Enter-

tainment; 800-782-7927; $69.95.)

Compton’s Encyclopedia
Upgrade An improvement to

Compton’s multimedia reference

guide with additional videos, anima-

tion, slide shows, and more.

(Compton's New Media; 800-862-

2206, $99.)
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I T E R A C T I V E HORROR 0 V I E

MERE N© ONE
RESTS IN PEACE.

Dracula is

back, driven by

revenge and a hungerfor

human blood. Follow a

trail of vampire brides,

corpses, and wolf tracks

through the streets of London.

You direct the drama,

suspense, and passion as

you are drawn into a world of evil

where every decision and action you

make is inextricably tied to the fates

of those you love.

From the creators of

Sherlock Holmes Consulting Detective™

Contact your local retailer or call 1-800-877-4266.

Circle 146 on Reader Service Card

Over 90 minutes of captivating

video and an original

gothic soundtrack draws you into

the center of the action.

Over 150 riveting scenes propel |

you down multiple pathways }

toward the final confrontation, i

Unique interactive |

experience that you've never f

encountered before.

AVAILABLE ON CD-ROM FOR PC AND AC



Kiss Conventional

Logic Goodbye



low you see it. Now you don’t. The land of Kyrandia is disappearing piece by piece

and all the evidence points

Mf
elusion: a curse. \J Thus

toward one perilous con-

begins The Hand of Fate
,

series, where you aresecond in the Fables & Fiends'

the offbeat, young mystic who must voyage to the center of the world to break

the spell. Out of sync and out on foot, your aberrant journey reveals nothing

is what it seems. Everything is what it

isn’t. And you can count your friends on

one hand. i JlIlIHlIEflliHillili Literally. \y Conspiring to push

the twisted edge of cinemagraphic entertainment, Westwood Studios has

designed more puzzles and gameplay in the first few chapters of

The Hand of Fate WT
JpjT

' than in all of

The Legend of Kyrandia :

| 3 jjf tJIm W - \j The most
...i.ii.i {St

' Im bsT

advanced graphics

on the market are first pencil tested, then painted jM

vat
on-screen to surrealistic perfection. \y Breakthrough

Trulight technology

ically for a fuller, fourth

illuminates each scene more cinemat-

dimensional picture. The new

State of Mind System
,
along with superior intuitive interfacing, enables you and

over 50 characters to change your mind, mood and

mayhem based on preceding events, Don’t just

play with your mind. Change the way your mind plays.

Grasp The Hand of Fate and kiss conventional logic goodbye.

Circle 21 on Reader Service Card

Westwood



potlight
ALL SYSTEMS GO

E2 Goes Under the Hood
Of Three Jamming
Multimedia Systems

For a while there, it looked like per-

sonal computers were about to

become commodity items. Identical beige

boxes with interchangeable processors

and boring peripherals were about it

But multimedia nipped that trend in the

bud. To get the most out of the latest

computer games and multimedia titles,

you need a PC or Mac properly outfitted

with video, sound, and a fast CD-ROM
drive. And there's an endless array of

choices out there.

You could assemble your multimedia

powerhouse piece by piece, but if you're

starting from scratch, it’s definitely easier

to buy a preassembled system. Plus,

many manufacturers toss in a cool bundle

of free games and multimedia software.

The three new sys-

tems detailed here,

for example, supply

everything you need

to run today's most

demanding titles.

The Performa 550 is cheap-and easier

to set up than some toasters.

CHEAP AND
EASY
Macintoshes have

always been easier to

install than PCs, but

Apple’s new one-

piece Performa 550

is easier to set up

than some toasters. Just

take it out of the box,

plug the power cord into

the Performa's backside

and a wall socket, hit

the switch, and you're off and running.

While Apple usually charges a premium

for its design superiority, the Performa

550 is reasonably priced at less than

$2,000. Even better, your two grand buys

you more than a bare-bones Mac for

Morons: You get a fast 33MHz 68030-

based computer.

You also get a decent selection of

more than a dozen preinstalled software

titles, including Grolier’s Encyclopedia

and Intuit’s Quicken for home finance.

You can run the programs on the built-in

double-speed CD-ROM drive, watch

them on its chassis-mounted 14-inch

color monitor, and listen to them on a pair

of stereo speakers with front-mounted

volume controls.

Five megabytes of system memory

come standard, but you can add more—up
to 36MB—for memory-hungry software.

Also standard are a 1 60MB hard disk

drive and a 1.44MB SuperDrive floppy

drive that reads both Mac and DOS disks.

You even get a fax modem and soft-

ware complete with an America Online

account

A personal computer can never be too

cheap or too easy to set up, and the Per-

forma 550 is about as cheap and easy as

a Mac system can get (Apple Computer;

800-538-9696; approximately $2,000.)

A MACHINE FOR THE
MARQUIS DE SADE
Duracom’s Multimedia DeskSaver

486/66DX2V is a PC masochist. We
punished it We brutalized it And it actual-

ly seemed to like it.

As a primary test platform at E2, the

DeskSaver held up beautifully through
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Duracom’s tough and powerful

Multimedia DeskSaver packs enough
high-tech toys to keep anyone happy.

months of use and abuse dished out by

everything from Windows-based multime-

dia kidware to gargantuan 3-D games.

At almost $5,000, the DeskSaver isn’t

cheap. But a brawny 66MHz 486DX2
processor puts the pedal to the metal.

And an impressivel 6MB of main memory

comes standard, more than enough for

even the most demanding multimedia

graphics programs.

Games that look good on a standard

1 4-inch screen will blow you away on this

system. A zip-quick ATI local-bus video

card with 2MB of memory powers an

expansive 1 7-inch color monitor.

The DeskSaver doesn’t skimp on

sound, either. A 1 6-bit Media Vision Pro

Audio sound card drives Altec Lansing’s

splendid ACS 300 speakers.

In addition to its NEC double-speed

CD-ROM drive, you get a huge 340MB
hard disk with a 4MB caching controller

to make it fly. And Duracom bundles a

nice selection of software, including

Compton's Interactive Encyclopedia,

Braderbund’s Carmen Sandiego Deluxe,

MicroProse's Mantis and Civilization, and

Interplay's Battle Chess.

The big boys could take some lessons

from little Duracom. The DeskSaver

486/66DX2V delivers exactly what multi-

media enthusiasts need: high-quality,

high-speed, high-end enjoyment from top

to bottom. (Duracom Computer Systems;

800-551-9000; $4,749.)

IT TOLLS FOR THEE

Packard Bell’s 486SX/25 Multimedia

Computer isn’t as fast or as flashy as the

Duracom DeskSaver, but it delivers all the

basics for about $3,000 less.

Packard Bell holds down the cost by

using just enough ordinary hardware to

get the job done. Powered by a 25MHz

486SX chip and 4MB RAM, the machine

has plenty of juice for most game and

multimedia titles.

A Sound Blaster Pro ll-compatible

sound card runs a Roland CS-10 speaker

unit, which doubles as a monitor stand.

The CS-10 unit features a pair of front-

mounted speakers, volume and tone con-

trols, and a headphone jack that doesn't

require you to reach behind your PC.

Local-bus video delivers snappy graphics

through a standard 1 4-inch Super VGA
monitor, while the 210MB hard drive has

room for plenty of software.

One disappointment is its single-speed

CD-ROM drive. It simply won't be fast

enough to effectively run the next gener-

ation of multimedia titles. But Packard

Bell spices up the basic package with

some extras: a data/fax modem and even

a PBTV3 card that lets you watch TV on

your computer screen. Special software

lets you capture images to your hard disk

from a cable feed, a LaserDisc player, a

camcorder, or a VCR.

You get great software,

too. The Packard Bell

Navigator guides

beginners through

Windows, while Microsoft

Works for Windows

and Microsoft Money

can help out with house-

hold and small busi-

ness tasks.

For gamers, there's

a great selection of Soft-

ware Toolworks programs,

including Chessmaster

3000. (Packard Bell;

818-886-9998;

$2,299-less than

$2,000 without the

PBTV3 option.)

—Christopher

Lindquist

»> THE BIG BOYS COULD
TAKE SOME LESSONS
FROM LITTLE DURACOM.

Plenty of bundled software and tasty

extras-including a fax modem and TV
tuner-make the Packard Bell Multi-

media Computer a good budget option.
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One Giant Leap
For Mankind

If they can put a man on the moon, why

cant they get decent full-motion video

in a CD program?

That's the question we used to ask

every time we looked at a space-explo-

ration edutainment title. But when we
found Sumeria’s Space: A Visual

History of Manned Spaceflight, we
stopped asking. This is the first space

title we’ve seen that displays crisp, clear

moving video of astronauts and lunar

takeoffs. And you can’t beat the price-

less than $50 for a PC- and Mac-com-

patible CD.

The Mac version displays the better

images. It supports the latest rendition

of Apple's QuickTime video standard

(version 1.6), which lets it display video

in 240-by-1 80-pixel-sized windows-

that is, 3V2 by 2V2 inches. That’s a lot

bigger than the piddly, postage-stamp-

sized images you get from QuickTime

for Windows 1.1, the latest release sup-

ported by PC multimedia titles.

But there’s more to Space than its 90

minutes of video. There’s plenty of

descriptive text and a fascinating time-

line that covers manned space flight

from 1 961 to the space station planned

for the end of the decade. (The disas-

trous Challenger mission is a glaring

omission, though.)

Well designed from the ground up,

Space lets you navigate by clicking and

scrolling with its speedy search engine.

Sumeria makes the content available

for reuse license free, so you can even

export the video and still images to

other files in Windows or on the Mac.

Sample that. (Sumeria; 800-478-6374;

CD for Win/Mac, $49.95.) -Gina Smith

Discover Space Turns Your
PC Into a Planetarium

Want to see what would happen

if a five-trillion-metric-ton aster-

oid moving at 25 kilometers per second

slammed into Texas? Broderbund's

Discover Space will show you, and it

isn’t pretty.

Think of this floppy-based DOS pro-

gram as an interactive PBS
special, with simulations and

images courtesy of such au-

thoritative sources as the

National Optical Astronomy

Observatories and NASA. Dis-

cover Space explains every-

thing you've ever wanted to

know—and a lot of things you

probably don’t—about the cos-

mos around us.

Discover Space makes

noodling around outer space easier than

channel surfing. As its 2007-esque

soundtrack plays eerily in the background,

even sixth-graders will have no trouble

exploring the six main modules; Comets

and Asteroids, Deep Sky Objects, Space

Exploration, Star Maps, The Planets, and

The Sun. Each module includes well-

designed animations that simulate astro-

nomical occurrences in crisp detail.

A MODULE WITH A VIEW
In Star Maps, Discover Space's most

ambitious module, you can customize

your view of the sky for any date, time,

location, or lighting condition that you

can imagine.

The Celestial Sphere view—the dome-

shaped image looks like a planetarium’s

point of view-displays up to 88 constella-

tions, as well as planets, stars, the Milky

Way, and other astral objects. The anima-

tion view sets the celestial sphere in

motion at prespecified rates and over pre-

set periods of time. Another view of the

sky, called Skyline, looks like what you'd

see in books and astrological charts.

In the Sun module, you can animate

solar flares and holes in the corona, show

partial or total eclipses, and even split

the sun in half to find out what’s inside.

Another interesting (but

scary) exercise lets you dis-

play the life cycle of the

sun—from its birth until, they

tell us, its inevitable death.

Unlike other astronomy

and space titles, Breder-

bund’s Discover Space is

content to do its job well,

without striving for pointless

glitz. It doesn’t waste its ener-

gy, for example, trying to

squeeze in video of the Apollo takeoffs or

landings. It also works with a wide array of

sound cards, doesn't require cartloads of

RAM, and displays its stunning graphics in

both 1 6-color and 256-color modes. All

that adds up to a fun, informative program

for high- and low-end computers. (Brader-

bund Software; 800-521-6263; DOS,

$39.95.) —Cynthia Fields and Gina Smith

With Discover Space you can find out

what would happen if a huge asteroid

moving at 25 kilometers per second
slammed into Texas.
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IN CYSERITRIKE.

ALL — EG I NNEi ILL SE

TREATED FAIRLY.

THIN DESTROYED
Beaten all the boxed

games? Done the arcades to

death? Try CyberStrike" the

wild new multi-player game
on CEnie where you hop into

a two-legged CyberPod and
battle it out against other

real live humans for control

of a virtual reality city. The

action’s fast and furious. But

even if you’re new in town,

you won’t get blown to

Kingdom Come. Well, not

right away at least. In fact,

CyberStrike is so easy to

learn, you might actually

live long enough to waste

someone else first. And best

of all, it only costs three

bucks an hour.* So strap

yourself inside a Pod and
come out shooting. You’ve

got nothing to lose. Except

your life.

GEnie,
multi-player games

100% ORGANIC OPPONENTS

SIGN UP NOW: 1. Set your modem

for half duplex (local echo) at 300,

1200 or 2400 baud. 2. Dial toll free

1-800-638-8369. Upon connection,

enter HHH 3. At the U # = prompt,

enter XKY95115,HOT then press

RETURN 4. Have a major credit

card or your checking account

number ready. For more informa-

tion in the U.S. or Canada, call

1-800-638-9636.

’Here’s the fine print. CEnie multi-player games and support services are $3.00 an hour in non-prime time: 6 p.m. to 8 a.m. local time Mon.-Fri., all

day Sat. and Sun. and selected holidays. There’s also an $8.95 monthly subscription fee. Each month, you’ll get credit for up to four hours of non-
prime time usage. Any surcharges incurred apply to all hourly usage, including your first four hours.

ibimuTRomo



The Grand Opening of Your
Multimedia Movie Theater

M Mhen the lights go down in the

lT theater and the faint smell of

buttered popcorn wafts your way, you

know you’re about to see a movie. But

the experience is different when you sit

down at your multimedia PC screen.

For one thing, there’s only a few fea-

ture films currently available on CD-ROM.

More are on the way, but most of today’s

CD-ROM movie-based titles consist of

guides that will steer you to the flick you

want to see, or dish out fun facts and

behind-the-scenes gossip on the stars,

directors, and movies you love.

The Beatles' 1964 classic A Hard

Day’s Night is the first full-length fea-

ture film to make it to CD-

ROM format, and it offers

a perfect introduction to

the genre. The black-and-

white movie is well made,

funny, and packed with

some of the freshest, most

entertaining music ever

recorded.

And the CD-ROM ver-

sion gives you a variety of

new ways to enjoy it. The

disc annotates and explains

the action in ways that sim-

ply watching a movie can’t.

1

For instance, you can read

1 the script while viewing the

I'
movie—a godsend when

|
you can’t decipher the Beatles’ thick

§ accents. The Voyager Company's disc

|
also provides surprising answers to such

|
questions as “What did Ringo just say?”

I or “Why didn't director Richard Lester

I
show all four Beatles together in that

0 scene?” and “What other movies did

1 Lester direct?” A Hard Day's Night is a

great trip back into the heady mid-sixties.

More full-length movies are heading

our way on CD-ROM-including Top Gun

and Fatal Attraction. While you’re waiting,

turn into a movie expert with the heap of

film guides already on the market.

The best such guide—Criterion Goes

to the Movies-covers only 1 50 movies,

and reviews the interesting films Voyager

has released on videodisc since 1984,

Cinemaphiles know Voyager’s Criterion

Collection for its discriminating taste as

well as for the wealth of supporting

material it provides, including “director’s

cuts" that add commentary by directors

and actors on a second audio track.

The Criterion Collection

isn’t just dusty old classics

and stuffy foreign art films.

It has a selection of neglect-

ed movies, too, such as Bad

Day at Black Rock starring

Spencer Tracy—the tightest

American Western I've ever

watched—and Cy Enfield's

Zulu, a spectacular British

movie about a South Afri-

can uprising.

Criterion Goes to the

Movies might be little more

than a Voyager videodisc

catalog, but it includes in-

telligent, comprehensive

essays with cross-refer-

enced credits. You can, for instance, find

all the films of a particular director, com-

plete with photos of the casts, and

maybe even a QuickTime video clip or

two. If you’re searching for a guide to a

great collection of films, get Criterion

Goes to the Movies

.

While Criterion Goes to the Movies

Criterion Goes
to the Movies

reviews films

that The Voyager

Company has
released on
videodisc

since 1984.

includes intelligent films, MovieSelect

contains an intelligent database that

helps you create a list of movies you

might enjoy watching.

You start by choosing a genre and a

couple of films that you like. Say you pick

science fiction movies and single out

Star Wars and Close Encounters of the

Third Kind. MovieSelect proposes Star

Trek: The Movie. Not surprisingly, the

process works best if you cooperate. If

you throw MovieSelect a curve by telling

it you like slasher movies and Snow
White, you won't get much help. But if

you play by the rules, MovieSelect does a

good job of creating a personalized list of

suggestions to take to the video store.

Cinemania ’94 isn’t as “smart" as

MovieSelect, but it compensates with

sheer volume. It boasts 19,000 capsule

reviews from Leonard Maltin's Movie and

Video Guide 1994 and adds more than

4,000 more in-depth reviews from Roger

Ebert's Video Companion 1994, Pauline

Kael's 5001 Nights at the Movies, and

Baseline's Motion Picture Guide.

On top of the reviews, it adds nearly

4,000 biographies and filmographies of

performers, directors, and other impor-

tant players in the film industry, Hyper-

text links and good cross-referencing let

you navigate quickly through entire film

careers. Cinemania '94 improves on

Microsoft’s first version by including

Take a CD-ROM ride back

to the sixties with the

1964 Beatle's classic A
Hard Day’s Night
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about 20 video clips, but that's still not

nearly enough.

Big isn't always better, though. Mega
Movie Guide delivers more than 58,000

short reviews, including different reviews

for the same movie. That’s by far the

largest collection of reviews currently

available on disc, and Infobusiness sup-

ports them with a generous helping of

video clips and still shots.

Unfortunately, like many bulky things,

Mega Movie Guide lacks grace. The pro-

gram relies on a general-purpose data-

base browser from Folio Corporation, and

it shows. Seemingly designed more for

academics than entertainment, the less-

than-friendly interface lets you add notes

and highlight favorite sections.

Because it’s not on CD-ROM, Flicks!

lets you use your hard drive to hold quar-

terly updates or add your own personal

picks and reviews to the 30,000-review

database.

You can also list your own video collec-

tion, including when you recorded movies,

last viewed them, and-for people who

plan their lives in serious detail-when

you next plan to view them. You can even

list tapes you’ve loaned out and when

you want them back. If you get bored just

Movie Madness offers trailers

for 1 00 of ttie best (worst?) American
cult movies.

more than 19,000 capsule and 4,000
in-depth reviews.

browsing through movies, you can test

your knowledge with its trivia game. Don't

expect to see any video clips-or even

stills—in this one, though. If it's video you

want, go rent it.

While you’re at the store, ask the clerk

if he's heard the one about the camel

who goes into a movie theater. And if

you're looking for a joke-or the punch

line to that one-Time Warner Interactive

Group's Funny, a film by Bran Ferren,

has 84 of them. Eighty-four different

MovieSelect gives you a personalized

list of suggestions that you can take to

the video store.

Raquel Welch’s outfit so tight in One

Million Years BC? If you don’t remember,

watch some of the most coveted footage

of celebrity-sellout low points in Mid-

night Movie Madness with Gilbert

Gottfried. Introduced by the screeching

comedian himself and compiled by for-

mer editors of National Lampoon, Mid-

night Movie Madness offers up trailers

for 1 00 of the best (worst?) American

cult and drive-in movies of the fifties, six-

ties, and seventies. Kick back and chill

out with 40 minutes of cheesy scenes

from such lowbrow classics as Plan 9

From Outer Space, House of Dracula,

The Creatures Walk Among Us, and

Teenagers from Outer Space.

-Paul Statt

people—celebrities and just plain Joes-

tell jokes in full-motion video for 80 min-

utes, You can watch straight through,

check out one at a time, or concentrate

on your favorite topics: mothers-in-law,

bald men, whatever. You’ll even find a

dirty joke or two and a bit of gratuitous

(female) nudity.

Speaking of gratuitous nudity, why was

lutifUK lellviwri

bctnnmb kill

A Hard Day’s Night

The Voyager Company

800-446-2001

Win/Mac, $39.95

Criterion Goes to the Movies

The Voyager Company
800-446-2001

Win/Mac, $24.95

MovieSelect

Paramount Interactive

415-812-8200

Win/Mac, $24.95

Cinemania ’94

Microsoft Corporation

800-426-9400

Win, $79.95

Mega Movie Guide

Infobusiness

800-657-5300

Win/DOS, $59.95

Flicks!

Villa Crespo Software

800-521-3963

DOS (floppy only), $59.95

Funny

Time Warner Interactive Group

800-482-3766

Win/Mac, $39.99

Midnight Movie Madness with

Gilbert Gottfried

Medio Multimedia

800-788-3866

Win, $59.95
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ids Corner

STORY PAINTING WITH PETER PAN

Never Grow Up

itory paImUnQ Advehtvre

At key points in the story, Peter Pan
takes a break and asks kids to help

out by choosing one of the four

Paintbox Pals.

Kids can't miss, since Peter Pan puts a

circle of stars in the spot where they

should apply the Paintbox Pal. Here,

Jazz Painter goes to work on the croc.

You can fly! You can fly! You can

fly!"

Mary Martin sang it on Broadway.

Sandy Duncan did, too. And now your

kids can scream it out when they take a

break from Peter Pan: A Story

Painting Adventure, a new, slightly

interactive game for the PC and Mac-

intosh, and coming soon for 3D0.

Primarily a passive play, this EA'Kids

program takes an unusual approach to

the famous story. Unlike the titles in

Broderbund’s Living Books series, Peter

Pan doesn't include gobs of onscreen

objects to click on. Instead, children ages

seven and up use a simple set of paint-

box tools to help Peter move through the

adventure. It sounds weird. But it works.

THE RIGHT TOOL
Peter's got a treasure map and Hook

wants it. In fact, the one-armed pirate will

do anything—from kidnapping Wendy to

stowing some of the Lost Boys in

caves—to retrieve it.

When things get tough, Peter Pan

takes a break and asks for help from the

kids playing the game. But rather than

hack and slash with a sword, kids use a

paint box filled with four animated char-

acters. Winston Whoosh rubs out danger

with his cute eraser head; Sally Sprayer

squirts magic mist; Jazz Painter dabs col-

ors; Nick Lead connects the dots.

The characters face the screen only

when they can help, so kids know exactly

what choices they have. Once a tool hits

the screen, animated stars encircle the

appropriate area, indicating just where to

spray, paint, erase, or draw. It's foolproof,

PAN WINS AGAIN
Unlike an adventure game, where plot

line branching depends on the choices

the player makes, Pan forges towards its

foregone conclusion no matter what kids

do in the interactive scenes. And Pan

always wins.

That makes the game less frustrating

for younger kids who aren't ready for

problem solving, but it also shortens the

game’slife span. Kids will play more than

once just to try all the tools and gags, but

the title lacks replay value for all but the

most repetition-obsessed preschoolers,

With that audience in mind, I recom-

mend the compact-disc version. Unlike

the hard-disk Pan, where limited narra-

tion demands reading skills, the CD
offers narration from start to finish, allow-

ing nonreaders to follow the story and

operate the Paintbox Pals on their own.

All versions have sound effects and a

bouncy blues score. They also feature

credible animation, even on a 386SX PC,

though it's smoother on faster machines.

Several of the scenes in Peter Pan
are cinematic and include narration.

Peter Pan is only the first title in the

EA'Kids Paintbox Pals series and, as

such, is an impressive debut. Not quite

an adventure, but definitely much more

than a sit-back-and-watch slide show, it’s

the most original kids’ game to swoop

down since Braderbund launched Living

Books. (Electronic Arts; 800-245-4525;

Win/Mac and CD for Win/Mac, $49.95.)

—Gregg Keizer
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A Head Start for Tomorrow’s Architects
CAD for kids sounds like either a compli-

cated product designed for nerdy junior

engineers or a juvenile cut, paste, and

color program trying to appear sophisti-

cated. But Kid CAD is a clever, comput-

er-aided design program that lets any

reasonably intelligent kid older than

seven design 3-D buildings, interiors, and

landscapes.

First, new designers pick a location: city,

town, or country. Then they can start from

scratch with a house frame or choose

to customize a predesigned structure.

Kids can add everything from major

structural details to nooks and crannies,

and they can use a variety of colors and

materials including brick, stone, steel, rub-

ber, thatch, and wood. They can rotate

their creations, zoom in on them, look

through exterior walls to work on the

interior, and move objects at will.

But Kid CAD is not for every kid.

Although it has a fairly simple Windows

interface, it can be difficult at times. Just

In Kid CAD, kids have the tools to

build everything from major structural

details to nooks and crannies.

Kids get to decide whether to

build their house in a city, in a town,

or out in the country.

like real architects, kids have to be

meticulous with almost every piece they

add to a building, not only carefully plac-

ing it but sometimes also rotating it.

Often, several menu choices are needed

just to get one element into the correct

place. The process takes time, patience,

and practice. Don't expect a computer-

ized box of Legos.

Worse, kids must build their structures

piece by piece, and the larger the struc-

ture, the more pieces-and time—it takes.

The screen redraws every time the pro-

gram adds a new element, and the more

complex the design, the slower the

redraw. A fast 486 will help keep impa-

tient youngsters from getting frustrated.

But for older kids that have patience

and fast hard-

ware, Kid CAD
can be creative,

rewarding fun.

(Davidson &

Associates;

800-545-7677;

Win, $49.95.)

—Mark Reynolds

The Tortoise and the
Hare on CD-ROM
For lots of kids, the classic story of Hie Tortoise and the Hare is their first lesson

in perseverance. And the CD-ROM version of the venerable fable makes its point

with humorous narration, funny animation, and cute music and sound effects.

Like the other titles in Braderbund’s Living Book series, The Tortoise and the

Hare lets kids interact with the story. They can follow along with the highlighted

words and click on virtually any character or object to see animations.

Broderbund has beefed up the two-character original with lots more personali-

ties to make kids laugh, including animated trees, houses, and even rocks and

mailboxes. The soundtrack’s mix of jazz, blues, and bluegrass is clever, too. One

musical highlight occurs during a jam section on the second page, when a tal-

ented beaver raps some quick doggerel.

Fun, educational, colorful, and well paced, The Tortoise and the Hare is target-

ed at children aged three to eight. While older kids can enjoy it on their own,

preschoolers will need a little help from their parents. (Broderbund Software;

41 5-382-4400; CD for Win/Mac, $39.95.) -Sarah Tilton
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Tube Man
Keith Ferrell

New Tube, Old Tricks

It's a killing field, that zone in front of

the television screen—a deadly potato

field now being seeded with this year’s

magic crop: interactivity.

What will they think of next?

Anything they want to. They (that mar-

velous bin of a word; you know who they

are, we all know who they are) have finally

figured it out. After half a century of career-

ing down a one-way electronic road that

leads to the tube and from there to what’s

left of your brain, they’re broadening the

highway. And what an autobahn it will be!

Direct broadcast, satellite signal bounce,

twisted pair, coax, fiber, big dish/small dish,

onscreen menuing, pay-per-view, program-

ming on demand, networks, studios, cable

companies, phone companies, converter

boxes, PCs, game decks, high-definition

screens, all connected and all humming a

tune as close to the speed of light as they can

manage, and getting faster all the time. It’s

quite simply the best and fastest highway

ever built, way beyond cool.

And what’s going to move down that

highway?

First generation: This year. Reruns, re-

treads, remakes—and all the Elvis memora-

bilia and psychic advice your credit cards can

handle. Maybe even some entertainment.

Second generation: Two to four years. All

of the above plus games that will seem inter-

active to people who don’t know from inter-

active games.

Third generation and beyond: Next cen-

tury. The hope is for a highway that will

bear any traffic we want it to, with no inter-

est group so special or so small it can’t have

its own rich lane. The risk—and, far too

probably, the reality—is bigger and better

reruns, retreads, remakes, and retailing.

A quartet century or so ago Harlan Ellis-

on began working on what became the best

column of TV criticism ever written. He
called it “The Glass Teat.” That was Har-

lan’s vision: the audience were suckling

babies fastened to the new electronic nipple.

Everything he had to say about TV held true

until very recently.

Now, though, I’m not so sure his insight

still applies. Because we’re on the brink

of no longer suckling from the glass teat.

Instead, it’s going to be suckling from us.

Specifically our wallets, which is what the

ubiquitous “they” most want to interact

with anyway.

I do it, you do it, we all do it. And they do

it better than anyone. Commerce, com-

mercialism. The mercantile trade. The

old buy-and-sell.

Business.

That’s what

TV is, a busi-

ness. Publish-

ing too, for

that matter, or

writing. And TV
is as big a busi-

ness machine as

has ever been built,

even as it rests on

the verge of getting

much bigger.

In that sense, the TV
has always suckled from

us, whether it was Bucky

Beaver brusha-brusha-

brusha-ing the Howdy
Doody generation into

haranguing their moms for Ipana toothpaste

or your local cable panderer putting on a

monthly gouge that would do proud any bar-

barian at any gate.

The difference, from here on out, is that

the exchange will bear a gathering load

of what passes for interactivity. You’ll be

able to push buttons and massage controls

and make things happen. And each touch

you put on the controls is going to put a

touch of its own on your pocket. Talk about

Magic Fingers!

There’s a certain amount of interactivity

at work already, of course, and it may well

be that remote-control channel surfing is

about as interactive as whole chunks of the

couch potato fields are willing to become.

Give them a chance to surf more specific

waves
—
“Which ‘Gilligan’ do you want to

see tonight, hon?”—and you may redefine

potatohood. Charge a price per rerun that

won’t scare away the mark when the first bill

comes, and you’ve got a good shot at turning

the first generation of interactive

television into a perpetual money

machine tilling the baby-boomer

soil of the first generation to

grow up with TV.

Later, more media-savvy

generations will be both easi-

er and harder to tap. Easier

because they’ve spent their

lives surfing. Born watch-

ing, they were bom to be

gotten. Or had. Harder

because their attention

span is so diminished

by constant surfing

that it’s tough to get

them to sit still.

But it doesn’t

have to be that

way. Interactivity can be as

much about what things can become as

what you can charge. That’s what I hope to

cover in this column: what TV can become,

rather than just an interactive version of

what it is right now. j
Stay tuned. '

Keith Ferrell is the editor of Omni magazine, edi-

torial director for Compute and science editor for

Penthouse, each of which covers the interactive

revolution in its own way.
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A WORLD-CLASS CHALLENGE FROM RUSSIA.

Direct from Russia come six marvelously mind-bending, enormously entertaining

new games. With up to nine skill levels to test your mettle and timers to test your

patience, you’ll find yourself grappling with these puzzlers long after other games

have been sent to Siberia. Exciting sound effects and authentic Russian music keep

your fingers dancing feverishly and your blood flowing red-hot.

To order Russian 6 Pakm ,
call 1 -800-969-GAME,

or see your local retailer. Available on windows. Interplay Productions, Inc.

17922 Fitch Avenue
Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 553-6678

© 1993 Interplay Productions, Inc. All rights reserved. RUSSIAN 6 PAK is a trademark of Interplay Productions, Inc.



Game On
Rusel DeMaria

The First Time

Do you remember your first time?

Most people do. My first time was on

the Stanford University campus in the

summer of 1967. In the student union.

On Space War. My first interactive

electronic game.

You thought I was talking about sex?

Sorry. I don’t write about sex. I write about

games.

Space War was a vector-graphic, stand-

alone arcade-style game. At the time, only

three of them existed—at the University of

Utah, MIT, and, of course, Stanford. The

beast ran on a big DEC minicomputer, but I

couldn’t have cared less.

In today’s vernacular, you might call it a

“two-player interactive space-warfare simu-

lator”—a sort of primitive, head-to-head ver-

sion of X-Wing. We didn’t have a way to

describe it at the time, so we just called it

“cool.” Its closest analogue was a pinball

game, but this was no pinball game. On a

slow day, people lined up ten-deep in the stu-

dent union just to watch.

Now, I’d like to tell you that I saw Space

War and, like Nolan Bushnell, I saw the

future: people plunking quarters by the bil-

lions into little cabinets so they could jerk

joysticks and bash buttons by the ghostly

glare of a flickering screen. But a predictor of

the future I was not. A consumer of that

future? You bet I was.

After Space War, I hit a big dry period,

which lasted until Bushnell and company put

Pong on the market in 1972. But by the time

the Atari 2600 came out a few years later, I

was hooked again. Ask anyone who knows

me. I play games for a living. I’ve spent the

last two decades watching pixels dance.

Of course, games have changed dramatical-

ly since 1981, back when uncannily absorb-

ing games like Lode Runner flashed their

crude graphics across my kludgy Apple

II. These days, progressive entries such as

The 7th Guest and Myst blend full-motion

video, 3-D-rendered graphics, and stereo

sound. But today’s games aren’t necessarily

more fun, though they’re certainly louder

and brighter. There’s got to be more to the

future than just better and better graphics

and sound.

At least that’s what Strauss Zelnick seems

to think. Now here is a guy who recently

dumped a cushy, high-flying career as

the president and CEO
of 20th Cen-

tury Fox to go

slumming in

Silicon Valley

at a tiny 3DO
software maker

called Crystal

Dynamics.

Why? Because,

he says, the dis-

tinctions between

games, education,

and traditional forms

of entertainment

(movies, for example)

are blurring into some-

thing that is altogether

new. He sees some-

thing in the future that’s

not in the movies, and

not in any game on the

market, either. “Every-

one agrees there’s a cre-

ative interactive product

that’s more than a video game, but proba-

bly not an interactive movie or television

show,” he told me. “That’s what we’re look-

ing to create.”

Doing so isn’t going to be easy, at least

not at first. “You’ll see lots of visuals and

sound, but not much content. Short-term

results will be shallow but splashy prod-

ucts,” predicts Gilman Louie, chairman of

California-based game maker Spectrum

HoloByte. Louie’s company is also working

with Paramount on rides revolving around

the theme of “Star Trek: The Next Gener-

ation.” Louie says that game makers “need

to learn how to utilize the skills of other

media” to create high-quality interactive

products.

Change is coming from another direction

as well, Louie warns: “They’re looking at

our business, too. The movie business is

waking up big time.”

Notice that both people

are having a hard time

describing exactly what

is happening. Zelnick,

Louie, 3DO’s Trip Haw-

kins, and even George

Lucas are frantically

searching for the new

paradigm in entertain-

ment. It just hasn’t

gelled yet.

I’m looking too.

I’m looking for new

directions in gam-

ing and interactive

entertainment in

general. I’m look-

ing for some in-

sight into what

works and what

doesn’t. And I’m

looking for the

special project that

brings it all into focus. The one that

stuns me to the point where all I can say is

“cool.” Or maybe “killer.”

As I prowl the back pixels of this industry,

I’ll share my discoveries and observations

with you. So stick around, and game on. ^
Rusel DeMaria is E2’s games editor and the

author ofmore than 25 computer and video game

strategy books. He and his dancing pixels reside in

northern California.
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full It inn

It is the year 2020 and the Nazi victors of World War II control a world on

the brink of ecological disaster. You alone hold the key that can stop

their insane destruction of the planet. Can you unearth their dark secret

before they stop you? • Digitized Actors, Speech and Sound Effects •

Original Midi Sound Track • Over 20 Megabytes of Graphic Adventuring

IBM® High Density 3.5” Disks Enclosed. Requirements: IBM 386 or 486 PC or 100% compatible, VGA color

graphics, DOS 5.0 or greater with EMM386 installed, a minmum of 2MB total memory, 25MB free hard disk

space, a Microsoft®, Logitech® or compatible fnouse. SOUND SUPPORT : Sound Blaster®, AdLib®, Pro
Audio Spectrum® and compatibles.

Circ|e 6? on Reada, Se„ice Cafd

OASTOSWORKQ

|§l Merit. Software™

See your favorite retailer or call:

1-800-238-4277
KRONOLOG: The Nazi Paradox ©1993 by Castleworks

Gameware. AH rights reserved. Castleworks

Gameware is a division of Remarx Unlimited, Inc.



Hopping the Fence
do you do when Microsoft

CEO Bill Gates shows up at the pre-

mier party of the year, and—oh, over-

sight of oversights!—you’re not invited?

Well, if you’re the average Joe, you stay

at home and lick your wounds. But if

you’re a party girl genius on a mission,

you hop the fence and crash.

A party girl does what she has to do, after

all. And boy, was this crash ever worth it.

Good thing I brought a hat, shades, and a

hot dark wig. Turned out it was a costume

party, and all the Silicon Valley digerati were

disguised to kill. The Bill Boy himself arrived

as Jay Gatsby. (Something is wrong here. I

know Robert Redford—and you, Mr. Bill,

are no Robert Redford.)

But I didn’t tell Bill that, I was too busy

eavesdropping on a conversation he was

having with two other guests over the future

of the Apple Newton and 3DO. One guy

claimed that these two devices were the most

revolutionary gizmos to come down the pike

in ages. “Hah!” said the other. “The New-

ton is the 3DO of PDAs!” But our Bill, who

we know from experience never wastes a

chance to unleash a good one at Apple, said

absolutely nothing.

So is it true Microsoft is trying to worm

its way into the Nintendo-Silicon Graphics

plan to build an even whizzier set-top game

box next year? Nothing in this crazy industry

surprises me anymore. And if the rumor

about Microsoft making a cash bid for Nin-

tendo of America is true, well, you won’t see

me batting an eyelash.

People are always saying things in front of

me because they think I’m a dumb blonde

who won’t understand. My tactic worked

especially well recently, after a Penn & Teller

show in New York.

Penn was bragging about a new multi-

media CD he’s planning, something about

magic and—I know it’s hard to stomach

—

sex. I saw him flash a poor young reporter

once after one of his magic shows (I swear

this is true), and believe you me, it was an

awful sight. Shows to go you that money and

fame can’t buy good taste, but if you’ve ever

caught Penn’s act, you already know that.

On the other hand, Jordan Mechner—the

boyish genius who masterminded my favorite

addiction, Prince of Persia—is a real prince of

a guy. At a party in his offices in San Fran-

cisco’s slightly hip North Beach district,

Mechner was talking all about his plans to

create an ambitious new game using

3-D-rendered graphics, ani-

mation, live ac-

tors, and real

Hollywood sets.

Mechner’s new

company, Smoking

Car Productions,

is already working

on the project, which

Mechner describes

as “a Hitchcockian ad-

venture combining ro-

mance, intrigue, suspense,

everything.” Unlike the so-

called interactive movies

coming out on CD right

now, this will be a real game,

Mechner says. Christmas

1995 is the due date, and he’s

already in negotiations with a

bunch of slick Hollywood types. Seems

Silicon Valley is invading Hollywood at a

breakneck pace.

But it’s also working the other way

around, as I discovered when I hopped the

next morning’s shuttle to LA-LA Land

to see what all this Hollywood hooplah is

really about. And right there in Burbank I

found ... David Hasselhoff!

My bosomy buddies on the Street of

Broken Dreams whisper that the stars of the

TV show “BayWatch” (okay, make that

“BabeWatch”), those beef-cakey, cheese-

cakey SoCal lifeguards, will soon be making

their fleshy debut on CD-ROM. It’s too soon

to tell whether this will be a game, an inter-

active TV show, or a little of both, but my
sources say it’ll be real steamy.

But how good this stuff will be is anyone’s

guess. It’s hard to imagine how you’ll interact

with a CD-ROM-based TV show. The suc-

cessful ones will probably give you a begin-

ning, middle, and an end, and still let you

watch the same story from

different perspectives of time

and character. Bet me.

I know a guy, Peter

Black of Xiphias Produc-

tions, who says that

the real competition to

these things will be

the movies, dramas,

and sitcoms that

are playing on TV.

After loaning a

friend his new

interactive CD-
ROM movie

—

Soft Kill—the

guy got so

interested in

playing it that

he forgot to watch “Nor-

thern Exposure.” That’s impressive. If

this stuff is enough to lure people away

from Tube Numero Uno, this new market

definitely stands a chance.

Makes me wish I’d majored in broadcast-

ing or marketing, instead of computer sci-

ence and oenophology. There’s a lot happen-

ing in the entertainment business right now,

not to mention a slew of wild parties. And

I’ll be there, digging up the hottest news.

Look for me near the bar. 0
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deliver th^ntfractive ride of your life

ANT TO PLAY SOMEWHERE THAT DOESN'T EXIST? The first generation of

commercial virtual reality lets you do just that.

A combination of video game, amusement park ride, and high-tech

computer simulation, today’s new virtual-reality attractions use high-

performance computing eguipment that was until recently beyond the

grasp of anyone hut research labs and top-secret military training centers. Equipped

with awesome processing power, ambitious game designers are creating multiuser

interactive experiences that blur the lines between games, rides, and movies. And

they’re cropping up all over the country.

Some ot these genre-bending attractions, such as Virtual World, link several

advanced arcade-style machines to the same virtual space. Players sit in cockpits

crammed with detailed controls and enveloped by computer-generated sights and

sounds. Others, such as Virtuality, are based on the 3-D headgear most commonly

associated with virtual reality. The games are basic, but simply turning your head

reveals an all-encompassing and intriguing virtual world of polygons and primary col-

ors. Still other systems, such as Galaxian 3 and Sega's AS-1, take players for a real ride.

The AS-1 uses hydraulics to shake, rattle, and roll players into a new-age interactive

movie, while Galaxian 3 relies on crisp graphics and precise fire control.

The approaches are different, but the goal is the same: to create a new world in

which players can interact with each other and the game. In many cases, the dynamics of

group interaction contribute as much to the experience as the virtual-reality elements do.

Expensive to build, many of the new virtual-reality attractions are set up to reuse

the same hardware with different programs to create new games and experiences,

much like a movie theater can show any number of movies. That will help ensure a

steady supply of new worlds to explore and new battles to fight.

The virtual-reality concept is still in its infancy, and even more advanced attrac-

tions are opening all the time. But you don't have to wait. There’s a lot of excitement

out there: Just show up and take a spin.

By Ben Calica
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I

I'm under attack!

I hir reverse and slam

Die tattle into full,

irs an old Frich.

but it slill works.

BaftleTech
No light but the black glow of the primary view screen. I take a deep breath, and my hands automatically

reach for the comforting feel of the gun sight control and throttle. I’ve got about five seconds to assign my
Long Range Missile packs and other long-distance weapons to the right thumb button. The left button is for

medium-range weapons. The short-range stuff goes to the main trigger, but fighting up close isn’t my style. I

like to hang back and pick off the wounded from a distance.

The lights blaze on! The launch doors appear on

my primary screen. No time to check the radar

screen below. My fingers race down the rows of

LEDs listing each weapon, stabbing at the trigger-

assignment buttons. Set! The screen flashes, and I

hear a blast! I’m under attack! I hit reverse and

slam the throttle into full. It’s an old trick, but it

still works. My assailant appears in front of me. I

target the left arm of the huge robotic Mech and

squeeze the fire trigger. My short-range lasers and

50mm auto-cannon blow eruptions of flame from his

arm. I follow with the right button to send another

massive blast.

The Mech, code-named Sissy, trains another shot at

me. I wheel left and turn my torso to continue my

attack. I’m slammed by fire again and glance down at

my radar. Two more Mechs have crept up behind me. Prudence whispers, “Get the hell out of

there,” but revenge has other ideas. I ignore the blasts at my well-armored back and carefully line

up the cross hairs on Sissy’s wounded arm. I exhale slowly as I squeeze the trigger. Flames erupt

again and when the smoke clears, the arm is conspicuously absent. Hah! Cap’n rides again.

EMERGING from the cockpit buzzing from yet

another round of BattleTech, an all-out war

between eight robots, I head to the Jules

Veme-style lounge of Virtual World for a cool

drink, a blow-by-blow printout of the battle, and

a high-speed re-creation of my game showing on a

nearby monitor. Based in Walnut Creek, a sleepy

suburb of San Francisco, Virtual World is the

model for Virtual World Entertainment’s interna-

tional franchise operation. Another center is

scheduled for San Diego, and additional centers

are planned for 1994 in Los Angeles, San

Francisco, New York, Hong Kong, Toronto, and

Tel Aviv. The company even intends to

install communications links so that teams

from each center can chal-

lenge one another.

If the whole

enterprise seems

Disneyesque,

it’s no acci-

dent. A group

of investors led by

Walt’s nephew Tim

Disney adapted Virtual

World from the

original BattleTech

Center that opened in Chicago in 1990. That

16-unit center and similar ones in Tokyo and

Kyoto have a gritty feel designed to appeal to

hard-core gamers. The Virtual World I just expe-

rienced—with 24 pods configured in banks of

eight—has a more soothing, adult atmosphere,

complete with a restaurant and a full bar featuring

smart drinks and custom-brewed “Martian Ale.”

“The center has the level of detail that you

would expect from a Disney attraction,” boasts

Virtual World spokesperson Laurie Dittrich,

known around here as “Triliian.”At $7 to $9 for

each 10-minute game, prices are Disneyesque, too.

To justify the premium price, Virtual

World carefully manages both the experi-

ence and the atmosphere. Once you buy a

ticket and choose a permanent

“handle,” a staffer leads you back

to the mission briefing

area. An orientation leader

plays a training video and

answers questions while

the technicians configure the pods for

your mission. They then lead you to the

pod—basically an enclosed leather seat

configured to look like a cockpit. You

stare at more buttons than you know
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what to do with. But don’t worry, you don’t need

to use all of them.

While BattleTech is the mainstay of Virtual

World, the pods also can be configured for other

games, including Red Planet, a racing game set in

the mining colonies of Mars. Another game under

development is reported to be an underwater res-

cue mission set in the lost continent of Atlantis.

So far, though, the other games can’t measure

up to BattleTech’s richness and complexity. For

example, each BattleTech weapon generates a

specific amount of heat, and advanced games will

shut down your Mech if it runs too hot. A variety

of terrains and atmospheric conditions add to the

challenge. BattleTech is major fun to play, with

new wrinkles every time you think you’ve got it

down cold.

Beginners may take a couple of games to

become competitive, but playing with a group

adds immediate spice to the experience. The

depth of the game has even bred regulars. “We’re

like [the cast of] ‘Cheers,’ ” explains one top gun

with the handle “Kanaka”: “Wizard Rex is

Norm, and Cobra Prime is Frasier.” True to his

beer-drinking namesake, the fortyish and slightly

heavyset Wizard Rex shows up almost every day.

His cane and slight limp don’t stop him from

being a terror in the cockpit.

Virtual World

24 pods

1375 N. Main Street

Walnut Creek, CA 94596

510-988-0700

Price: $7—$9, depending on

day and time

Another operation is due in

San Diego.

BattleTech Center

16 pods

North Pier Festival Market

435 E. Illinois St.

Chicago, IL 60611

312-836-5977

Price: $7—$9, depending on

day and time

BattleTech Warrior Wisdom

Ready to rock’n’roll? Here are some

tips from BattleTech veterans to help

you avoid rookie mistakes:

The unlabeled rocker switches

above the main screen enable advanced

functions. The first switch lets you steer your

Mech with the foot petals. The second switch

lets your Mech’s torso move independently

of the direction you’re traveling. With practice,

you’ll be able to shoot at an opponent while

moving out of his line of fire. You can also

stand still and whip your torso around while

Prime or Thor V6, If you are playing in a

team, try to match up a good short-range

fighter with a good long-range blaster like

the Vulture V5, affectionately known as the

Turtle for reasons that will quickly become

obvious. And while the people at Virtual

World will tell you that there are no bad

Mechs, veteran players advise you to stay

away from the Madcats, except the V3, and

to avoid the Thor V5 altogether.

Choose a Mech that matches your

fighting style. If you want point totals, go

for the unlisted but heavily missile-laden

Vulture V4. If you want kills, go with the Loki

If someone is chasing you, duck be-

hind a third player to get him off your trail.

# Don’t always go for the kill. If you can

take out your opponent’s arms and one leg,

you can leave him helpless and unable to

come back in the game with a fresh Mech.

Besides, a kill is worth just 250 points. You

can rack up more than 900 points by picking

your victim apart piece by piece.

Watch for when opponents get hot,

or right after they fire a massive volley.

They’re vulnerable in the down time.

--it Target missile packs when they fire

at you. If you can hit them midshot, you may

be able to explode the ammo inside.

Missiles are powerful but tend

to spread their damage around. If you want

to score a kill, target the black areas with

shorter-range weapons.

Don’t fire ail your missiles at once

especially in advanced games with heat

sensing enabled. Your Mech will overheat,

shut down, and blow up.
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The battle

quichlt] Turns real,

and our triggers fire

auTo-lraching missiles

aT The smarming

enemies.

Sega flS-1
As we strap ourselves into our seats, the door closes and the ship’s 6-foot screen

comes to life. The entire eight-person crew groans with disappoint-

ment as we realize our captain is Michael Jackson.

Nevertheless, we're ready to work together to launch

our shuttle. Each crew member has a set of control

buttons we have to press exactly when the timer hits

zero. The timer reaches the magic mark, and I punch

my trigger. “Engine f, fire. Engine 2, fire. Engine 3,

miss!” Miss! That was me. Michael is screaming and

everyone is looking at me.

The ship dives out of the launching chute and plummets

to the ground. The engines kick in at the last minute and we

pull up and blast through a billboard on our way to the orbital training area. The

battle quickly turns real, and our triggers fire auto-tracking missiles at the swarming enemies. This time my

trigger finger is true, and I end up with the high score.

My prowess earns me the right to land the shuttle, but using the buttons to keep the ship on course proves

too much for me. We slam through the glass wall of a building, sending tables and chairs flying as we slide to

a stop. After a final chastisement from Michael, the door opens, and we step back out into the real world.

THE SEGA AS-1 is a multiperson flight simulator

that uses hydraulic lifts to tilt the capsule in syn-

chronization to a prerecorded movie. The combi-

nation delivers a feeling of zooming through

space. And by adding group gaming elements,

participants feel like pilots, not just passengers.

Each seat has a set of handles with two but-

tons. There’s no aiming or steering, but just

launching your guided missiles is enough to

remind you that you’re not just along for the

ride. It’s great fun the first time, but since the

AS-1 doesn’t really vary the experience, the 6-to-8

minute trip loses its excitement on repeat visits.

Despite its impressive technology, the unique

group dynamic may be the AS-l’s most interest-

ing feature. A single person can end up with

responsibility for an entire group of strangers. It’s

a strange feeling, and talk about peer pressure!

Sega AS-1

Sega VirtuaLand

Luxor Las Vegas

3900 Las Vegas Blvd. South

Las Vegas, NV 89119

800-288-1000

Price: $2-$4
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The headset feels heavy and slightly uncomfortable at first But I quickly lose myself in the stereo sounds

and 3-D sights of my new world. I turn my head to examine the game space.

I've been dropped onto one of four checkerboard floors hanging about IS feet above a central battle

area. I move my hand and see my digital arm holding a giant popgun that lobs a lemon-sized projectile

about eight feet. I look around and see three color-coded polygonal humanoids heading down the stairs

towards the central floor. I point in the direction I want to go, and my digital avatar heads into the game.

One opponent is quickly blown into digital shatters by the guy to his right. As in a game of digital tag,

the loser just appears again in a different section of the war zone. Oops, one of them has spotted me. As

he fires, I duck and my digital character ducks with me. Cool.

I start to blast away, missing more often than connecting. Unfortunately, my indiscriminate shooting

teaches me an unpleasant lesson. Whoever shoots the most attracts the attention of a giant pterodactyl.

The terrifying beast snatches me up in his talons and carries me into air. At what looks to be about 100

feet up, the prehistoric bird lets go and I plummet to be dashed to virtual pieces on the floor below. I won’t

learn until later that if you stand your ground as he swoops down on you, a carefully aimed shot at the last

second can save you from certain doom.

DACTYL NIGHTMARE is the most popular

of the six games available for Virtuality, the first

real arcade-style use of headset virtual reality.

Developed by Britain’s Virtuality Entertainment

Systems, the game comes in two kinds of setups.

The more interesting 1000CS CyberSpace stand-

up model places you inside a small circular rail.

The more sedate 1000SD SitDown version is eas-

ier and less disorienting. Both have the look of

arcade games, right down to the coin slots.

All six virtuality games are designed to work

in four-player interactive mode, and most loca-

tions have an attendant who will help you select

which game you or your group wants to play.

The attendant also helps you adjust the headsets

for proper operation.

No matter which game you choose, just

moving around in Virtuality is plenty of fun.

The first few times you try it, the main challenge

is just to figure out the system. After that, you

can start paying more attention to the actual

game. In addition to Dactyl Nightmare, which

Virtuality spokesperson Chris Yewdall calls “the

Pong of the VR world,” the stand-up version of

Virtuality runs Legend Quest, a medieval adven-

ture, and Grid Busters, a futuristic gladiator sce-

nario. Legend Quest works either as a single-ses-

sion challenge or a 5-hour-long continuing quest

that remembers where you left off. Grid Busters

is a hyped-up version of Dactyl Nightmare, with

players zooming around with jet packs and head-

mounted weaponry.
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The sit-down pods

run the jump-jet simula-

tor VTOL, a BattleTech-

like game called Exorex,

and Flying Aces, a new

WW1 flight simulator

complete with digital

advice from your

choice of an American,

English, French, or

Italian copilot.

All of the simpler

Virtuality games are ter-

rific. It’s a blast just get-

ting a chance to play with

real working VR gear. But

stay away from the more

complicated scenarios until you

get the hang of things. And bring a friend or two.

Virtuality is much more fun in groups.

Virtuality

Virtuality Entertainment Systems

501 N. Broadway, 4th Floor

St. Louis, MO 63102

800-ILLUSION

Located in arcades, bars, and virtual-reality

centers in San Francisco, Los Angeles, CA;

Boulder, Denver, CO; Navarre, St. Petersburg,

FL; Marietta, GA; Chicago, IL; Grand Rapids,

MI; Bloomington, MN; Branson, Crestwood,

St. Louis, MO; Cary, NC; Voorhees, N']; New
York, NY; Cincinnati, OH; Dallas, Houston,

Killeen, TX; Salt Lake City, UT; Virginia Beach,

VA; Milwaukee, WI; Kirkland, WA.

PRICE: Typically around $1 per minute

Galaxian
3

After a harroiuing

run alltie mother slip,

the whole team

takes out the rotating

target with

concentrated fire.

Six of us step out of the arcade into the small theater. As the blackout curtains pull closed behind us, we

grab onto the twin handles that target our cannons and wait for the battle to begin. Each gunner controls a

different colored cross hair, but as the first swarms of highly rendered space fighters descend on us like

bees protecting a hive, we soon find it tough to tell who’s shooting what. We fight off wave after wave of

fighters before our unseen captain decides to take us in to attack the engine of the mother craft After a

harrowing run down the length of the mother ship, the whole team cooperates to take out the rotating target

with concentrated fire.

A HYBRID of theater and arcade, Namco’s

Galaxian3 resembles Sega’s AS-1 in that it also

casts players as the crew of a ship they do not

pilot. While Galaxian3 lacks Sega’s motion

enhancements, it gives each player an individually

aimable gun turret and delivers incredibly

detailed graphics. Accompanied by four-channel

multispeaker sound, twin projection systems

splash high-resolution computer images onto two

huge 1 10-inch screens. A pair of LaserDisc players

generate the background

images, while the system adds the interactive ele-

ments for the gunnery cross hairs just before pro-

jecting the image.

Each intense 6-minute game runs a roughly

similar pattern. First, you fight off several mass

attacks from enemy fighters. Then you execute a

Star Wars-style assault on the bad guys’ mother

ship. Finally, you skim across the surface of an

alien planet to penetrate the alien fortress and

destroy the enemy’s primary power supply

and save the world.

Cooperation is key to overall success,

but each gunner acts independently and

the best scorer of each round is declared

the winner.

Galaxian3

Namco -America

P.O.Box 641630

San Jose, CA 95164

408-383-3900

Unit located at CyberStation, Pier 39,

San Francisco, CA
415-399-9907

Price: $3



IT'S NOT FOR PLAYERS-IT'S FOR PARENTS
With thousands of video games on the market, how can parents keep up

with their kids’ games? They can’t. They have to stay ahead of them.

PlayRight is the first video game publication written expressly for parents.

Here’s a sample of what’s inside.

Parent's Choice
A buyer’s guide to the right games for your kids

COMPANIES

Who’s doing it right?

FEATURES: plAyRigHt's tick for

PRODlQI US ?AI TERs

Feature articles on the latest and best games for your kids.

Plus a feature article in each issue on current controversial topics.

CON

Interviews with child development experts and industry leaders

discussing the controversial topics of the day.

PlayRight is the only place parents will find this kind of information.

Keep ahead of the game. Order PlayRight today!

For Subscription Information Cal:

1 -800-238-1313



The Future
TODAY’S virtual-reality games offer a big

improvement over anything available in

arcades or on home computers, but they’re

only the first generation of a rapidly evolving

new medium. New systems on the way will

involve licensing popular movies such as

RoboCop and boosting the number of peo-

ple who can play at one time.

Spectrum HoloByte, Edison Brothers,

and Paramount are working on a

mall experience based on Star

Trek: The Next Generation but

won’t say much about their plans.

Observers say it’s going to be hot.

According to one insider, the game

will include set elements from the

Enterprise’s bridge and transporter

room, as well as the bridge of a Klingon

battlecruiser. One possible scenario

has players entering via a holodeck. Once

players make it through the door, uniformed

Star Fleet crew members will ask, “How
did you like your simulation of 20th-century

mall life?”

But the project may take a while. One

potential holdup could be political infighting

between the Paramount Interactive computer

division that’s handling this project and the

theme-park group that’s been incorporating

Star Trek stuff in the company’s recently

acquired Great America amusement parks.

A project called Virtual Adventures could

be even better. This deal teams theme-park

veterans Iwerks with the computer graphics

wizards at Evans & Sutherland Computer

Corporation. According to Mark Young,

senior vice president of sales and marketing

for Iwerks, “This will be the first high-capac-

ity, fully interactive 3-D adventure.”

Four pods holding eight people each will

explore the same world. The first scenario

will be a rescue mission to save the eggs of

the Loch Ness monster from poachers and

other evildoers. “The object is to save the

species of the Loch Ness monster,” says

Young. “We didn’t want to go into [overly

violent] scenarios.”

Each pod will have one pilot, one naviga-

tor, two periscope operators, two claw oper-

ators and two so-called “goopers.” “The

goop is a green substance that immobilizes

the target,” Young says. Because the game is

Look out for

RoboCop—The Ride,

coming soon to a

park near you.

totally interactive, the experi-

ence—and the Thomas Dolby

score—will change each time

you play. Young says that over

the next few years, the venture

plans to build multiple units

and release multiple games to

run on the equipment.

This blending of 3-D

virtual realities with motion

simulation is the clear

trend in

commercial VR
attractions. And since the

environments are so expensive to cre-

ate, you’re likely to see more and more

approaches that add new software to

existing hardware to create new

adventures. Eventually these interac-

tive virtual-reality theaters will change

experiences as often as traditional

movie theaters change films. ^

each

Ren Calica is director ofproduc-

tion for CyberFlix, an interactive

movie company in Knoxville,

Tennessee.

The blending of 3-U

virtual realities ill!

is ttie clear trend

in commercial

IIR attractions.
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in io 300 Channels

teractiue Television

hen San Francisco 49ers quarter-

back Steve Young calls a play in the

V/v/ huddle, Eric Reinwald is right there

with him, mapping out the team’s offensive

strategy. But this 28-year-old customer ser-

vice representative isn’t crouched on the grass

in Candlestick Park. He’s perched in front of

his TV in Castro Valley, punching in his play

calls on a compact handheld computer.

Reinwald, along with thousands of other

armchair quarterbacks, is part of the Inter-

active Network, an entertainment system that

lets viewers play along with game shows, dra-

mas, and, of course, professional sports.

In cities and towns across the country

—

from Castro Valley, California, to Orlando,

Florida—people are turning on, tuning in,

»

and playing along with their TVs. It’s called

interactive television, and it could mean the

biggest change in American lifestyles since

Uncle Milty first beamed into our living

rooms more than 40 years ago.

By Daniel Tynan
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For the past year,

the world’s largest cable, phone, and com-

puter moguls have been playing “Let’s Make

a Deal,” teaming up to invest billions of

Sending out digitally compressed pro-

grams lets broadcasters squeeze up to 10

channels into the space now occupied

by one, giving viewers a choice among

500 channels instead of 50. Using smart

undred channels

boxes and remotes, you’ll be able to

play along with “Jeopardy,” make

airline reservations, buy a zirconium

pinkie ring, or simply tell the TV
what you want to see and when you

want to see it. Advanced switching

technologies put the intelligence

at the other end, letting program-

mers deliver just the program

you request

—

all over a single

channel.

Digital com-

pression is coming. Crude forms

;
of interactivity are here now.

Exactly how all this cool stuff

will be delivered, who will

deliver it, and how much it’s

I going to cost is still up in the

air. What’s already clear is that

once you use ITV, you’ll never

look at television the same

way again.

Channel Surfing a

Tidal Wave
“Five hundred channels is

an ocean of opportunity,”

j
says Richard Haukom, a

f San Francisco-based mul-

timedia developer. “Some-

thing’s got to go in there,

even if it’s awful.”

Fortunately, having 500 chan-

nels won’t necessarily mean zapping

endlessly past the Quilting Network, the 24-

hour Geraldo Channel, and an interminable

string of Cher infomercials. Instead of surfing

EPG you’ll be able to call up a list of, say, all

the children’s programs showing at a particu-

lar hour, view a brief description of each, and

then jump to the one you want to watch.

And there won’t really be 500 separate

channels anyway. Most of this new

|£ capacity will be soaked up by

1.J games, shopping services, and multi-

ple runs of pay-per-view movies. In

fact, the new TV will look remarkably like

the old TV. The difference is you’ll have

more choices, exert more control, and pay a

little more for the privilege.

Virtual VCR
With ITV, you’ll be able to “rent” movies

and TV shows without ever leaving your liv-

ing room—and have the rental fee added

Something’s got to fill it, even if it’s

dollars to build and test interactive TV
systems. Fueling this frenzy is the conver-

gence of several complementary technolo-

gies—from digital compression and comput-

erized cable boxes to sophisticated phone-

switching equipment.

through station after station, you’ll navigate

between them using a new electronic pro-

gramming guide (EPG) such as Prevue

Express, StarSight, or TV Guide On Screen.

These guides organize programs by content,

not by their location on the dial; using an

an ocean of opportunity.

directly to your cable or phone bill, instead

of having to hand over cash at the video

store. This service will be available in two

flavors: near video-on-demand, and true

video-on-demand.

With near video-on-demand, the same

movie runs on, say, ten different channels,

with starting times staggered 15 minutes

apart. To order a film, you select it from an

onscreen menu, then wait a few minutes for

the next showing. If you want to go into the

kitchen to make popcorn, you can “pause”

the film and pick it up later on another chan-

nel, more or less where you left off, at any

time over the next couple of days. A smart

interface steers you to the proper channel,

and the cable company bills you once no

matter how many times you watch different

parts of the movie.

True video-on-demand starts the film

when you order it. You can pause, fast-for-

ward, or rewind it, just as if you’d popped a

tape into your VCR, only with laserdisc-

quality images and effects. But delivering true

video-on-demand requires fiber optic cabling

and so-called “video

/jHI-t-lll jukeboxes” at the broad-

<1111 £ HI, cast source. These pow-

erful but expensive com-

puters can store huge libraries of movies on

disk or computer tape and process thousands

of simultaneous viewer requests.

By contrast, it’s fairly easy for cable pro-

viders to deliver near video-on-demand using

existing coaxial cables and digital compres-
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The ITV Guide

T
HE MEDIA-AND MULTIMEDIA-GIANTS smell a potential gold mine in

interactive television services. As companies figure out how to cash in,

you can expect this impressive list to double before the spring thaw.

AT&T/Viacom OneTouch: This highly anticipated project in Castro

Valley, California, will feature multiplayer games, video-on-

demand, videophones, the StarSight programming guide, and

interactive versions of MTV, Nickelodeon, and VH-1. Testing of the

18-month trial began in the fall of 1993 with prototype cable

boxes, expanded channel capacity, and pay-per-view. A fuller suite

of interactive services is due this spring.

Eon: Eon will offer dozens of services,

including games, banking, food deliv-

ery, and opinion polling via a row of

interactive icons displayed over spe-

cially prepared programs. To use

Eon, you’ll have to shell out $450

for an HP-built box, plus occasion-

ee*
a * transact 'on *ees- Service is due to

GtE lAa'n
begin in Boston, Chicago, Dallas, Houston, Los Angeles,

New York, Philadelphia, San Francisco, and Washington, D.C., in mid-

to late 1994, depending on FCC approval in each city.

GTE Cerritos Project! One of the earliest and most extensive ITV tests,

this Cerritos, California, project features pay-per-view movies, video-

on-demand, teleconferencing, even limited-scale videophone sen/ice.

The project is scheduled to end in July.

GTE Main Street: This information, shopping, and games service costs

$9.95 a month and delivers still photos accompanied by text and

audio to your TV. Service is currently limited to selected Boston sub-

urbs as well as Carlsbad and Cerritos, California.

Interactive Network: Play along with sporting events, game shows, and

TV dramas using IN’s $200 control unit Basic service costs $15 a

month; for $25 a month you can compete with other IN players.

Currently in Sacramento, San Jose, San Francisco, and Chicago, IN

plans to move into six or seven major U.S. cities by the end of 1 994.

IT Network's Interactive Channel: Advertising-driven, this service will

offer newspaper classifieds, yellow pages, store catalogs and more,

using still images, audio, and text Currently conducting limited testing

in Birmingham, Michigan and Denton, Texas, the company has plans

to go national later this year.

NTN Communicatinns: NTN’s handheld system lets you play along with

big-time sporting events. A longtime staple of hotels and bars, NTN is

now offering popular interactive games such as QB1 (where players

predict football plays) to home users of GTE’s Main Street in Newton,

Massachusetts, as well as Carlsbad and Cerritos, California.

Rochester Telephone Corporation: This regional telephone company is

teaming up with USA Video to deliver video-on-demand, home shop-

ping, and other services via fiber-optic lines to 1 00 customers in the

Rochester, New York, area. Slated to begin last fall, the service will

cost $1 0 to $1 5 per month, plus $2 to $4 per movie.

Sega Channel: For about $14 a month, Sega will pump the adventures of

Sonic the Hedgehog and other games directly to players’ TVs, thanks

to a special cartridge that hooks Sega Genesis machines to a cable

feed. Test broadcasting is scheduled to begin in January, 1994, in

Hoover, Alabama; Canyon Country and Sunnyvale, California;

Litchfield, Connecticut; DeKalb, Illinois; Salem, New Jersey; Buffalo,

New York; Portland, Oregon; Kingsport, Tennessee; Reston, Virginia;

Charleston, West Virginia; and Cheyenne, Wyoming.

Time Warner "Full Service Network": Time Warner’s full-blown test of

true interactivity brings educational programming, video-on-

demand, multiplayer games, full-motion home shopping, even long-

distance phone service to 4,000 home

in Orlando, Florida.

Time Warner "Quantum": This experimen-

tal 1 50-channel network now operat-

ing in Queens, New York, mixes cable

and broadcast programming with

pay-per-view movies and events

costing $4 to $20 a shot

Tele communications Inc.: Cable giant TCI, which is being

acquired by Bell Atlantic, is reported to be testing a variety of services

in the Denver area, including TV Guide On Screen, video-on-demand,

and near video-on-demand services.

Trakker: Trakker offers the Prevue Express electronic programming

guide and Sports Trakker-a sports information service-for $3 to $6 a

month. Future services will include news, weather, dining guides, and

shopping. Trakker is available in parts of Chesterfield, Missouri;

Omaha, Nebraska; Tulsa, Oklahoma; and Knoxville, Tennessee.

U.S. West: Viewers in Omaha, Nebraska, will be able to dial up 77 chan-

nels of video-on-demand and interactive games and services, some

provided by game developer Electronic Arts. Set-top boxes built by

AT&T using 3DO technology are part of a market trial of 9,000 homes

beginning in mid- to late 1 994, pending FCC approval.

Tour Choice TV: The brainchild of the Discovery Channel’s John

Hendricks, YCTV will offer replays of popular TV shows for 50 cents to

$2 a show. Testing was scheduled to begin last fall in West Palm

Beach, Florida, then expand to the Chicago suburbs; Columbus and

Dayton, Ohio; Nassau County and Syracuse, New York; San Diego

County, California; and Spokane, Washington, by April of 1 994.
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sion techniques. Some pioneering systems

even had technicians running around plug-

ging video tapes into VCRs. This relative

simplicity makes near video-on-demand the

best technology for the near term.

John Hendricks, CEO of Your Choice

TV (YCTV) in Bethesda, Maryland, wants,

to apply the concept of near video-on-

demand to popular television shows. Imag-

ine that you missed last week’s episode of

“Beverly Hills, 90210.” Simply tune in to

YCTV, and enjoy Luke and Shannen at

your convenience for between 50 cents and

$2 a pop.

In Hendricks’s vision of a 500-channel

world, the first 50 channels will provide tra-

ditional broadcast and cable programming,

with the next 100 or so dedicated to show-

ing the 10 most popular movies at staggered

starts. The rest of the dial would be devoted

to YCTV’s staggered reruns, magazine-style

special-interest channels, information ser-

vices, and more.

Over the next five

to ten years, as phone

and cable companies link

more households with

fiber optics, true video-on-

demand will gradually re-

place its low-end cousins.

Time Warner will start test-

ing true video-on-demand in

April as part of its 4,000-subscriber Full

Service Network in Orlando. AT&T and

Viacom plan to offer the service to 1,000

customers this spring in Castro Valley. And

in Cerritos, California, GTE is wrapping up

five years of extensive testing of everything

from true video-on-demand to video phones.

“We use video-on-demand extensively,”

says Betty Hyatt, a 46-year-old school-

teacher in Cerritos. Betty, her husband

Randy, and their two teenage children have

been using GTE’s system for the past 18

months. “We have it connected to three dif-

ferent TVs, and we often invite friends over

to watch three different movies at the same

time—the men in one room, the teenagers in

another, the women in a third,” she says.

“We call it the Hyatt Multiplex.”

The Play’s the Thing

Video-on-demand offers only a limited

choice of interactions with the tube: You can

buy a movie and then pause and restart it

once or twice, but that’s about it. Real inter-

activity comes when you stop watching TV

As the Channel Turns

T
RY CABLE SURFING on 500 channels,

and you may find yourself drowning

in options.

Fortunately, interactive programming

guides such as StarSight, Prevue Express,

and TV Guide On Screen will be there to

throw you a lifeline, making it

easy to steer between stations.

StarSight

StarSight displays program

choices in a traditional grid

layout (shown), or by cate-

gory such as Sports or

Movies. StarSight also

makes it easy to program

i VCR-just highlight the

show’s name and hit the

record button on your remote.

Sta'Sight

pte>iue
Express

Prevue Express

Click on a movie listing in

Trakker’s Prevue Express

listing, and up pops a brief

description. Like StarSight,

Express displays shows by

category as well as by time

and will offer one-touch

VCR programming.

TV Guide On Screen

Initially, TV Guide On TV Gain

Screen will let you select shows

by subject, watch one station while browsing

through others, and lock out programs you don’t

want your kids to see.

and start playing it. That’s why ITV will

come with a roster full of interactive game

shows, sports, and video games.

Sometime in 1994, Sony Pictures Enter-

tainment will launch the Game Show
Channel, a nationwide cable station serving

up such classics as “Beat the Clock,”

“Wheel of Fortune,” and “Jeopardy”

24 hours a day. Almost anyone will be able

to watch the channel. But you’ll need spe-

cial equipment if you want to play along.

One such gadget is Zing, a combination

set-top box and handheld remote that looks

like something used to stun aliens in “Star

Trek.” The Zing box receives specially en-

coded signals broadcast along with the

shows and transmits them to a small LCD
screen on the handheld unit. Viewers enter

their responses by punching buttons on the

remote device, then send the information

back to Zing’s national computer

center via a phone hookup.

Zing’s cost: around $125

for the box, plus an annu-

al $25 subscription fee.

Viewers in Northern

California and Chicago

who want to get into the

game can tap into the

Interactive Network right

now. Like Zing, IN simulcasts

information to a portable con-

trol unit, which viewers use to

find the questions for “Jeopardy” answers,

match wits with NFL coaches and quarter-

backs, or guess whodunit in “Murder, She

Wrote.” IN’s $200 control unit is bigger

than Zing’s—about the size of a dictio-

nary—with a larger LCD and a full alphanu-

meric keypad. But because IN broadcasts its

signal separately on an FM band, it doesn’t

require a set-top box. Advertised on late-

night infomercials on standard broadcast

channels, Basic IN service

costs $15 a month; for an

extra $10 a month you can

compete against other inter-

active players for cash and

prizes. IN’s customers say the

games are like potato chips

—

nobody can play just one.

“One day last year I played

my first football game in the

morning, one in the afternoon, and another

at night,” says IN subscriber Reinwald.

“Fortunately there were intervals in between

where I could eat and drink. My wife some-

times calls herself an interactive widow.”

Viewers who prefer Super Mario Bros, to

the Super Bowl can tune to the Sega Channel.

By plugging a special cartridge into a Sega

Genesis game machine and hooking it to the

TV cable, you’ll be able to pipe video games

directly to your living room. Starting this

spring, the Sega Channel will broadcast

approximately 50 games a month, as well as

previews of unreleased games, all of which
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ReadySoft Incorporated & Epicenter Interactive Present

You’re in for the adventure ofyour life.

Dragon’s Lair is back and better than ever on CD-ROM!

This full arcade version is packed with spectacular

animation and digitized sound, bringing Dragon’s Lair

to life like never before!

You control the actions of Dirk the Daring, a valiant

knight, on a quest to rescue the fair Princess from the

clutches of an evil dragon. Fight your way through the

castle of the dark wizard who has enchanted it with
treacherous monsters and obstacles.

Lead on brave adventurer... your quest awaits!

also availablefor

IBM PC & Macintosh

ReadySoft Incorporated

30 Wertheim Court,Suite 2

Richmond Hill, Ontario, Canada L4B 1B9
Tel: (905) 731 -41 75 Fax: (905) 764-8867



you can download into

your system and play as

often as you want for about

$12 to $14 a month.

Sega’s system is strictly

one-way—there’s no way to

compete with players in

other households—and even

players of IN and other

game systems aren’t interact-

When pu pi

ing with the TV as much as

with their control units.

That’s likely to change.

Once ITV matures, “you’ll

be able to affect what happens

on TV shows,” predicts Diana

Gagnon Hawkins, principal of

Interactive Associates, a con-

sulting firm in Portola Valley,

California. According to

Hawkins, producers can make

shows interactive by filming

each possible outcome of the

show in advance and then let-

ting viewers choose the ones they

want to see. “When you pick the letter

‘L’ with your remote,” Hawkins says,

“Vanna will turn the letter ‘L.’
”

And Now, a Word from Our Sponsor

Though not as sexy as other interactive

applications, home shopping may turn out to

be the cash cow of interactive TV. And mer-

chandisers will be milking it for all it’s worth.

According to Business Week, Americans

spent $2 billion last year on home shop-

ping, and another $800 million on prod-

ucts sold through infomercials—all of it

over the phone. With ITV, buying that set

of gold-plated swizzle sticks—as well as an

increasingly higher-quality selection of

goods—will be as easy as pushing a button.

QVC, Nordstrom, and Macy’s

have all announced plans for inter-

active shopping channels, and vir-

tually every ITV system will let

you order products direct to your home.

When Kathy Marmorek wants to browse

the local shops, she sits in her easy chair and

takes a stroll down GTE’s Main Street, a

shopping and information service that deliv-

ers still images, text, and sound to her TV for

$9.95 a month. Marmorek, a Newton,

Massachusetts, school counselor, uses Main

Street to play games, track the stock market,

and buy knickknacks for her home.

“I bought this lovely little vase for

$10,” Marmorek says. “When I want

to buy an item,”

she recounts, “I
”

click in my pass- llj l lljl JL

word, then tell

them what card I want to charge it to and

where to send it. A few days later it shows

up at my door.”

Like Main Street, IT Network’s Interactive

Channel (IC) will use still images and simple

menus as the gateway to a wide range of ser-

vices. Unlike Main Street, IC isn’t likely to cost

customers a dime—all its income is designed to

come from advertisers. The Dallas-based compa-

ny, which plans to go national later this year, is

planning to offer services similar to those found

on Main Street, plus electronic yellow pages,

classified ads, catalogs, and movie previews.

Reston, Virginia-based Eon

will take a different tack, trans-

mitting radio waves to a box on

top of the TV set that displays a

row of icons at the bottom of the

screen. You simply point the

included remote at the appropri-

ate icon, then click the button to

order a transcript of “Firing Line,”

respond to an opinion poll, pro-

gram your VCR, or have groceries

delivered to your door.

Eon has signed agreements with

a variety of producers to make their

shows and commercials work with

its interactive system, and it plans to

make its service available in nine

major U.S. cities by the end of 1994.

Consumers will have to pay about

$450 for the Eon box (made by

Hewlett-Packard) plus occasional

transaction fees. Jerrold Communi-

cations, one of the leading manufactur-

ers of cable boxes, is also building Eon

technology into its next generation of

set-tops—but the companies have not

determined whether customers will have

to pay extra for the Eon capability.

Then there’s the Lincoln Mint Network,

an ambitious 24-hour channel featuring live

chat and performances from members of the

music, film, TV, sports, and fashion indus-

tries. Every six minutes, viewers will be able

to press a button and buy a product related

to the entertainment on screen—CDs, video-

cassettes, sportswear, you name it. “It’s a

with your remote,

combination telethon, ‘Star Search,’ ‘The Ed

Sullivan Show,’ and ‘Good Morning

America,’ ” says Thomas E. Keith, president

of Los Angeles-based LMN.
The heart of LMN’s system will be the

“Vault,” a box that hooks to phone lines and

includes a coupon

** printer, a magnet-

ic-stripe reader for

credit cards, and a

speaker phone. According to Keith, the Vault

will be distributed free of charge she to nine

months after the network begins broadcast-

ing this winter. Keith claims LMN is working

on deals with a number of entertainment fig-

ures and cable operators, but he declined to

name any of them.

Uanna mill turn the letter "L.
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SEE JACK RUN.
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SEE JACK PLAY.
SEE JACK WHEEL

C

Meet Jack Ladd, a jack of all

trades, most of them illegal. Jack's
in big trouble. You see this is the
future and now the IRS has the
right to use deadly force to col-

lect taxes. Guess what Jack,
the tax man commeth, and
they're looking for the gazillion

bucks you owe them. Now
you have only 28 days to

get them the money, how
you do it is up to you.

Join Jack as he cons and
coerces his way through
the backstreets and
alleys on the seedy
side of the galaxy.
Eight-way scrolling,

full perspective scal-

ing and Hypertext-
' style interaction
give this game a
colorful and realistic

edge. This unusual
adventure captures
your imagination and
thrusts you right into

|
the heart of Jack

Ladd's bizarre world,

Innocent is available on IBM compatible and Amiga formats.

675 Massachusetts Ave,
Cambridge, MA 02139

(617) 497-7794
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The Cable Boxes of the Future

Jerrold DigiCable

HP prototype

I

F THE BOOB TUBE IS GOING TO GET SMARTER it will need

some help. No matter how programmers deliver interactive

services-over coaxial cable, phone lines, or fiber optics, by satel-

lite dish or simulcast over the FM band-you’ll need new hardware

to make it happen. The battle for the top of your TV

set is about to begin.

The biggest war zone will be in the arena

of set-tops: converter boxes, typically provided

by cable companies, that sit on top of your TV

and let you unscramble the cable signal. As

programmers begin to use digital compres-

sion to squeeze more channels across the

wires, those boxes will need a computer

chip that lets them decompress the signal.

Set-top manufacturers Scientific-Atlanta,

General Instrument, and others are just

now starting to crank out boxes containing

these new chips.

Some vendors want to take this

process a step further, building even

more intelligence into the box, such as programming guides and

the ability to manipulate 3-D graphics. General Instrument,

Intel, and Microsoft are planning to team up to create a

box powered by Intel’s 80386 microprocessor and

controlled by an interface patterned after

Microsoft Windows.

Meanwhile, Scientific-Atlanta

Motorola, and Kaleida Labs (a joint

venture of IBM and Apple Com-

puter) are working on a box of their

own. Toshiba and Silicon Graphics-the

folks responsible for creating the

dinosaurs in Jurassic Park-are reported

to be developing a sophisticated set-top

for Time Warner’s Full Service Network.

And the 3DO Company plans to get into

the act with an ITV version of its game

technology that will support interactive TV

services. Many other companies are

also scrambling

for a piece of this

potentially huge market Boxes will cost $300

to $700 when they debut in about a year.

In the meantime, you’ll be able to talk back

to your TV set using other devices, most of

which add interactive elements to existing tele-

vision programming. Here are a few of the prime candidates that are,

or soon will be, available.

Hewlett-Packard prototype

HP’s modular box will be upgradable via a smart card, so users

won’t have to worry about obsolescence. Expected to be available

this summer, this $450 box will let you tap into Eon’s interactive

shopping and information network.

Interactive Network's Control Unit

This dictionary-size $1 99 unit receives FM

subcarrier signals and converts them into

text on its 1 -by-4-inch screen. A

full alphanumeric keyboard

makes it easy to play along

with “Wheel of Fortune,” “Jeopardy,” and a

variety of sports and drama programs.

Jerrold DigiCable prototype

Jerrold’s upcoming smart box will receive

more than 500 channels and can be upgraded for the 386/Windows

technology coming from Intel and Microsoft The DigiCable should be

available this fall for between $200 and $400.

NTN Communications' QB1

NTN’s popular handheld device lets you call

the plays along with NFL teams, as well as play

a dozen other trivia and sports games.

Scientific-Atlanta 8800x

If you get cable TV, this box may already be sitting on top

Sega Genesis
of your set Scientific-Atlanta’s 8600x terminal is also

upgradable; by the middle of the year

you’ll be able to plug it into a digital

docking station to receive digitally

compressed signals.

Interactive Network

NTN Communications QB1

Sega Genesis and the cable adapter

A special cartridge that plugs into

Sega’s 16-bit Genesis video game play-

er is your ticket to the Sega Channel.

The standard player is available at con-

sumer electronics shops for less than $100; pricing for the

special cable adapter has not yet been set

Zing

Scientific-Atlanta 8600x

Many interactive programs won’t mean a

thing if you ain’t got that Zing. This combina-

tion set-top and handheld device will let you

interact with the Game Show Channel, HBO, MTV, and other shows for

less than $1 50 for the box, plus a $25 annual subscription fee.
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Don’t Touch
That Dial

Despite the frenzy

of activity, the up-

coming interactive,

500-channel world

won’t be arriving

overnight.

To get at all these

new channels you’ll

need a box on top

of your TV that’s

smarter than the one

sitting there now. The

changeover will take

some time. Cable in-

dustry insiders estimate

that by the end of 1994

less than 5 percent of

the country’s 62 million

cable subscribers will

have boxes capable of

decompressing digital

transmissions.

There remains the

question of just how smart

that box should be. High-tech

heavyweights such as Microsoft, General

Instruments, and others are working on

pricey computerized set-tops with the ability

For ITV to reach its full

potential, fiber optics will

also be necessary. Up-

grading the existing cable

system to fiber will cost

an estimated $30 billion.

For phone companies,

the estimates are closer to

$300 billion. While the

shift to fiber is already

underway, a coast-to-

coast fiber network that

runs all the way to the

customer’s TV set is

unlikely to happen

before the end of the

millennium.

In the meantime, the

fledgling interactive

industry has to grapple

with a host of different

systems and approach-

es, many of which are

incompatible with each

other.

“If you’re trying to

produce an interactive TV
show, you’re almost required to make a dif-

ferent version for all the interactive TV sys-

tems being tried,” says Interactive Associates’

nobody really knows just what
to handle realistic-looking 3-D graphics. The

3DO Company has signed a deal with U.S.

West Communications to test 3DO technol-

ogy in an ITV trial next year in Omaha. And

the Silicon Graphics/Nintendo joint venture

also plans on making its set-top entertain-

ment box serve as an interactive TV con-

troller. With these kinds of boxes, the cable

or phone company would send the entire

show or game down the wire to the set-top,

where it would be processed by the box’s

internal computer.

Other competitors, including ICTV,

which makes cable delivery systems in Santa

Back in Cerritos, the Hyatts offer an

inkling of the possibilities. In addition

to viewing movies, they use their GTE
system for home banking and to order

services such as flower deliveries.

“People ask if this has turned us into

couch potatoes,” Betty says. “If any-

thing, its made me more selective

with my time. It gives me more

freedom to see people I want to

see instead of the bank teller or

the librarian. As my husband

says, ‘It’s all about choices.’
”

Tune in Tomnrruw
The potential of ITV to offer

myriad new choices is unde-

niable. In the future, you’ll

be able to call on “intelli-

gent agents” to do your

channel surfing for you

and find programs based

on your previous selec-

tions. You’ll play elec-

tronic football games

where every player is

controlled by a real

person. And when
ITV meets up with

virtual reality, the

dards issue for programmers and hardware

manufacturers.”

Finally, lost amid the confusion and the

hype is the fact that nobody knows just

what Bud and Sally Couch Potato really

want from their TVs, or how much they’re

willing to pay for it. Ultimately, control

over what

interactive

TV is, and

what it

will become, is in the hands of viewers.

“Until consumers have had experience

making real decisions in spending discre-

Hawkins. sky’s the limit.

“We have “Say you’re

to solve watching a fashion

the stan- show on QVC,”
says Rob Agee,

managing editor

of the Inter-

active Televis-

ion Report in

Costa Mesa,

California.

Bud and Sally Coui

Clara, California, believe the right

approach is to give consumers rela- lirrlfld' FvflTtl d'liniV Tl Ip
tively simple boxes, concentrate the UJuIlL 1 J. <JJim. IJ J. 1 UJ,
high-powered hardware at the

broadcast end, and rely on sophisticated

switching equipment to juggle thousands of

viewer requests. Which kind of system con-

sumers encounter will depend on where they

live and who provides their cable service.

tionary income, and real decisions in family

politics as to who’s got the clicker and

what’s going to be on the TV screen.. .it’s all

speculation,” notes David Serlin, executive

vice president for ICTV.

“With vir-

tual reality,

you could

effectively

try on the

new suit—have a

model of yourself built

into the box that walks down

the ramp in front of the photogra-

phers, choose different colors and sizes, even

‘feel’ the fabric. The most compelling use of

TV has not yet been dreamed of. ” ^
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Santa behind schedule

Bring a Lemming
home for the
Holidays!
Lemmings'” products are

sold at Radio Shack" and
other fine software stores.

Psygnosis
075 Massachusetts Avc.

Cambridge, MA 02139
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3 DO

3D0. the 300 logos and Interactive Multiplayer are trademarks ol The 3D0 Company. Crystal Dynamics and Total Eclipse are trademarks of Crystal Dynamics. Inc.

Panasonic*
just slightly ahead of our time.®

IMore responsive, more colorful, and up to

50 times more powerful than ordinary systems.

It’s 3DO technology and Panasonic makes the

only system that has It.

Strap yourself in; this is no armchair flying game.

You plunge into pursuit, barrel-rolling through the atmosphere at

Mach speeds. Pulling up to skim the planetary terrain, you lose your

horizon and go into a spin. Earth. Sky. Earth. Sky. Earth. And your

stomach just can't catch up. This is a video game you can feel.

This is R-E-A-L.

Introducing the Panasonic

R-E-A-L 3DO™ Interactive

Multiplayer.™ The most highly

evolved integration of audio,

video and interactive tech-

nology available.

What you’re

seeing are

near 3-D
Crystal Dynamics' Total Eclipse™

graphics gives y°u rea * fee''n9 °f flight.

combined with state-of-the-art flight effects. What you’re

hearing is full, digital CD sound. Definitely cinematic.

Except that you’re in control in a world without edges. Fly as far as you

want left or right and the program never stops you.

Facts. Up to 50 times more powerful than ordinary

PCs and video game systems. With up to 16 million

displayable colors for photorealistic picture quality.

And a custom multimedia architecture that makes

R-E-A-L so responsive it practically redefines interactivity.

There’s a range of 3DO software available; from flight simulators to

education, information, sports and children’s titles. Plus, R-E-A-L also

plays audio and photo CDs and soon, with an optional adapter, full-

length movies.

Entertainment, music and more interaction than ever—the Panasonic

R-E-A-L 3DO Interactive Multiplayer brings you the future in

one amazing unit. And, yes, it'll fly.

To speak directly to the dealer nearest you, call

1-800-REAL-3DO.

EXPERIENCE
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Introducing a new breed of software. A new

extreme. A quantum leap in combat simulators.

It doesn't push the envelope. It shreds It.

Mechwarrior II: The Clans creates a new reality. A world of sights, sounds and action

that can hring you to the brink of sensory overload. Feel what it's like to control

100 tons of pure hostility, with enough firepower to

vaporize a squadron of F-15s. Atop a 31st-century

BattleMech four stories high, you're thrust into the

most eye-popping missions imaginable. Each mission a frenzied fight for victory, honor

and the glory of The Clan. A Mechwarrior II is a guaranteed adrenaline rush. Go

one-on-one in real-time via modem. Pick from 16 phenomenal ‘Mechs and 40

futuristic weapon systems. Use multiple

POVs. Select Irom hundreds ol missions in

every conceivable environment. Choose

instant action or a complete career. A Mechwarrior II: The Clans, so

heavy it crushes the competition.

AcliViSioN.
Mechwarrior II: The Clans is available for IBM and compatible computers.

SNES version also available. To order see your local retailer or call (800) 477-3050.

BattleT ech, BattleMech, Mech and Mechwarrior are Registered Trademarks ol Fasa Corporation
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The new platform's

great graphics

won't mean a thing

without equally

great games

ou’ve waded through months

of 3DO hype, and now it’s time to

make the big decision: Should you

jump on board right away, wait for

prices to come down, or save your

money for something better?

It’s a tough choice: Any way you

look at it, Panasonic’s new FZ-1

REAL 3DO Interactive Multiplayer

blows the doors off every other

electronic entertainment platform:

By Gregg Keizer and Gina Smith

PC, Macintosh, Sega, and Nin-

tendo systems included. You’ll

notice an immediate difference

between a game you play on 3DO
and one on a Sega Genesis or Super

Nintendo Entertainment System

(SNES). The 3DO processes anima-

tion faster and displays it more

fluidly on your TV, while its ability

to manipulate complex images with

detailed textures makes action

games look more real—and less like

cartoons. The comparison with PC

and Mac games is even more dra-

matic. Because even the fastest per-

sonal computers have trouble dis-

playing detailed, complex shapes

quickly, your suspension of disbelief

goes out the window. The 3DO sys-

tem’s built-in graphics circuitry, on

the other hand, is the best on the

market today.
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Then again, all that graphical power and

technical wizardry doesn’t come cheap. Six

to seven hundred dollars is a lot of cash to

fork over for yet another set-top game box

—

particularly if you’ve already got a multime-

dia computer in the den, and maybe a game

deck in the living room. For that same $600,

you could get six video game machines or

three audio CD players or two top-notch

VCRs or at least a dozen boxes of enter-

tainment software. So how do you decide?

As any good gamer knows in his gut, the

lure is in the titles. Games make the system,

not the other way around. Even if you’re a

digital junkie hooked on having the biggest,

baddest box on the block, you’ll quickly get

bored without access to a rich collection of

fun and entertaining software.

And that means more than fancy graphics.

It means compelling themes, solid game

mechanics, and the depth to support repeat

play. Unfortunately, the first round of titles

for new gaming platforms seldom wins points

for originality. It’s no surprise that many first-

generation 3DO games do little more than

spruce up already popular games from other

platforms.

Initially, you’ll see a lot of sports and

action games on the 3DO platform. What

you’ll miss are the complex interactive adven-

tures and simulations that work so well on

desktop computers. Panasonic’s 3DO box

comes with a minuscule 32K of permanent

storage, enough to save maybe one game. If

you want more, you’ll have to hope for an

optional memory storage expansion unit.

Without such an extra device, there’s not a

lot of incentive for developers of products

like, say SimCity, to create games for 3DO.

We only hope that at least some of the other

hardware manufacturers who have signed

up to manufacture 3DO boxes—including

Sanyo and AT&T—will have the forethought

to build in more storage.

Game availability should improve in com-

ing months as developers retool to take full

advantage of 3DO’s phenomenal graphics

capabilities. The company claims that more

than 150 titles are in the works. But 3DO
developers report that building 3DO games

takes longer than they expected, so initial

buyers will have to make do with a couple

dozen choices rather than the approximately

100 titles that were expected to debut along

with Panasonic’s first box.

The real problem isn’t the meager number

of applications, though. It’s the lack of a

“killer app”—a piece of gotta-have software

that single-handedly justifies buying the hard-

ware. Crystal Dynamics’ Crash ’N Burn, a

top 3DO title that ships with the Panasonic

box, is a stellar racing game. But will it be

intriguing enough to actually sell the $600

3DO machines the way Sonic the Hedgehog

drove the Sega Genesis’s success? We don’t

think so.

Long term, executives at the 3DO Com-

pany—the Silicon Valley startup that designed

the system and is licensing it to every con-

the
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sumer electronics manufacturer under the

Pacific Sun—want to position the technology

as a lot more than just a TV-top game and

multimedia machine. They envision it as a

next-generation, CD-based movie player and

an advanced cable box that will be your on-

ramp to the so-called data superhighway. But

except for a few trials, 3DO isn’t playing

movies or hooking us up. Today, it’s purely a

games system—admittedly the most power-

ful one you can buy.

So should you get one? If you’re a gadget

and game freak (and you know if you are)

able to swing the price tag, go for it. If you can

hold off awhile, prices are expected to drop

below $500 by Christmas 1994, and to $300

by the end of 1995. And more games are

being developed all the time. If you’re still on

the fence, it’s up to today’s small, uneven

group of 3DO titles to convince you. To help

you decide, here’s a look at the first batch of

3DO games. Check them out. ^

Power Means Performance—
What’s Inside the Box?

The key to the FZ-l’s power lies in its trivalve

heart: a 32-bit RISC-based processor to shut-

tle data and a pair of specialized graphics

processors to create and process images.

The result is faster image manipulation of

more pixels on the TV screen. Translation?

Smooth, lifelike animation done in real time.

No waiting for the screen to redraw back-

ground scenery, no pauses or herky-jerky

animation, no restriction to sharp-edged poly-

gons stripped of realistic details-problems

on even the fastest personal computers.

The box also holds 3MB of memory and a

double-speed CD-ROM drive that plays not

only 3DO titles but also regular audio CDs

and Kodak’s Photo CDs. With the SuperMac’s

Cinepak software-only video compression

technology to decompress the video data on

the fly, the 3DO machine displays full-screen,

full-color video at a flicker-free 30 frames a

second. PCs and Macs can’t do that, either.

Sound is digital, too, thanks to a high-speed

digital signal processor (DSP) chip, so the

audio output is good enough to eliminate the

need for a separate music CD player in your

entertainment center. -G.K.
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Your Father, the lost king of Alonio, failed his X V !

quest to liberate the realm from inhuman tyrants. I .

Now it's your turn. As Tris, the last heir to the

throne, it's your destiny to match sword and sorcery against the foul Ruzakian Hord. Seek incredible magicks to augment

your power as you delve into the conquered city of Hedburg. A virtual 3-D fantasy world awaits your next command - Explore

the dangers of the Old City, pit your awesome might against horrible creatures in a dark dungeon. Fight well and you may

free the kingdom. Discover the Forgotten Castle and you may learn of your father's fate...

• Cinematic animation sequences unfold stories of mystery.

• Fully digitized musical score and sound effects.

• Combat system has adjustable skill levels.

• Monsters, characters, magic items and props are rendered with full 3-D effects.

• A smooth scrolling virtual world, complete with unparelled realism for

die-hard fantasy role playing enthusiasts!

Circle 118 on Reader Service Card

TWIN DOLPHIN

GAMES, INC.



The First

Annual
Electronic

Entertainment
GiftGuide

The best games, multimedia, and

hardware we’ve seen all year

Edited by Donna Meyerson

D

ozens and dozens of multimedia PCs,

Macs, and accessories. Hundreds of

CD-ROM titles. Thousands of games.

Billions and billions of . .

.

well, not exactly.

But the electronic entertainment market is

expanding like never before. And it’s hap-

pening so fast, there’s no way one person

can keep track of it all.

That’s why we’ve been looking at every

entertainment product we could lay our

hands on—installing, testing, and putting

each one through its paces. A tough job, but

we weren’t going to let anyone else do it.

Here, then, are the best of the best in

more than a dozen categories. The games

and multimedia products that push the

envelope in ways impossible only a few

years ago. Whether you’re shopping for

yourself or for someone else, use this as

your ultimate guide. Enjoy!



Arcade-style games and gear

deliver fast and furious fun right

to your computer.

For pure, mindless shoot-’em-up

pleasure without a lot of gore,

you can't beat Crystal Crazy,

the even more abstract follow-up

to the popular Crystal Quest

(Casady & Greene; 800-359-

4920; Mac, $49.95).

Macintosh users can play along

with the reversible Gravis

GamePad (Advanced Gravis

Computer Technology; 800-663-

8558; Mac, $49.95).

Lemmings 2, the Tribes intro-

duces new, tougher breeds of

Lemmings and bigger, more com-

plex play levels than earlier ver-

sions of this silly, fun series

(Psygnosis; 800-438-7794;

DOS, $59.95).

Sword and sorcery fans will thrill

to the improved graphics and new

moves in Prince of Persia 2,

The Shadow & The Flame

(Brederbund Software; 800-521-

6263; DOS, $49.95).

Spear of Destiny; A

Wolfenstein 3D Adventure

lets connoisseurs of bloody may-

hem mow down Nazis in more

than 20 new gore-soaked, 3-D

levels (FormGen; 800-263-2390;

DOS, $59.95).

For a similar 3-D experience on

the Macintosh, Pathways Into

Darkness serves up a melange

of monsters for your mutilation

pleasure (Bungie Software

Products; 312-493-2849;

Mac, $69.99).

T hese days, a computer

just can't cut it without sound

and other extras. You can

start with a total system,

or add the right periph-

erals to turn your boring box

into a hot game and multime-

dia machine.

Apple’s Macintosh Performa

550 offers a double-speed CD-

ROM drive, stereo speakers, and a

color monitor, all in one plug-and-

play package. Just attach the

power cord, and you're ready to go

(Apple Computer; 800-538-9696;

approximately $1,999).

PC purists with deep pockets

will appreciate Duracom's

Multimedia DeskSaver

486/66DX2V. For about $5,000,

you get a 66MHz 486 chip, a

roomy 340MB hard disk, 16-bit

sound, high-quality Altec Lansing

speakers (including a sub-

woofer!), a double-speed

CD-ROM drive, and a huge

17-inch monitor (Duracom

Computer Systems; 800-

551-9000; $4,749).

Altec Lansing’s ACS300 speakers pump out the volume

with stereo-system fidelity. The clamshell satellites are

compact and portable, while the

subwoofer booms loud enough to

shake the walls (Altec

Lansing

Multimedia

Consumer

Products;

800-648-6663;

PC/Mac, $400).
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Seize the Day: The illustrated

Personal Organizer displays

beautiful scenes and inspirational

quotes as it helps you organize

your life on a daily, weekly, or

yearly basis (Seize the Day; 707-

942-9391; Win/Mac, $59.95).

For upgrade artists, Media Vision

sells a Fusion DoubleCD 161

upgrade kit that includes a dou-

ble-speed CD-ROM drive, a 16-bit

sound card, and speakers

(Media Vision; 800-845-5870;

PC, $899).

The first step is sound, and

“Sound Blaster compatible" is

the key phrase in PC sound these

days. They don’t come any more

compatible than Creative Labs'

own 16-bit Sound Blaster 16

with Advanced Signal Processing

(Creative Labs; 800-998-5227;

PC, $349.95).

For hard-core gamers who don’t

live alone, headphones can go a

long way towards ensuring

domestic tranquillity. The Sony

MDR-S101 will keep everyone

happy (Sony Electronics; 800-

342-5721; PC/Mac, $29.95).

For easy listening without a big price tag, the Pro

Audio 16 Basic includes everything you need to

enjoy the soundtracks and digitized effects you’ll find

in today's games and multimedia titles (Media Vision;

800-845-5870; PC, $199).

Just because you're

working doesn't mean

you can't have a good time.

These screen savers and innova-

tive tools can really liven up a

day at the office.

Create your own birthday cards,

stationery, banners, and calen-

dars in Print Shop Deluxe. You

can choose from among more

than 300 graphics (Brederbund

Software; 800-521-6263;

DOS/Win/Mac, $50 average

street price).

your dream

house or remodel your existing

home, then find out what it will

really look like with 3D Home

Architect (Brederbund Software;

800-521-6263; Win, $60 aver-

age street price).

Flying toasters are toast.

Berkeley Systems, the people

who brought you the original

After Dark flying toasters, are

back with the crew of the

Enterprise and even Donald Duck

in Star Trek: The Screen

Saver and The Disney

Collection Screen Saver

(Berkeley Systems; 800-344-

5541; Win/Mac. $49.95 each).

Watch Opus ’n Bill moon Bill

Clinton or bungee jump with a

headless Bill Gates. A hilarious

screen saver for fans of “Bloom

County" and “Outland" (Delrina;

800-268-6082; Win/Mac, $44.95).

Tuxedo-clad iguanas playing the

piano? On your screen? Original

art and live video footage of

reptiles and animated off-beat

characters come together in

Imaginaria (Claris Clear Choice;

800-325-2747; Win, $49).

Snap 256-gray

scale shots with the

sleek and lightweight

FotoMan Plus digital

camera. Then pop your

pics into your computer

for editing, printing, or

faxing (Logitech; 800-231-

7717; PC/Mac, $799).

Get the

Toshiba XM-3401 double-

speed drive when you need

no-compromise performance

(Toshiba America Information

Systems, Disc Division; 714-583-

3111; PC/Mac, internal $695,

external $895). To play along on

a budget, install a Creative Labs'

double-speed Omni CD

(Creative Labs; 800-998-5227;

PC, $399).

Already own a CD-ROM? Coax

extra speed from it with Norton

Speedrive+ disk-caching soft-

ware (Symantec; 800-441-7234;

DOS/Win, $99).
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On the humorous and quirky side,

Freddy Pharkas: Frontier

Pharmacist casts you as a gun-

slinging outlaw-turned-pharmacist

trying to save a frontier town

(Sierra On-Line; 800-743-7725;

DOS/Mac, $69.95).

King’s Quest VI; Heir Today,

Gone Tomorrow conjures up

an adventure/love story in an

enchanted world of mystery

and magic (Sierra On-Line;

800-743-7725; DOS/Mac, CD for

DOS/Win, $79.95).

^9ga

playing

games against

a computer is fun, but it can't

come close to facing off against

(or teaming up with) a real human

being. The latest online services

let you test your wits or trigger

fingers against human opponents

around the globe.

Build a railroad empire, get eaten

by a dragon, or pilot a spacecraft

in the year 2300 A.D. on the

Multi-Player Games Network.

MPG-NET supports a variety of

graphical worlds that are explored

by thousands of gamers. Just log

on and join in! (Multi-Player

Games Network; 800-438-4263;

DOS/Mac, $4/hour).

The ImagiNation

Network brings colorful

action to the entire family. Kids can get

edutained at the Schoolhouse. Adults can flirt and

in CasinoLand. And everyone will enjoy the Clubhouse,

SierraLand, and the other locations in the “ImagiNation"

(Sierra On-Line; 800-743-7721; DOS, $1 2.95/month

plus options).

The classic 3-D

dungeon fantasy

game, Ultima

Underworld II:

Labyrinth of

Worlds, will hook

you for hours. Just

remember to take

time out to eat

(Origin Systems;

800-245-4525; DOS. CD

for DOS, $79.95).

Confront the forces of murderous

evil in Alone in the Dark. The

haunting sounds, scary monsters,

and real-time 3-D animations in

this creepy arcade adventure will

make you glad for the light of the

monitor (Interplay Productions;

800-969-4263; 00S, $59.95; CD

for DOS, $79.95).

In a darker version of space

exploration, Iron Helix challenges

you to save a helpless planet from

a renegade biological doomsday

weapon (Spectrum HoloByte;

800-695-4263; CD for Win,

$59.95; CD for Mac, $99.95).

The games on America Online

are all text, but role players will

love The Arena where AOL mem-

bers battle it out on their way to

virtual fame, glory, or death. Look

to Omni Magazine On-line for the

latest in futurist entertainment

(America Online; 800-827-6364;

PC/Mac, $9.95/month for

5 hours, $3.50/hour for

additional hours).

In Star Trek: 25th Anniversary,

trekkies and trekkers alike can

explore the final frontier as

T. Kirk himself (Interplay

Productions; 800-969-4263; DOS,

CD for DOS/Mac, $59.95).

Let your imagination go wild in

worlds you create, discover, and

bend to your will.
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Armchair travelers will

enjoy From Alice to Ocean:

Alone Across the Outback. This

unique package takes you on a journey across

the Australian landscape with Robyn Davidson, four

camels, and a dog. Follow along with an interactive

CD-ROM disc and a coffee-table book of Davidson's text and

beautiful photographs by A Day in the Life book series creator Rick

Smolan (Claris Clear Choice; 800-325-2747; CD for Win/Mac, $69).

Explore infotainment

with these interactive

.
ture books, reference

works, periodicals, and language

guides and tutors.

Ease video store confusion with

MovieSelect, an online guide

that recommends appropriate

films and videos for you. It really

works! (Paramount Interactive;

408-541-3264; Win/Mac, CD for

Win/Mac, $59.95).

Published quarterly on CD-ROM,

Newsweek InterActive is

Newsweek like you've never seen

it-with movies, sound, and ani-

mation (The Software Toolworks;

800-634-6850; CD for DOS,

$1 29.95/year).

Don't spend $600 on a 15-vol-

ume set of encyclopedias that's

just going to take up shelf space

and collect dust! Compton’s

Interactive Encyclopedia 2.0

brings the genre alive with his-

torical and educational videos,

animations, slide shows, and

much more (Compton's New

Media; 800-862-2206; CD for

Win/Mac, $395).

Beriitz Think & Talk instructs

you in Spanish, French, German,

or Italian. Each package includes

more than a half-dozen CDs

packed with dialogues that

you listen to and repeat

(HyperGlot; 800-800-8270;

CD for Win/Mac, $199).

Challenge your imagination and

find the mysterious artifact in the

Realms of Arkania-Blade of

Destiny. Wield the legendary

sword to save the Thorwalians of

Arkania (Sir-tech Software; 800-

447-1230; DOS, $59.95).

SimCity Classic-The Original

City Simulator: the name says

it all. Use your managerial skills

to cater to the whims of your

population of Sims (Maxis;

800-336-2947; DOS/Win/Mac,

$39.95). For the chance to move

mountains and other extras, try

the new SimCity 2000

(DOS/Mac, $69.95).

Sid Meier’s Civilization lets

players control the course of his-

tory and change the world as we

know it. Talk about responsibility!

(MicroProse Entertainment

Software; 800-879-7529;

DOS/Win/Mac, $59.95).

Beautifully rendered screens and

a haunting soundtrack combine to

make Myst unique. It's a mys-

tery, a puzzle, and an eye-pop-

ping alternative reality all in one

(Brederbund Software; 800-521-

6263; CD for Mac, $59.95).

Show the boss the stuff you’re

really made of with Spectre

Supreme, the ultimate network

tank game (Velocity; 415-776-

8000; Mac, $69.95).

Okay, so The 7th Guest may not

be the fastest game, but this two-

CD pack uses full-motion video to

set a whole new standard for

graphical terror (Virgin Inter-

active Entertainment; 800-874-

4607; CD for DOS/Mac, $99.99).

Based on Ray Feist’s book series,

Betrayal at Krondor is a 3-D

role-playing game that challenges

you to thwart the evil elf

Delekhan’s attempts to destroy

the world (Dynamix; 800-326-

6654; DOS, $69.95).

An intricate mix of puzzles and

mazes, Oxyd Magnum! is great

for stand-alone users, and mind-

boggling over a multiuser modem

connection (Dongleware

Publishing; 800-228-6993;

DOS/Mac, $59.95).

Sometimes the easiest way to

gain experience is by playing a

game. The Rosetta Stone

Language Library teaches

French, English, Spanish, and

German by asking you to match

pictures with descriptions

(Fairfield Language Technologies;

800-788-0822; CD for

Win/Mac, $395).

Japanese in a flash with the ani-

mated, voice-annotated Power

Japanese 2.0 for Windows.

(BayWare; 800-538-8867;

CD for Win, $389).
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here is

life after

Mortal

Kombat. PCs

and Macs deliver hours of fun

with software geared to reading,

storytelling, drawing, learning,

creating, and discovering new

worlds.

Kids too small for Jurassic Park

can explore the prehistoric world

with Dinosaur Adventure. They

can watch videos, identify names

and pictures, click on the time

line, and see the world as it was

millions of years ago. Ages three

to adult (Knowledge Adventure;

800-542-4240; DOS/Mac,

$49.95; CD for Mac, $69.95).

Childrens can be caretakers in

Davidson’s Zoo Keeper. They’ll

track down troublemakers at the

zoo and learn about more than

50 different animals along the

way (Davidson & Assoc.; 800-

545-7677; DOS/Mac, $59.95).

Before Putt-Putt can join the

Cartown Pet Parade, he has to

explore a cave, a car wash, a

drive-in theater, a toy store, and

more. Putt-Putt Joins the

takes kids from three to

seven along for the ride (Humon-

gous Entertainment; 800-245-

4525; DOS/Mac, $49.95; CD for

DOS/Mac, $59.95).

The Living Book series of interac-

tive storybooks will win the

hearts of both you and your kids.

Just Grandma and Me will

delight ages three to six (CD for

Win/Mac, $40 average street

price), while Arthur’s Teacher

is a hit for ages six to

ten (CD for Win/Mac, $50 aver-

age street price),

and the Hare (CD for Win/Mac;

$40 average street price) brings

interactive Aesop to the six-to-

ten set, while

(CD for Win/Mac, $40

average street price) ani-

mates poetry for kids six to

twelve (Brederbund Software;

800-521-6263).

JiS5*®aI'Qdhj'f.
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Arthur’s Teacher Trouble

Let your kids join friendly parrots

on an exciting adventure in

Shelley Duvall’s It’s a Bird’s

These funny birds teach

kids to read while playing games,

singing along, and having fun.

Ages three and up (Sanctuary

Woods; 800-872-3518; CD for

Win/Mac, $39.95).

The San Diego Zoo Presents

features more

than 300 animals and habitats

with articles, video and audio

clips, stories, photos, and more

(Software Toolworks; 800-234-

3088; CD for Win/Mac, $99.95).

Animated, talking characters

come alive and teach your chil-

dren how to read, spell, and

much more in the Dream Team

Series. Alphabet Blocks is for

ages three and up. Beginning

Reading is full of fun for ages

four to seven. And Yobi's Basic

Spelling Tricks takes kids ages

seven to ten on a jungle journey

with a friendly wizard (Bright

Star Technology; 800-326-6654;

Win/Mac, CO for Win/Mac,

$49.95 each).

Imaginations run wild with Kid

Pix. This popular paint program

encourages junior to be creative

with assorted electronic brushes,

wacky graphics, and sound

effects (Brederbund Soft-

ware; 800-521-6263;

OOS/Win/Mac, $39.95).

Dazzling characters and a

provocative story line have made

Where in the World is

Carmen Sandiego? the most

successful educational game to

date (Brederbund Software; 800-

521-6263; DOS/Mac, $34.95; CD

for DOS $59.95). Spin-offs such

as Where in the U.S.A., Where

in Time, Where in Space,

and Where in America’s Past

are fun, too.

Small hands have trouble grasp-

ing grown-up input devices. Make

them comfortable with the kid-

sized “My” Joystick (Suncom

Technologies; 708-647-4040;

PC, $24.99). For just plain fun,

the Jurassic Mouse is painted

to resemble reptile skin (Appoint;

800-448-1184; PC/Mac, $49).
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YOU have the POWER: In this contest you don't rely

on the luck-of-the-draw. You determine if you win or not. You win

by outscoring others in a game of skill. Can you solve the puzzle

below? Then you have what it takes. It looks simple, but it's only

the start. Each of five more puzzles gets a little harder. But this

time it's all up to you. Stay in to the end with the highest score

and the gear is yours. With whatever options you want. Do you

have what it takes? Then play to win!

Bonus Prize Options Include: cd-rom Drive,

Thrustmaster Joystick and Weapons Controller, Sound Blaster

16 Sound Card, Speakers, Modem, Cash, Accessories and more!

Directions: Fill in the Mystery Word Grid with the

correct words (going across) that spell out the Mystery Word
down the middle. Hint: use the mystery word clue.

In the future: There will be four more puzzles at

S2.00 each and one tie-breaker at SI .50. You will have three

weeks to solve each puzzle (suspense is part of the game!).

We don't know how many people will enter but typically

47% will advance through Phase 1, 30% through Phase II,

25% through Phase III, and 20% through Phase IV. The tie-

breaker determines the winner. If players are still tied they

will each receive the grand prize they are playing for.

A W E

S

WORD LIST

Mystery
Word
Grid

FRONT ZOO LINKS ACE MIGHT
ASK TABLE FIT GAMES THE
NEBULAR RUNNING CAPTAIN TRILOGY CARRIER
SPACE AWE ROGUE FAR PRINT
ANT GREAT JET FIGHT WIN

MYSTERY WORD CLUE:
Aviators earn them, birds have them and so do jets.

Yes! ENTER ME TODAY, HERE'S MY ENTREE FEE:

($5.00) Monster Machine Contest

Name

Address

VOID WHERE PROHIBITED • ENTRY DEADLINE: POSTMARKED BY MARCH 5, 199* • ENTRY FEE MUST 8E INCLUDED
Only one entry per person. Employees of Pandemonium, Inc. and its suppliers are ineligible. Judges decisions are

final. Where judges are in error the sponsor's liability is limited to the amount of entry fees paid. Not responsible for

lost, delayed or stolen mail. You can request Winners List and Official Rules by writing Pandemonium, Inc., 7202

Washington Ave. S., Eden Prairie, MN 55344. Merchandise names and models are trademarks of their respective

companies who have no affiliation with this contest © 1993 Pandemonium, Inc.

CLIP

AND

MAIL
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The pint-sized Yamaha QR10

synthesizer packs a powerful

punch-50 preset, prerecorded

music tracks, 69 instrumental

sounds, and 60 percussion

sounds let even the tone-deaf

compose stunning music

(Yamaha Corporation of America;

800-233-7834; $349).

For card players, Hoyle Classic

Card Games offers eight popu-

lar choices from grown-up games

such as Bridge, Hearts, and

Cribbage to kiddie standbys such

as Crazy Eights and Old Maid

(Sierra On-Line; 800-743-7725;

DOS/Win, $49.95).

Poker purists can save a bundle

practicing seven-card stud with

the budget-priced Ruckus

Poker (Villa Crespo Software;

708-433-0500; DOS, $12.95).

Lyriq Crosswords Premium

Edition gives word-gamers 250

puzzles at a variety of levels

(Lyriq International; 800-433-

4464; DOS, $39.95).

And every game library needs

Tetris, the Russian-invented

falling-block game that has

become a favorite around the

world. Although the original has

spawned lots of variations, Tetris

Classic delivers the authentic

experience (Spectrum HoloByte;

800-695-4263; DOS/Win, $44.95).

Chess buffs

will want

Kasparov's

Gambit, a pow-

erful and flexible

program enhanced

with live-action

video coaching

from the world’s top

player (Electronic

Arts; 800-245-4525;

DOS, $59.95).

Serious bridge players will want

a stronger program such as

Grand Slam Bridge II, which

features a variety of bidding,

practice, and game play options

(Electronic Arts; 800-245-4525;

DOS, $49.95).

People who like Scotch and soda

better than bridge mix can

indulge themselves with the

More Vegas Games entertain-

ment pack for Windows (New

World Computing; 800-325-

8898; Win, $29.95).

Quite possibly the snazziest

music software on the market,

MEGA Rock, Rap, ’n Roll lets

you mix and record your own

party tunes using hundreds of

prerecorded instrumental and

vocal samples (Paramount

Interactive; 408-541-3264;

CD for Win/Mac, $79.95).

The Miracle Piano Teaching System really works!

This keyboard and 40-lesson software program will

have you pounding out classical, jazz, and pop

pieces in double time (Software Toolworks;

800-234-3088; DOS, $479.95;

Mac, $499.95).

ven in the

fast-moving

world of computer games, there'

still room for the classics.

R. emember when

you actually needed talent to

make music? Hah! With today's

super-sonorous gadgets and

gizmos, all you need is a

talented computer.

Multimedia Beethoven: The

Ninth Symphony tells you

everything you ever wanted to

know about the master's most

famous work. The interactive CD-

ROM lets you play all four move-

ments, read about its musical

concepts, even play a game about

it (Microsoft; 800-426-9400; CD

for Win, $79.95).

A music tutorial like

you've never heard!

Join The Musical

World of Professor

Piccolo on his wild and wacky

tour of Music Town’s rock and

jazz clubs, music library, sym-

phony, music school, and audio

arcade. Fun for kids, too (Opcode

Interactive; 415-494-1112; CD

for Win, $69.95).

Text, photos, videos, and tons of

music combine to bring you the

vibrant story of jazz in the inter-

active Jazz: A Multimedia

History (Compton’s NewMedia;

800-862-2206; CD for

Win/Mac, $69.95).
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ONLY
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ELECTRONIC
YES! Please enter my one-year subscription to Electronic Entertainment

(12 cutting-edge issues) for the incredibly low introductory price of just

$19.95— a 58% savings off the annual newsstand rate.

V

CITY/STATE/ZIP

Bill Me
Send foreign and Canadian orders prepaid, in U.S. funds, with $1 5/year additional postage.
Annual newsstand rate: $47.40. Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery of your first issue.

Payment Enclosed

ENTERTAINING
YES! Please enter my one-year subscription to Electronic Entertainment

(12 cutting-edge issues) for the incredibly low introductory price of just

$1 9.95— a 58% savings off the annual newsstand rate.

Bill Me Payment Enclosed
Send foreign and Canadian orders prepaid, in U.S. funds, with $1 5/year additional postage.
Annual newsstand rate: $47.40. Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery of your first issue.

INTERACTIVE
YES! Please enter my one-year subscription to Electronic Entertainment

(12 cutting-edge issues) for the incredibly low introductory price of just

$1 9.95— a 58% savings off the annual newsstand rate.

CITY/STATE/ZIP

Bill Me
Send foreign and Canadian orders prepaid, in U.S. funds, with $1 5/year additional postage.
Annual newsstand rate: $47.40. Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery of your first issue.

Payment Enclosed
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IT RE&INS NOW.
The future of electronic entertain-

ment is faking place noui. Video and

computing are rapidlq merging into a nem

form, uilth an entlrelq nem face. Rnd that

form is tailing evolutionary, revolutionary

leaps from mhathas come before.

So bom do you beep up mith a com-

puter game, interactively, CD-flOM and

multimedia entertainment entity tbat is

evolving at tbe speed of light? Vou don't

unless you stay on top of it. Rnd that's

our job.

Electronic Entertainment magazine is

the must-hove manual for fast-moving,

fast-spending, information-hungry video

entertainment buyers. They read us

because me tell itlibe it is. right here and

right nom. We re their guide to today's

hottest games, multimedia and tomor-

rom's nemest technology because me re

not about philosophy, me re about

facts... tbe bard ones.

The future begins now.

Don't be left out.



Stick out that tongue! Michael

Jordan In Flight offers you

what might be your last chance

to be like Mike (Electronic Arts;

800-245-4525; DOS, $59.95).

Forget high green fees and wait-

ing for your day off. Links 386

Pro lets you tee off anytime on

famous courses around the world

(Access Software; 800-800-

4880; DOS, $69.95). Or try the

Windows version, Microsoft

Golf (Microsoft, 800-426-9400;

Win, $64.95). And for less than

the price of a round at a fancy

course, add-on disks let you play

Championship Courses from

the Belfry in England to Pebble

Beach in California. New add-ons

hit the shelves every eight weeks

(DOS/Win, $29.95).

For Mac owners who long to

soar, Chuck Yeager’s Air

Combat is your only real option.

Just type your dream-or night-

mare—into the scenario editor,

and you can track down some

bogies (Electronic Arts; 800-

245-4525; Mac, $59.95).

Deskbound jet jocks can improve

their flying with the Flight

Control System. A great touch,

four well-positioned buttons, and

a four-way “hat" subswitch pro-

vide easy access to controls

when things get ugly (Thrust-

Master; 503-639-3200;

PC/Mac, $99.95).

Want to play Star Wars? Jump

into a rebel Wing fighter and

strike back at the Empire

(LucasArts Entertainment; 800-

782-7927; DOS, $69.95).

And if you’re tired of saving the

world by turning chunks of it into

smoldering holes, relax with a

scenic trip in Microsoft’s Flight

Simulator 5,0. the latest incar-

nation of flight simulation's grand

old man (Microsoft; 800-426-

9400; DOS, $64.95).

Things can get ugly fast in

Falcon 3.0. This one has all the

depth the dedicated simulator

junkie demands, but its “Instant

Action" option doesn't forget the

“I want to play NOW!" crowd,

either (Spectrum HoloByte;

800-695-4263; DOS, $79.95).

M ost laptop and notebook

computers lack the oomph to run

games right. But with a new mul-

timedia portable system or even

a few choice accessories, that

boring business trip can be an

excuse to play.

Starting from scratch?

The Toshiba

T6600C/CD Mobile

Multimedia Computer

packs a color screen, a

CD-ROM player, a sound

card, and speakers into

an 18.7 pound package.

(Toshiba America

Information Systems;

800-334-3445; $8,299).

Replace your notebook's awkward

trackball with the all-terrain

Gulliver mouse. It works any-

where and everywhere, even on

your leg, upside down and side-

ways (Appoint; 800-448-1184;

PC/Mac; $119).

Connect a joystick to your

portable's serial port with the

Notebook Gameport

(Colorado Spectrum;

3-238-5983; $54.95).
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If world domination's your game,

Empire Deluxe sends you off to

war against the computer or fel-

low gamers using infantry,

bombers, or battleships (New

World Computing; 800-325-

8898; DOS/Win/Mac, $59.95).

Win one for the gipper with

Front Page Sports; Football

Pro. You're the quarterback, the

coach, or the owner and general

manager. A thousand built-in

plays and in-your-face touchdown

dances make it almost as good

as being there (Dynamix; 800-

326-6654; DOS, $79.95).

June 6, 1944: D-Day! V for

Victory: Gold, Juno, Sword lets

you control strategy and tactics

from both sides of the beach

(Three-Sixty Pacific; 800-653-

1360; DOS/Mac, $59.95).

Tony LaRussa Baseball II has just

about everything for baseball fans.

There's even a time-travel option

that lets you create your historical

dream teams. Expansion disk

available (Strategic Simulations;

800-245-4525; DOS, $59.95;

CD for DOS, $70).

Run the wires out to a pair of

WAMM Series VII speakers,

and your PC will sing as sweetly

as the London Philharmonic on a

good night. Of course, hiring the

symphony might be cheaper

(Wilson Audio Specialties; 801-

377-2233; $125,000).

Sometimes, only sheer extrava-

gance will do the trick. Any one

of these items is sure to impress

a Rockefeller, a Kennedy, or

even a Gates.

Computer sound is constantly

improving, and most sound cards

need help delivering true high

fidelity. Boost their output with

Krell’s KSA-200S audiophile

amplifier (Krell Industries; 203-

874-3139; $6,900).

Besides looking really cool, the

Dolch MACH multimedia

portable is incredibly fast. With a

rugged magnesium case sur-

rounding a complete multimedia

system, including double-speed

CD-ROM drive, sound card, and

speakers, it won’t even blink if

you spill your coffee on it (Dolch

Computer Systems; 408-957-

6575; $11,295).

Hardly an Instamatic, the

top-of-the-line Kodak DCS 200

Professional Digital Camera

snaps high-resolution, profes-

sional-quality photos that you

can view and edit on your

computer (Kodak; 800-242-2424;

PC/Mac, $9,995).

Give any system extra

power with the quad-speed

DRM-604X CD-ROM

Minichanger. It swaps up to six

discs at a time (Pioneer New

Media Technologies; 310-952-

2111; PC/Mac, $1,845).

Finally, for the ultimate virtual

reality experience, put a

CyberPod in your rec room.

The Pod includes the

CyberChair for sight, sound,

and tactile simulation, while

the Orbotron adds motion

to the equation. Voice

recognition lets you tell

it how you want it (RPI

Advanced Technology

Group; 415-495-

5671; $55,000).
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Real Ordinary

There's more to games

than a mouth that sort of

moves or tinny sound. Now
play PC games and feel just

like you're sitting in a

theater controlling the

action with your joy-

stick.

It's ReelMagic; the

new MPEG playback

adapter from Sigma Designs.

Our add-in board

brings the next gen-

eration of CD-ROM
games to your PC

bigger than life.

Say adios to

wimpy graphics.

Herky-jerky

movement.

Bogus sound.

And phony

AcfiVisioN 1§ SIERRA HPl
)

Compton’s
V7 NewMedla

^tris
entertainment

mm
ReadySoft Lui ACCESS GAMES L__J

Discover the newgeneration ofReelMagicgamesfrom these manufacturers
,
andlookfor mcrre exciting titles comingsoon.



ReelMagic

scenarios. ReelMagic

pumps up the reality

meter so you can crank

up the fantasy.

We've also included

Activision's Return to Zorkto

experience the excitement

of full motion

video now.

It's not real unless

ReelMagicAdapter it's ReelMagic. Call

1 -800-845-8086 ext. 314 for a

dealer demo near you. Or you can

stick with real ordinary. Oh joy!

Only ReelMagic Makes It Real.

256 VS. 32,768 COLORS Why settle for a mere

256 colors, offered by current PC games, when

ReelMaqic qives you theater-quality qraphics

with over 32,000?

GRUNTS VS. CD-QUALITY AUDIO Get 1 6-bit

CD-quality sound that plays Sound Blaster™

and Windows™compatible software. The 8-bit

audio you're used to just doesn't compare.

5 FPS VS. 30 FPS ReelMagic-compatible

games run at 30 frames-per-second,

TRUE full-motion, so you avoid jerky,

blocky images.

1/4 VS. FULLSCREEN Now you

can get theater-quality video in a

full-screen image for a realistic,

movie-like experience.

.sigma
DESIGNS

© 1993 Sigma Designs. Inc. The Sigma Designs logo is a registered trademark and ReelMagic is a trademark of Sigma Designs. Inc. All other brand names and products are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders.
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the first installment in

a continuing multimedia sa«a

he 7 p.m. Cross Sound Ferry from

Long Island to Connecticut used to be

among the most idyllic commutes

around. You could sit back, sip a gin-and-tonic,

and watch the sunset as the world crept by at

12 knots. The trip was always a delight.

Not anymore. Multimedia has come to the Cross

Sound Ferry—in the ugly form of a talking tourist infor-

mation kiosk smack dab in the middle of the main

lounge. And this one not only talks, it sings. Off key. And

it plays bad music. Worst of all, it beeps.

And since no one, it seems, can resist the allure of its

glowing touch screen, the thing does its miserable beep-

ing routine every 10 seconds for the entire hour and a

half. The sunset turns ugly, the gin tastes foul, and the

trip becomes a nightmare.

PC and Quiet
Like a lot of people, I despise random electronic assaults

on my senses. So why was 1 spending $500 to turn my

PC into a multimedia talking machine?

It was lust. Gadget lust. The same unassuageable ache

that spawned millions of Sharper Image catalogues.

You’d think that after a decade in the PC industry I’d

have built up an immunity, but no. I could only hear so

jjj

much about double-speed CD-ROM drives, fancy sound

3 cards, and PC speakers before I had to have them.

| I just knew a multimedia PC would make my life bet-

S ter. A CD-ROM drive would get me invited to better par-

| ties. A sound card would make my hair more manage-

o able. Quality PC speakers would

E make me rich and famous. by paul bonner

Hypocrisy? Not on your life. I needed this stuff. So,

armed with $500 that I’d otherwise have blown on

food or rent, I went out and got it. All of it.

My Multimedia Reality
Now, as I sit here, my formerly almost-mute comput-

er—equipped with a CD-ROM drive, sound board,

and speakers—is showing off an impressive new trick,

serenading me with the bittersweet tones of Dexter

Gordon’s tenor sax playing “Soul Sister” from

the Blue Note release Dexter Calling.

I guess that’s not really such a

new trick—the recording was

cut in 1961—but it’s a big

improvement over the ran-

dom groans and beeps that

used to constitute my PC’s

sole vocabulary.

And who would have

thought that $500 worth

of hardware could trans-

form a PC into Humphrey

Bogart? But thanks to a

few digitized wave (that’s

.WAV) files I downloaded from

CompuServe, Windows now starts

its day by murmuring, “Louie, I think

this is the beginning of a beautiful friendship.”

When it shuts down, I hear Bogie’s classic farewell to

Ingrid Bergman: “We’ll always have Paris.”

And in between, even before I run out and buy a

selection of the latest and greatest games, I can load up

some of the fabulously useful CD-ROM discs that I’ve

collected over the years. I can browse through the

Guinness Multimedia Disc of Records and view the

Hindenburg disaster, complete with the famous radio

narration (“Oh the humanity!”).

Meanwhile, the New Grolier

onroutwferoon
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Multimedia Encyclo-

pedia lets me see

and hear Mahat-

ma Gandhi (yes,

he did look and

sound just like

Ben Kingsley)

or even listen to a

recording of George Washington’s

farewell speech (I’ll be damned if I can figure

out where they got that clip).

Okay, maybe my hair is still unmanage-

able and maybe I’m not rich yet, but I’ve at

least proven to myself that not all multimedia

is the devil’s work. And, surprise, surprise, it

was actually fairly easy to turn my aging 386

workhorse into a state-of-the-art (or close

enough) multimedia machine. Here’s how I

did it.

The Tough Go Shopping
First, a confession: I wasn’t exactly a virgin

when I started my quest. I already had a pret-

ty nice little sound card—a Media Vision Pro

AudioSpectrum board that I’d reviewed a

while back.

The Pro AudioSpectrum comes complete

with a MIDI music port, a 22-voice synthe-

sizer, an analog mixer, stereo digital record-

ing and playback capabilities, and, most

important, a SCSI port for connecting a CD-

ROM drive. Having the board on hand sim-

plified my task—and also saved me the $170

or so that most mail-order houses ask for it.

Just to make sure that I would be able to

take full advantage of the card, I downloaded

the latest version of its software drivers

—

including a Windows-based mixer, recorder,

and audio-CD player—from Media Vision’s

forum on CompuServe.

That left just two holes in my multimedia

starter system: a CD-ROM drive to connect

to the SCSI port and some speakers.

I went for the CD-ROM drive first, figur-

ing it was best to get the big-ticket item out of

the way. I wanted the most advanced drive I

could get that would still leave room for

speakers in my self-imposed $500 budget. I’d

already witnessed the tragic obsolescence of

my first CD-ROM drive—an ancient Sony

CDU-6100 that didn’t include audio capabili-

ties and that was so slow it would have

had trouble passing a reading test for third-

graders. It now holds up my bookshelf.

I didn’t want to see the same fate befall my
new drive, so I hit the mail-order ads. I fig-

ured I needed a double-speed, Photo CD-

compatible, MPC II-compliant drive. The

latest-model NECs and Toshibas looked

great, but their prices would have blown my
scrawny budget. Then I happened across an

ad for the Texel 3024, an internal drive with

a fast 300K-per-second transfer rate and

265ms access speed, a SCSI-2 interface for

the sound card, and a 64K buffer. Comput-

Ability (a Milwaukee-based mail-order outfit)

was selling it for just $369, plus $35 for a

cable/driver kit to connect to the Pro Audio-

Spectrum card.

It seemed like a great deal, but there was a

catch: my PC, already equipped with two

floppies and a tape drive, was clean out of

internal bays. Unless I wanted to shell out

another $80 for an external drive, something

had to go. After about three seconds of ago-

nized deliberation, I decided that 5.25-inch

floppies were passe, recited my charge card

number, and ordered the internal model.

While I was on the phone, I noticed that

ComputAbility was also offering the Altec

Lansing ACS-50 amplified speaker system for

a mere $75. The ACS-50 may not be the most

advanced system in the world (its amp
delivers a meek 4.5 watts per channel), but it

did meet my prime require-

ment: it didn’t need batteries.

Imagine the embarrassment

if my speaker batteries

died in the middle of

“Ride of the Valkyries,”

and you’ll understand

why I insisted on an

AC-powered system.

Best of all, the

ACS-50 comes with

three genuine Vel-

cro patches for

attaching the speakers

and amplifier unit to my moni-

tor—who could pass up an opportunity like

that? Smart shopper that I am, I instructed the

sales clerk to add the ACS-50 to my order.

It’s in the Manual, Stupid

A few days and a mere $507.45 later (the

price included rush shipment charges—gad-

get lust doesn’t wait for UPS ground), my
multimedia future arrived. After a moment

of silence to mourn the passing of an era,

I removed the 5.25-inch floppy drive from

my PC and put it to work helping the old

Sony drive hold up my bookshelf. I slid the

CD-ROM drive into the now-vacant floppy

disk bay, installed the Pro AudioSpectrum

card in an empty expansion slot, and con-

nected the cables. Then I plugged the ACS-50

speaker cable into the back of the sound

card, booted up my system, and sat back to

enjoy an audio feast.

Instead, I got silence, occasionally inter-

rupted by loud burps from the ACS-50s. My
first desperate thought was that the Pro

AudioSpectrum’s default setup might not

work on my system and that I’d have to

engage in endless experimentation to find the

IRQ and DMA channel settings to make the

card talk to my PC. But before panicking

completely, I decided that maybe I ought to

look at the documentation.

As it turned out, not only had I connected

the audio cable from the CD-ROM drive to

the internal speaker connector on the sound

card, but I’d also plugged the speakers

into the microphone port on the back of the

card. (Note to Media Vision: how about

labeling this stuff?) So I tugged everything

out, plugged it back in, restarted my PC, and

what do you know? It worked.

And it sounded awfully good—impressive

results for a process that wasn’t much more

difficult than installing a modem. In fact, if

you’ve ever installed anything in a PC you

could do it—and if you read the manual,

you’ll probably do it

right the first time.

In the days that

followed, I’ve grown to

love my new toys. Once

again, gadget lust has

led me to a place that’s

full of surprises. Beyond

the music, beyond the

Multimedia Encyclopedia

and the fancy game software,

there have been such treats as

the “rugged manual eject mech-

anism” on the Texel drive.

Rugged indeed. The first time I hit the eject

button, it launched my CD across the room.

But the best thing about my new multime-

dia system is the little on/off switch on the

ACS-50 speaker system, which delivers pre-

cious silence at the touch of a button. And

that’s the big difference between that bleeping

beeping box on the Cross Sound Ferry and

my multimedia PC: I’m in control.

Before this silence thing gets out of hand,

though, I’m going to take advantage of the

MIDI port on the Pro AudioSpectrum card

and have my PC teach me to play music. Tell

you all about it next month. ^
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SATISFY YOUR DRIVE.
You own a CD-ROM

drive because you want to

play the next generation of

games now— like these six

SSI games on CD:

#>5 TONY LA RUSSA
BASEBALL II. The

greatest baseball game on CD
means more digitized play-

by-play voice. More stunning

cinematic replays. Digitized

photos of old-time pros. Plus

the data from the invaluable

STADIUMS and FANTASY
DRAFT Expansion Disks.

^ GREAT NAVAL
BATTLES’: This

advanced WWI1 battleship

simulator on CD gives you
enhanced sound effects and

musical score. Outstanding

cinematics of historical World

War II footage. And all the

data from three GNB
Expansion Disks: Super Ships

of the Atlantic; America in the

Atlantic; and Scenario Builder.

fantasy empires:
Forge your very own

D&D” empire and get more
CD-quality voice, sound

effects, music score and

magic spells.

CDs are for IBM PC/Compatibles*

AD&D, D&D, DARK SUN, FANTASY EMPIRES,

DUNGEON HACK, the TSR logo and all TSR charac-

ters, character names, and the
‘ '

thereof are trademarks owned by and used under

license from TSR, Inc. ©1993 Si

Inc. ©1993 TSR, Inc. All rigl

TO ORDER: Visit your retailer or

call 1-800-245-4525 with VISA/MC

(U.S. and Canada

|
only).

/T>, DUNGEON HACK."
- Incredible graphics and

i digitized sound effects bring

I to life the dungeons of your

nightmares. This single-

character AD&D® fantasy

role-playing game comes

with a dungeon generator

that can create limitless

danger-filled adventures!

DARK SUN":

Shattered Lands.
The hottest AD&D role-

playing game is now on

CD, enhanced with a mind-

blowing introductory

cinematic sequence.

/T?) EYE rakBEHOLDER
' „ TRILOGY. On one

CD— the entire EYE series:

Volumes I, II and III/
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The war against the Kilrathi rages on.

To SOME, IT MEANS DEATH, SLAVERY OR DISHONOR...

TO OTHERS, IT'S THE CHANCE TO MAKE A QUICK BUCK,

Make your own alliances and choose the life of a pirate, merchant or mercenary.

You accept your assignments from the Mission Computers, Mercenary's Guild,

Merchant's Guild or the nefarious fixers that inhabit every bar.

Customize your ship according to your needs and budget—you can modify

weapons, armor and other systems. And you’ll need them, because your enemies

want more than just a new kill stenciled on their prow—they want your cargo.too.

Upgrade your ship, from your grandfather's old Tarsus scout to the sleek

Centurion fighter or Orion gunship— combat plays a vital role no matter how
*

you decide to earn a living.

Explore a complete universe with more than 50 bases and planets in almost 70

systems— agricultural planets, merchant colonies and mining bases.

Privateer - where deals are made with a handshake

AND BROKEN BY A VOLLEY FROM. A MESON CANNON.

1* ,: m.
%

j:a wS\W r *^ • (!» 1
i))9 ...... *

• Actual screens may vary

Douglas 92

”
A Stand-Alone Game

Made in the USA
An Electronic Arts® Company&|Mjjgti

I P.O. BOX 161750 AUSTIN, TX

Privateer is a trademark of ORIGIN Systems, Inc. Wing Commander, Origin, and We create worlds are registered trademarks of ORIGIN Systems, Inc.

Copyright © 1993 ORIGIN Systems. Inc. Electronic Arts is a registered trademark of Electronic Arts. For IBM PC and 100% compatible systems.

Available at a software retailer near you or call 1-800-245-4525 for MC/Visa/Discover orders.
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GAME

OF

THE MONTH

By Bob Lindstrom If you haven't seen Braderbund’s new

Myst, you owe it to yourself to check out

this masterpiece. Available for the Mac and

scheduled for a PC release this winter,

Myst’s gorgeous 3-D graphics and haunting

soundtrack make it one of the

most compelling games on the

market today.

Myst comes from cult-hero

designers Rand and Robyn

Miller, the people who brought

us the groundbreaking games

Manhole and Cosmic Osmo.

That’s where the Millers pio-

neered taking advantage of

CD-ROM’s huge storage

capacity to offer players

large and detailed fantasy-

lands. You could click

animations to life and

explore those imaginary

worlds in exhaustive

detail. The only trou-

ble with them was

that you couldn’t

win or lose. Man-

hole and Cosmic

Osmo were en-

tertaining jour-

neys, but they

were basically

aimless.

he

(

W»»te

Landscapes to Die For
In Myst, the Miller brothers have figured out how

to turn their unique approach to interactive enter-

tainment into an engrossing, challenging game.

With amazing 3-D rendered graphics, QuickTime

video, and wall-to-wall digitized audio, Myst

pushes the technological envelope for Mac-based

CD-ROM games. The interlocking worlds and

ages of Myst are vast and filled with visually

breathtaking landscapes and imagery. It feels as

though you’re walking through a painting, except

for the digitized video and effects that seem to pop

up around every comer. And the canny blend of

new age music and environmental sounds makes

Myst one of the few games with audio that

enhances its impact rather than intruding on the

player’s concentration.

The Anti-Cliche
Myst also pushes the design envelope by combin-

ing traditional gaming elements in a unique interac-

tive experience. An intelligent story line, mind-bend-

ing puzzles, and adventure-game intrigue combine

with Myst’s rich and atmospheric detail to produce

a game that is at once fresh and familiar.

That freshness begins with its plot. Most com-

puter games seem to be written by people who

have attended too many screenings of Alien, Star

Wars, and Raiders of the Lost Ark or read too

many paperback sword-and-sorcery novels. That’s

certainly not the case with Myst’s ingenious mix-

ture of science fantasy and fairy tale.

The game begins as you find yourself dropped

down on Myst Island. And all you know is what

you see: a small, craggy island dotted with monu-

mental structures ranging from a clock tower to

garden sculptures. There are no screens to explain

what’s going on—you are entirely dependent on

the sights and sounds around you.

Exploring and collecting a few clues around

the island paths gradually fill in some facts.

The island was created by Atrus, a man who

discovered the secret of writing books that create

worlds and transport people from one world to

another. But Atrus, his wife Catherine, and their

sons, are not to be found on Myst. Apparently, a

plot against Atrus has left his island and his worlds

uninhabited. Your challenge: To uncover the story

of Myst and find Atrus and his family.

As you roam Atrus’s numerous surreal worlds

in search of clues to the mystery, you’ll find that

exploring Myst involves much more than just
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traipsing about and mapping the landscape. To

journey between worlds, you’ve got to solve the

puzzles so ingeniously integrated into Myst’s sur-

roundings. There are secret elevators, concealed

passageways, underground mazes, complex hyd-

raulic systems, and other traps and machinery you

must overcome to gain knowledge.

Myst’s puzzles are excellent and brilliantly tied

in to the overall context of the game. Unlike in

that other CD-ROM masterpiece, Virgin Soft-

ware’s 7th Guest, Myst’s puzzles don’t feel shoe-

horned into the environment. Each is an out-

growth of Atrus’s imagination and centers on a

solid, logical solution. Further, the Miller brothers

have balanced the puzzles superbly to maximize

their challenge and minimize their frustration.

Even the thorniest problem has you teetering on

the edge of success and, therefore, encouraged to

return again and again until it is solved.

Exquisite Sights

And Sounds
The sheer visual beauty of Myst compels you to

continue forward, finding mind-boggling sights

with the solution to each puzzle and the discovery

of each new world. The creative team painstaking-

ly modeled Myst’s worlds in 3-D computer graph-

ics, then rendered them in exquisite detail.

Unfortunately, Myst doesn’t have animated

transitions between locations. Instead of smoothly

moving forward, the game digitally dissolves from

one single-frame location still to another. Those

who have enjoyed the cinematic motion of The

7th Guest may be disappointed in Myst’s slide

show-like transitions. But the game’s graphic spec-

tacle more than makes up for its lack of continu-

ous motion.

For less powerful Mac systems—or for occa-

sions when you feel like leaping through the land-

scape—the game provides slower and faster move-

ment by adding or eliminating the graphic transi-

tions between scenes. A zip mode lets you rapidly

GAME-WINNING TIPS

There is an important link between the map in the

library and the hidden tower.

Interact with the environment: Find and throw

switches that can be found around Myst Island.

The valves in front of the tower clock do not con-

trol water level. Instead they control something

quite different, but you’ll need a tower clue to

use them properly.

B#1
voriti

jump between key points in the game.

QuickTime video is used wisely

(and sparingly) throughout. At one

point, the player is confronted

with a video of a human being

trapped in a most unusual place,

the image provocatively flicker-

ing in and out for a few sec-

onds like an ill-tuned television.

And the underground maze

also uses QuickTime video to

transport you through shad-

owy tunnels in completely

smooth movement.

The Grand
Illusion

Finally, the illusion of

Myst is completed by

the wonderful audio

track. Rarely has

sound contributed so

tellingly to the atmo-

sphere of a game.

Instead of droning,

predictable music,

Myst features sub-

tle noises of wind, water,

and machinery interspersed with a well-composed

soundtrack.

Documentation for Myst is sparse but useful,

explaining how to use the minimal interface and

save multiple games in progress, as well as giving a

little dramatic background on the story. A Quick-

Time movie on the making of Myst offers insight

into its development.

Myst for the Mac is unquestionably among the

most revolutionary games shipped in 1993, and

the PC version is sure to be a stunner as well. I

particularly recommend it to people who have

been intrigued by computer games but have never

found a product with enough imagination and

play value to maintain their interest. They will find

Myst irresistible.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Bmderbund Software, 500 Redwood Blvd., P.O.

Box 6121, Novato, CA 94948-6121; 800-521-

6263; 8-bit 256-color Macintosh, 4MB RAM;
hard disk with 4MB free space; CD-ROM drive;

System 7.0.1 or later; Windows version scheduled

for availability later this winter; $59.95
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LB

P LAY I N G

Dark Sun:
Shattered Lands

By Peter Olafson W

This game puts you in deep

trouble right from the start.

Some RPG customs die hard-

like looting the dead.

This isn't a three-to-one melee.

Sometimes a whole party is repre-

sented by one figure—until the

battle starts

orn thin over nine Advanced Dun-

geon & Dragons games in three series and

finally entombed in a construction kit, it was

inevitable that SSI's venerable “Gold Box”

role-playing engine would be revealed at

length as gold plate. The king is dead, long

live the new one.

The new king is Dark Sun: Shattered Lands

—

the heavily financed, and long-awaited engine for

a whole new line of games set in TSR’s desert

world. It’s a hard place ruled by sorcerer-kings

who get up on the wrong side of bed every day.

Was it worth the wait? In most respects, yes.

Dark Sun is, for SSI, something quite out of the

ordinary. The company has clearly been listening

to its audience.

Gleaming Gargoyles
The game opens with your little band

in gladiatorial combat against a nasty

menagerie of monsters. As usual,

you begin the adventure in trou-

ble up to your neck. And

things get worse before

they get better.

But the world in

Dark Sun: Shattered

Lands looks different

from the one in earlier SSI games. The graphics

have a thick and lustrous presence, the gargoyles

atop the walls seem to be right beside your face,

and the church spire point of view is reminiscent

of Virgin’s Conan the Cimmerian. Spells go off

like bombs, and no two look alike.

It’s hard to describe Shattered Lands without

comparing it to SSI’s older products. To begin

with, there’s far less direction from a script. In the

opening segment in the slave pens, for instance,

you can either hang around the arena to become

darlings of the audience; do in a strategically

placed guard and then search for an exit; or ask

nosy questions until you find a secret way into the

sewers. (And if you told me there were other

routes, I’d believe you.)

Nosy questions are the order of the day in Dark

Sun. And there’s far more character interaction

than I’ve come to expect from SSI. People talk to

each other a lot, questions lead to other questions,

and who you know may matter as much as or

more than who you kill.

And Dark Sun feels different. Gone is the per-

petual wrestling match-cum-database that was the

“Gold Box” interface. This is by far the easiest of

the AD&D games to control. During combat, all

you do is click on the creature you want the high-

lighted character to attack, and it’s done. To

move the character, you just click on the spot

where you want him to go. And when you run

out of movement points—oh, yes, they’re still

there, but now at a safe distance—you

can simply click on the appropriate

choice on a pop-up menu and that’s

done. I can’t imagine a better way

of handling it—although 1 do
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wish I had the option of taking a fallen enemy’s

inventory and moving it into my own.

Stylish But Safe
Different as it is, Dark Sun: Shattered Lands is

very much anchored in the comfortable and famil-

iar. I can just imagine the designers going over

what’s worked best before and incorporating it

into this new title:

“Maybe Shadow Sorcerer didn’t seize their

hearts and minds, but the perspective was sweet,

wasn’t it?”

“Yes, combat in the “Gold Box” games was

laborious and the animation primitive, but wouldn’t

it be something if we could really animate the char-

acters and make the control system intuitive?”

“Sure, and what about using the point-and-

click inventory system from Eye of the Beholder?”

In terms of features, Dark Sun makes all the

right moves. The years in development show. My
only quibble is a slight discomfort with the ability

to scroll the play field and preview whole regions

beyond one’s vision.

Okay. Now that I’ve said how well SSI listened,

I have to make the hard admission: I didn’t quite

connect with this game on a visceral level. Dark

Sun is different for SSI, but not for the industry.

No ground is broken here.

But maybe I’m just a victim of a long wait, but

after so much time, money, and press, I expected

a genuine departure—the way Ultima VI ran

away from the shadow of Ultima V. Instead, I

got an intriguing, stylish, but essentially safe

amalgam.

Fact is, Dark Sun probably would have been a

lot more impressive about a year ago, when it

would have gone up against the likes of Ultima

VII. The window of opportunity is smaller now; it

will be competing with a revolutionary Ultima

VIII, and I can’t help but feel that, a year or so

down the road, SSI is going to be looking for yet

another game engine just to keep pace.

Nevertheless, this is a very good game, and I

have no doubt that we’ll all have a great time

exploring the ins and outs of this enormous, beau-

tiful, and untethered world. SSI is already planning

a follow-up: Dark Sun is only the first game in a

trilogy. This isn’t gold plate. This isn’t tin. It’s the

real thing—with a bit of tarnish.

GAME-WINNING TIPS

In the beginning, keep your smart mouth shut to

stop the endless stream of monsters.

The clock isn’t running, so explore to your

heart’s content. You’re likely to find something

unexpected.

Ask questions first, shoot later.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 El 9 10

Strategic Simulations Inc., 675 Almanor Ave.,

Suite 201, Sunnyvale, CA 94086-2901; 800-245-

4525; PC, 16MHz 386 or faster; 640K RAM
(2MB recommended); bard disk with 20MB free

space; DOS 3.3 or later; supports AdLib, AdLib

Gold, Sound Blaster, Sound Blaster Pro, Pro

AudioSpectrum, and Roland sound boards; mouse

recommended; CD-ROM required; $79.95

There are plenty of opportunities

to improve your interpersonal

communication skills.

Dark Sun’s auto-mapper hasn’t

gone too far.

You’ve managed to bully the poor

oaf on the left into taking you to

his leader, but you’re not keeping

up very well.
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ROLE Gateway II:

Homeworld

By Peter Olafson

You’re lounging around at home
when the call for help comes

in. (Not too fussy about decor,

are you?)

You’ll need to impress the chief

with your killing instinct in this

particular zoo.

Here’s an odd-looking alien

machine. Do you suppose that

console might help start it up?

he original Gateway was almost a little mira-

cle: an adventure so rich in excitement, dense in

detail and varied in approach that it felt nothing

like a text and graphics adventure. It was more

like being in a wordy role-playing game, and a

very nice one at that.

But a miracle is always a tough act to follow,

which is why fans of the original game will be

pleased to learn that Gateway’s unabashed sense

of fun and exploration remains happily intact in

Gateway II: Homeworld. For a text adventure,

Gateway II is positively dynamic.

Clench Your Fists
Fifty million dollars richer for surviving the

first game, you’re now a consultant on a mission

to save Mankind As We Know It from a sordid

holocaust of fire and destruction. And through a

set of somewhat predictable circumstances,

you find yourself bound for an enormous alien

artifact that has appeared near the orbit of Pluto.

This artifact proves to be just a drop in the inter-

galactic bucket.

Text-based adventure games typically move

like snails on salt—and all those typos and puz-

zles can get tiresome. Not this one. Gateway II

has a certain fierceness to its pace. Some

parts of it, in fact, have the breakneck

speed of an action game. And I tore

through them as though I were being

pursued, which, invariably, I was. j

Inside a compromised base
j

ij

on Earth, listening to the >'

enemy’s intercut radio trans-

missions over a captured

walkie-talkie, I played with

my fists clenched. And in

the command chair JBJ

of the artifact-

bound ship,

crossed my
fingers tightly,

hoping that

the troops I’d

just cut off

wouldn’t reach the

pad in time to blow it

GAME-WINNING TIPS

Don't Ignore the consoles. They generally have

something Interesting to say.

An oddity from Legend’s own hint book: If you

treat Diana’s infection before you counteract the

poison, you can end up with 15 points more than

the maximum of 1600.

Where the auto-mapper is turned off, follow

the water!

Turn on the switch at the top left when you reach

the Inducer between the second and third zoos.

out of the sky. What an intensely physical game!

The game engine falls away and leaves you

alone to play, which is just as it should be. With

this fast-paced, quick-witted adventure, Legend has

finally justified its point-and-click interface.

The catch to this dynamic pacing is that it

comes at the expense of the game’s difficulty.

Because most of the puzzles are rational, solutions

are rarely more than a few steps away. For

instance, when you’re up a fruit tree with three

hungry lizards waiting below, it makes sense to

pelt them with fruit. When a red force field blocks

a door, it’s a fair bet the red crystal rod in your

pocket holds the key to safe passage. An exception

is the lengthy trial-and-error process you must use

to teach yourself how to operate a number of curi-

ous alien machines. Succeeding at this is enor-

mously satisfying.

Gateway D’s easier game play may lead some

text-adventure experts to scoff at it as lightweight.

Beginners will think it’s great. Anyway you look

at it, Gateway 11 is great fun, and it’s different. The

pace, the infectious excitement, and the sense

of anticipation and fear that runs through much

of the game are priceless. 1 feel like playing

Gateway II again, and I can’t recall any text

adventure I’ve wanted to play more than once.

More of this, please.

1 2 3 4 5 6 9 10

Legend Entertainment Company, P.O. Box 10810,

14200 Park Meadow Dr., Chantilly, VA
22021; 800-658-8891; PC; 640K RAM;
hard disk with 8MB free space; DOS 3.3

or later; supports AdLib, Roland MT-32

with MPU-401-compatible interface, and

Sound Blaster sound boards; mouse recom-

mended; $59.95
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AND PICK TWO
GAMES FREE!

Choose any IWo Sierra Games
when you switch to Sprint,

Sprint long-distance service just

became more valuable - up to

$159.95 more! Now, when you switch

your home long-distance service to

Sprint, you can select any Sierra

game, free! And after enjoying six

months of high-quality long-distance,

you'll receive a second Sierra game or

one month of free long-distance

service.*

Only Sprint can offer you a

nationwide 100% digital, fiber optic

network that provides the long-

distance quality and reliability you
need. Experience for yourself Sprint's

"fiber optic" clarity that makes both

your long-distance calls and PC data

transmissions crystal clear and error

free.

But unsurpassed call and data

clarity is just one of the many
benefits you will enjoy as a Sprint

customer...

"The Most””" A Unique Calling Plan

Sprint offers an unprecedented
long-distance calling plan called "The
Most””" available now for all

customers. The Most will save Sprint

customers 20 percent on already low

X

rates on their calls each month to

whomever they talk to the most,

including international calls-even if

the called person is with a

competitive long-distance carrier.

The Most will also provide

automatic 20 percent discounts on all

calls to Sprint's millions of customers,

anytime and anywhere.
When the most frequently called

number in a given month is a Sprint

customer, Sprint will combine both
discounts for an effective overall

savings of 36 percent on calls to that

number.**

Save on Long Distance When
You're away from home too!

Sprint's FONCARD*1 travel card lets

you continue to take advantage of

clear calling and savings even when
you're away from home. Plus the

FONCARD is free, with cards available

to every member of your family.

The Service You Deserve
At Sprint, we make no

compromises when it comes to 0

dependable, personal service - we do
it all; operator services, directory

assistance, customer service, even
instant credit for wrong numbers
And we do it 24 hours a day!

No Risk Guarantee
Your satisfaction is guaranteed:

we'll pick up the cost of switching

your long distance to Sprint, and will

even pay to switch you back if you
are not completely satisfied. (Some
restrictions apply.)

So why not sign up for Sprint and
receive the clarity, savings and service

you want while getting two Sierra

games you enjoy?

* Offer valid only in the U.S. and for new Sprint

customers. Not valid for FONCARD - only orders.

Certain restrictions apply. Free month is up to
$25 usage on 4th month invoice. To qualify for a
second game or free month of long-distance the
customer must bill $20 per month in 3 of the
first 6 months.
** THE MOST discounts apply to intra-state calls

only where authorized.



ROLE

PLAY I N G

The Silver Seed

By Barry Brenesal

Dialogue is extremely important

in Silver Seed, as you interview

a whole new group of friends

and enemies.

The Silver Seed is the ultimate in

object-oriented games because

literally everything you see can

be picked up and used.

IRkmember Britannia’s Avatar, that hero, that

paragon of virtue? Last time we checked, he was

battling to restore balance between Chaos and

Order on the Serpent Isle (Ultima VII, Part 2).

Chaos was winning out; disease and slaughter

were common. In the new Serpent Isle

add-on module. The Silver Seed, the

situation is reversed. The Avatar

and his buddies have gone back

in time to an era when Order

threatens the balance. Intol-

erance and repression are every-

where. Your man is the only one

who can save the day.

If your Avatar succeeds, not only

will you have helped save the planet

—

admirable in and of itself—but you’ll

return to the Serpent Isle with some neat magical

devices. For instance, there’s a Belt of Strength that

acts like a permanant steroid boost; a Helm of

Light that makes torches unnecessary; and a key

ring that gathers together more than 50 keys from

the Serpent Isle and automatically uses the right

one every time you need to open a lock. This is a

remarkable instance of an artifact from the past

becoming a modern-day gaming bugfix.

Sizzling Hotkeys
If you like the game’s artifacts, you’ll love its

hotkeys, which also become accessible in Serpent

Isle. Origin Systems has added an f-key that lets

you feed adventurers without manually double-

clicking a roast beef in somebody’s backpack first.

Pressing p lets you automatically apply lockpicks if

you’ve got them in your inventory. W brings up

the time of day.

There isn’t much physical territory to explore in

the Silver Seed—remember, this is an add-on mod-

ule, and you’ll have more than enough to keep

you busy for months on Serpent Isle. Seed’s quests

are more in the nature of dungeon gauntlets you

have to run and survive in the immediate vicinity

of Seriss Keep. There is some built-in variety, but

not much. You’ll need to avoid a few traps, battle

plenty of monsters, and search for disguised

passageways.

Combat-oriented players will be delighted with

Silver Seed’s no-nonsense approach, and the

graphics are up to Origin Systems’ usual excellent

standard. But if you enjoy the wealth of animation

and character interaction generally associated with

Britannia, Silver Seed may seem a trifle flat.

Jumping in Early
Is the module worth the price of admission?

Provided you jump into it early from Serpent Isle,

I’d say yes—less for the experience your

characters build than for the bonuses

you’ll take away. Serpent Isle

is a very long game in which

small nuisances can turn into

major annoyances over time.

Players need all the advantages

they can get.

Silver Seed’s hotkeys, key ring,

and Helm of Light make Serpent

Isle much more playable without giv-

ing anything away. They enhance the

value of the original product. You’ll have to agree

that life in Britannia becomes a lot more interest-

ing when you aren’t constantly looking for anoth-

er torch in the dark.

GAME-WINNING TIPS

The glowing Serpent swords you’ll find every-

where aren’t that great. An ordinary whip does

the same damage and has a longer reach.

Elissa the Mage never stops producing potions.

Grab each potion as she puts it on the work-

bench; otherwise, it gets recycled.

The documentation recommends blowing up a

debris-blacked corridor in the Abandoned
Fortress to reach a stairwell. Don’t bather: Just

hit the debris in combat mode with any

hand-to-hand weapon.

Train your Avatar in martial arts. There will be a

dungeon on Serpent Isle where he temporarily

loses everything, including his artifacts, and he’ll

need good combat skills to survive.

1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 10

Origin Systems, 12940 Research Blvd., Austin,

TX 78750; 800-245-4525; PC, 386SX or faster;

2MB RAM; hard disk with 4MB free space; DOS
3.3 or later; supports AdLib, MT-32/LAPC-1,

Roland, and Sound Blaster sound boards; mouse

required; Ultima VII, Part 2 (The Serpent Isle)

required; $29.95
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YOU BRING THE LIGHTNING

Bring terror to the terrorists.

Cruise into town and rain on a

guerrilla parade with your deadly

whistler rockets. Send a mgss^ge
to drug lords, dictators, Jyys
named Saddam!

Hellacious weaponry. Locking

on to enemy targets is a blast

when you're loaded to the blades

with Vulcan cannons, air-to-sea

missiles, and AFG autocannons.
TM & © 1993 Core Design Limited. © 1993 JVC Musical Industries, Inc. All rights reserved. Used under authorization.

Licensed by Sega Enterprises, Ltd. for play on the Sega CD™ System. Sega and Sega CD are trademarks of Sega Enterprises, Ltd. All rights reserved.
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ROLE

Ecco and pod, at peace before

the catastrophe.

This underwater cavern is just one

place you can explore.

The detail on sea creatures, includ-

ing these puffer fish, is great.

^^L.eady to explore inner

space? Ecco the Dolphin splashes

onto the Sega CD in this epic

underwater quest, and you

get to dive right in.

As the story begins,

Ecco’s at play with his pod

when a massive vortex scoops out a chunk of the

ocean and all the other dolphins with it. You must

take control of Ecco, reunite him with his friends,

and get to the bottom of the vortex mystery.

If you’ve already taken a dip with Ecco on the

Sega Genesis, you’ll find these seas much richer:

Five new levels and support for three-dimensional

QSound juice up the underseas action. Those who

have played both versions will find the game play

a little easier in the CD version, but there’s still

plenty of challenge to keep you swimming.

Sink or Swim
Ecco’s task in each of the 33 levels is to uncover the

various clues hidden in the seascape. Mysterious

crystalline structures called Glyphs hold the clues,

and finding them tests your wits and Ecco’s sur-

vival skills. Each time Ecco completes a level, he

swims one step closer to his lost pod.

But first you’ve got to ferret out all the Glyphs

on each level. You’ve got to explore nooks and

crannies, negotiate mazes, and navigate around

seemingly endless obstacles. And in addition to

doing the underwater detective work, you must

play a cunning game of survival of the fittest.

You’ll do some fancy thumb pressing on the

Genesis control pad to beat the sea beasts in this

game. Ecco faces schools of natural and unnatural

adversaries, but his primary offensive tactic is ...

well, let’s just call it a hard-nosed ram attack.

Venomous sea snakes, stinging jellyfish, tricky

octopi, and voracious sharks lead the predators

eager to deep-six Ecco. And without revealing too

many of the game’s hidden pleasures, let’s just say

that neither time nor space limits the types of nau-

tical nightmares he’ll encounter.

For many, the highlight of this game is the stun-

ning animation of Ecco himself. Sega animators

used video footage of live dolphins to create

their seagoing star. Ecco’s realistic movements

beautifully capture the dol-

phin’s physical grace and

natural sense of freedom.

Ecco cuts through the oceans effort-

lessly as you send him slashing

through the water at incredible speed. You

can even have Ecco break the surface

and soar into the air for acrobatic

somersaults.

The rest of this disc’s gorgeous graphics keep

pace, presenting a realistic underwater menagerie

complete with various species of fish and sharks,

orcas, rays, and a host of seabed denizens such as

crabs, shrimps, and anemones.

Coming Up for Air
Ecco has to chase down fishy sea life to regain lost

energy, but it takes more than fresh sashimi to

keep Ecco going. Like real dolphins, he needs oxy-

gen. So when you guide him to the far depths of

the ocean, you’d better keep an eye on the

onscreen oxygen meter as it counts down. Make

plans early to return to the surface or find one of

the many undersea air pockets.

Another dolphin trait that plays a major role in

Ecco is the innate ability to use echo-location to

navigate and identify objects. Ecco uses his songs

to communicate with other dolphins or occasion-

ally to ward off skittish predators. Singing to the

right characters also reveals important clues as

they sing back.

And Ecco’s songs are a perfect way to show off

the reverberating effects of the QSound audio.

Heard through a home stereo or a good set of

headphones, Ecco’s auditory experience rivals its

visuals.

Ecco the Dolphin puts the sea in CD. It’s an

excellent game that brings the ocean to life, and

you won’t even get seasick. Ecco, like all dolphins,

is a naturally lovable creature, and the game envi-

ronment is rich, challenging, and full of surprises.

Winning requires a satisfying mix of brains and

brawn. Ecco the Dolphin is the deepest adventure

game currently available for the Sega CD—and

that’s no fish story.
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Sega of America, 255 Shoreline Dr., Suite 200,

Redwood City, CA 94063; 800-872-7342; Sega

CD required; $49.99
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Actual screens may vary.

It’s all up to you! The skies are swarming with bandits.

Only you stand between the threat and your carrier

battle group.

Lock on your radar and launch the Navy’s advanced
weapons to destroy the most sophisticated enemy
targets ever developed for a MicroProse simulation.

Roll, turn, climb, and dive to out-maneuver enemy
aircraft using an artificial intelligence developed right

out of Soviet and Third World military doctrine.

Featuring the latest in 3-D terrain technology

derived from digitized information taken from

LANDSAT geological surveys, you’ll pilot your

F-1 4 through actual locations.

Fleet Defender from MicroProse. We brought you

the F-1 5 Strike Eagle, now try the F-1 4 Tomcat
featuring the most authentically modeled F-1

4

systems available anywhere outside of the Navy.

A computer-controlled wingman responds

to your every command. And, you’ll

interact with strike packages that include

F/A-18 Hornets, A-6 Intruders, A-7 Corsairs

and E-2C Hawkeye AWACS.

ENTERTAINMENT • SOFTWARE

To get our free catalog, call 1 -800-879-PLAY Mon.-Frl., 8:30 am - 5:00 pm EST

or fill out the coupon and mail it to: MicroProse Software, Inc.,

180 Lakefront Drive • Dept. DIO • Hunt Valley. MD 21030-2245

Name:

Address:

City: State: Zip:

PAQu
© 1993 MicroProse Software, Inc. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

For IBM-PC/Compatibles.
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20 YEARS PRACTICE
Take the express route to

expressing yourself. .. Rock, Rap

or Reggae. Just select a beat.

Click on a couple of riffs. Punch

in some horns. Plug in the back-

ing vocals. And Wham! You're

jammin'H Real pro sound in min-

utes, no musical experience nec-

essary. That's ROCK, RAP 'N

ROLL™, from Paramount

Interactive, the fastest, easiest,

hippest music-making system ever!

Record your own vocals, even add

distortion. Tons of instruments,

beats, song loops and sound effects.

4-TIMEAWARD WINNER!
Automatic mixing. Instant record and

playback. So let your musical urge run

wild. Order ROCK, RAP 'N ROLL today!

Or, if you've got a CD ROM drive, you

can get three times the creative power

with MEGA ROCK RAP 'N ROLL. 10

fabulous musical styles, each with its

own studio, including Blues, Jazz,

Soul, Latin and more, loaded with

hundreds of hot sound effects and

dazzling song-loops. A whole world

of music on one disc.

iP;
9
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10 MINUTES PRACTIC
TO ORDER CALL 1-800-821-1177 ext.1 06

24 hr. FAX Orders:1-510-429-5010
P.O. Box 1027 • Union City, CA 94587

Ask about our money-back guarantee!

ULTRA LOW PRICE:
ROCK, RAP 'N ROLL (diskette) $39.95 <srp$59.95>

MEGA ROCK, RAP 'N ROLL (CD ROM) $49.95 (SRP S79.95)

3 MORE HITS FROM PARAMOUNT INTERACTIVE

A toe-tapping

adventure that

teaches kids music.

Kids control the

town and learn

while they play.

The ultimate

intelligent video

guide & reference.

ORDER
NOW!
AND GETA
FREE MOVIE!

(
fBSIBMl Get a Paramount Home Video if you buy

^ / ROCK RAP 'N ROLL or any Paramount Interactive

software product right now. Pick any one of: TOP GUN,"

INDIANA JONES®AND THE LAST CRUSADE, THE NAKED

GUN®or STAR TREK V®:THE FINAL FRONTIER. Offer good through 12/31/93.

DISKETTE AND CD ROM SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS:

MACINTOSH: LCorhiaher.Svsteni6.O7ffareat0r.4MB RAM, color monitor. Oiskette version requires 9 MB hard disk space. MB3A version requires CO ROM drive.

IBMAND COMPATIBLES: 388 or higher. 16 MHz or higher. 4 MB RAM. VGA with 256 colors. Windows 3.1 or greater, mouse, Somfilaster,

SoundBlaster Pro or compatible, external speakers. Diskette version requires 1 0 MB hard risk space. MEGA version requires CD ROM drive.

Macintosh is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. Other brand names and product names are registered trademarks of their respective companies.

TOP GUN is a trademaikof Paramount Pictures. The Naked Gun® aid Star Trek® are registration trademarks of Paramount Pictures.

Indiana Jones and the last Crusade TM &©1 989 LucasFIm Ltd. (LFL)TM&© 1 993 by Paramount Pictures. All Rights Reserved.
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SIMULATION

Aces Over Europe

By Joe Hutsko
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he scene is World War II, the air war in

the European Theater. They’re all here: the

B-17G bomber, the P-5 ID Mustang, the

shark-toothed B-26 Marauder, and, of

course, the ubiquitous Me 109. The mis-

sions are many and the munitions are

ready. So take a seat, grab the controls,

and start flying Aces Over Europe.

Your first stop? Try the preflight vehicle viewer,

where you study “parked” vehicles on both sides.

The viewer’s fantastic interface allows

you to zoom in and around planes,

ships, and ground vehicles for a closer

look. Then it’s on to the training mis-

sions, where you’ll leam the skills neces-

sary for winning historical missions.

The training mission that earned

me the most frequent-

flyer miles was “Dog-

fight a Famous Ace,”

which lets you go head-

to-head against one

of the war’s greatest

pilots. In addition to

the thrill and chal-

lenge of going up

against a Galland, you see a

digitized photo and career

synopsis of each legendary fighter.

Other training missions include es-

corting and protecting bombers on

strikes, sinking enemy ships, assist-

ing ground forces by destroying

ground targets, and wiping out

radar installations.

!

Dynamix’s approach to cus-

tomizing missions has always

been excellent, and Aces Over

Europe lived up to my expec-

tations. As you’re about to

take off, a mission summary

appears—click directly on a highlighted vari-

able to change the parameters. Your Choices

include aircraft type, starting altitude, and cloud

cover. There’s also a “surprise” option, which lets

you give the advantage of surprise to your own

flight, the enemy flight, or no one.

Stratospheric Detail
Combat flight simulator pilots typically ask for it

all: authentic instrumentation, responsive controls,

historical realism, and superfast, supersharp

graphics with plenty of detail both on the ground

and in the air. And Dynamix has been listening

—

off and on. While Red Baron upped the ante on

flight simulators, Aces Over the Pacific, Dynamix’s

second effort in the Great War planes series, failed

to raise the stakes. But Aces Over Europe delivers

the goods.

Responding to players’ demands, Dynamix has

added many improvements, including a better

You can take a closer look at your friends (and enemies) before

you get airborne.

flight model, more accurate top speeds and climb

rates, higher air detail, and more realistic stalls

with spins of varying severity and difficulty (an

often requested feature).

When you’re ready to go airborne, you’ll find

all the usual controls: flight stick, rudder, throttle.

And although most people agree that a joystick

increases the realism, it’s a testament to the quality

of this program that 1 flew just fine using the key-

board alone.

If you got the blues playing Aces Over the

Pacific, sandwiched between a double blue layer of

sky and sea that offered little sense of orientation

or motion, you’ll snap out of it when you experi-

ence Europe’s stratospheric attention to detail

—

assuming, of course, that your computer can han-

dle it. At its highest settings, Europe offers easy-to-
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identify landmarks and superior aircraft detail

—

where you’ll half expect to see the enemy pilot

grinning at you as he zooms in, guns blazing.

Customizable atmospheric realism is another of

Aces Over Europe’s strong points. The sun’s glare

had me squinting at my screen, trying to spot

enemy aircraft through the disorienting white

haze. Equally challenging was the weather option,

which allows you to set up increasingly cloudy

conditions on a sliding scale. Cloudy weather fig-

ured prominently into the air war over Europe.

There are also sliding scales that adjust the

prevalence of gun jamming, engine burnout, limit-

ed fuel and ammunition, and blackouts, which

occur from pulling excessive G’s. The sounds you

expect—droning engines, rat-tat-tat machine gun

fire, and alert bells—are all nicely executed.

Flight Plan
For those of us who never studied aircraft naviga-

tion, there’s the Flight Plan button. You can bring

up a finely detailed flight and navigation map

before or during flight, and the Flight Plan button

shows your route on demand, with assigned tar-

gets highlighted and accompanied by a close-up

reconnaissance photo—a very nice touch.

The extensive 200-plus-page manual is also

impressive. Besides operating instructions, it con-

tains a concise and well-written history of the war

and a thorough reference section on aircraft, flight,

combat tactics, weapons and ordnance, vehicles,

ships, and decorations and medals. Its authentic

black-and-white photos—candid shots of people,

places, and things—go a long way toward making

you feel more involved in the simulation.

The in-flight recorder is more than just a way to

relive past glories. You can record a mission, replay

it, and jump back in at any point in the action.

This is a great way to try different strategies at cru-

cial points without having to start over each time.

Of course, the film room lets you observe the

action from a variety of points of view.

The real challenge of Aces

Over Europe is to put your

simulated life on the line by

selecting the Career option

and joining a historical

squadron. An airbase

menu displays important

information about your

squadron, such as

plane types, location,

and pilot dossiers

As a member of the

squadron, you’ll

join in its successes

and failures, fly-

ing several cam-

paigns based

on historical

events. And

it’s not just

battle in the skies you

have to contend with. There’s

plenty going on groundside, as well. Teletype

communiques from headquarters detailing major

events, forced transfers for disbanded squadrons,

even rumors from squad mechanics, who offer

juicy gossip on enemy actions, useful tactics, and

the latest news from the home front.

If you’re skilled enough to survive, you’ll see the

war’s end, and how your final ace status compares

to other pilots. But whether you win the war or

plow into the German countryside, you’ll be

rewarded with a great experience. Aces Over

Europe scores a direct hit.

The sun's glare had

me squinting, trying to

spot the enemy.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Dynamix, 1600 Millrace Dr., Eugene, OR 97403;

800-326-6654; PC, 25MHz 386 or faster; 2MB
RAM; hard drive with 8MB free space; DOS 5.0 or

later; supports all major sound cards with digitized

speech; mouse and joystick recommended; $69.95
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SIMULATION

SimFarm

By Richard Raucci

The Region Selection window

offers predefined terrain for

your farm.

A tornado can cause major

damage. Fix fences first,

before your livestock escape.

h-

evaporation tiaif F.r.c.«t

msn—

The Weather window shows

you an overview of the

weather conditions.

m f you dream

about leaving it all

behind for the

peaceful life in rural

America, try SimFarm

first. You’ll find life on a farm anything but relax-

ing. You’ve got crops to grow, roads to build,

farm machinery to buy—and that’s just the begin-

ning. Pests, weeds, water damage, drought, and

soil exhaustion threaten your livelihood. And if

you forget to feed your livestock on time, they’ll

smash through your fences and trample the fields.

As for the natural disasters you’ll face, we’ve

got good news and bad news. Tornadoes, frost,

flood, drought, and locusts are in store. Nasty

locusts descend and strip a field in seconds, and a

tornado can destroy your equipment, machinery,

and virtually anything else you’ve got. But the

animation is so entertaining you’ll almost look

forward to these disasters. If you look closely at

the tornado, you can even see an unfortunate cow

twirling inside.

Down on the Farm
Based on the same game model as Maxis’s popu-

lar SimCity, SimFarm is fun and infinitely

playable. You begin the game by choosing an

area on a U.S. map, or you can generate your

own terrain by controlling wind velocity, rainfall,

and temperature. You can even add a river or

lake to your personalized plot of land. Once you

have your region, you move on to the main Map,

which gives you an overhead view of the terrain

you’ve selected. Then turn to the Edit window,

and get down to running your farm.

You’ll plant your fields by selecting them from

a left-hand crop palette—but don’t forget to bull-

doze any trees first. And sowing seeds is only a

start—you need to build roads and buy machin-

ery, bams, and silos so that you can harvest and

store your crops. You can add drainage ditches,

windmills, and pumps to ensure a fresh water

supply. All the chemicals for farming are at your

disposal, too—pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizers.

After you’ve gotten into the routine of running

a farm and learned to cope with disasters, you’ll

start to expand. As your farm prospers and the

neighboring town begins to grow, you can erect

new buildings.

Build an airport,

and you can buzz

around in a crop

duster to spray

your fields.

The program

offers several sources of

information for the SimFarmer. The Farm Bureau

will advise you on crops, livestock, and machin-

ery. The Evaluation window updates you on pro-

ductivity and growth, providing a rundown of

problems your farm is facing and suggesting the

right crops for your soil.

Don’t forget about earning money—when you

left it all behind to be a farmer, you left your pay-

check behind, too. A balance sheet helps you

match expenditures to incoming cash and, if you

run out, the bank is available to lend money.

There’s also an option that lets you speculate on

crop futures—a risky way to raise cash. Don’t

take too many risks, or you’ll face foreclosure.

If you decide to retire down on the SimFarm,

here’s some simple advice: Watch out for disasters,

don’t build too fast, and keep tabs on your cash

flow. The reward for your careful husbandry and

dedication to the bucolic life? An abundant har-

vest, of course. Call it hokey, but watching the

waves of colorfully dressed workers harvesting

your crop is incredibly gratifying—and a paean to

your ingenious game play and hard work.

GAME-WINNING TIPS

After a flood, rebuild bridges while the water’s

still high. That way, they won’t be washed out in

the next flood.

Leave room for roads when you set your fields.

Crop rotation is a natural way to avoid depleting

your soil.

Run out of gas in your crop duster, and you'll end

up plowing your fields in a whole new way.

1 2 3 4 5 6 9 10

Maxis, 2 Theatre Square, Orinda, CA 94563-

3346; 800-33-MAXIS; PC, 286 or faster; 640K

RAM; hard disk with 3MB free space; DOS 3.1

or later; supports Ad Lib, Roland, and Sound

Blaster sound boards; $49.95
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With Fusion CD 16, you

WOULD HAVE HEARD IT COMING.
Because your PC’s performance is

still at ground level, you’ve just

become a painted star under his

cockpit canopy. So before you select

“New Game”, jet to your phone and

call Media Vision Resource, where

Fusion CD 16“ is on sale for just

$399. That’s not much for a

complete multimedia system that brings

Media Vision’s award-winning, 16-bit

“sound of adventure” to your PC. And Only $399!
because Fusion CD comes equipped 1 -800-684-6699
with an internal or external CD-ROM

drive and powerful amplified speakers, you’ll experience

the screaming highs and shuddering lows of a top

performance, interactive upgrade

system. Plus, you get a cargo load

ofCD-ROM software. Including

Compton’s Multimedia

Encyclopedia, Battle Chess,

Mantis, and Civilization! But react

fast, this offer is good only while

supplies last! After

that, it goes down

in flames! Call

Media Vision today. media vision

Call 1-800-684-6699 for information. ©1993 Media Vision, Inc., 47300 Bayside Parkway, Fremont, CA 94538. (510) 770-8600. Fusion CD 16 is a trademark of

Media Vision, Inc. All other trademarks and registered trademarks are owned by their respective holders. Any and all bundled software subject to change without notice.
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SIMULATION

Wing Commander
Academy

By Bernie Yee
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I he Wing Commander juggernaut rolls on.

While Wing Commander II’s fanfare has long

since been eclipsed by high-flying X-Wing, Origin

is still working on both Wing Commander HI and

Privateer. And in the meantime, Origin has given

Wing Commander fans something to play with

—

Wing Commander Academy.

A standalone game you can play without any

previous Wing Commander experience, Academy

lets you design and save your own missions. All

the familiar Wing Commander II ships are here

—

from the lowly Ferret to the fearsome Jalkehi

—

with two additions: the Confederation Wraith and

the Kilrathi Jrathek. Both are the best of their

respective fleets, with the edge going to the

Confederation ship, as usual. Both ships carry new

weapon systems, but the Kilrathi technology is

always less deadly than the Confederation coun-

terparts; it makes you wonder why the war has

continued for so long.

As usual, you can fly any of the

Terran fighters in Wing Commander

games, but you can only fly one of the

Kilrathi fighters, the Jrathek. As in

Wing Commander II, flight mechan-

ics are not space realistic. The best

way to win any engagement is still

to keep your wingman out of your

way and use your thrusters to

maneuver around your enemy.

Graphics are still excellent, though

they are bitmapped, making the

ship resolution at close range

very pixelated.

Unfortunately, Wing Com-

mander Academy lacks what

made Wing Commander I and

II so compelling—the develop-

ing story line and sense of

space opera. So while Wing

Commander Academy may

be designed as a standalone

game, it won’t convert

many to the Wing Com-

mander series.

Although Wing Com-

mander Academy’s digi-

good hun'an

tized voice, sound effects, and musical score, with

branching themes to reflea the action, still sound

great, Academy’s lack of support for General MIDI

as implemented in the next generation of sound

boards is disappointing.

For all-out seamless action, LucasArts’ X-Wing

emerges as a superior solution—its polygon

graphics system allows smooth, flowing movement

that is unequaled. And while Wing Commander

Academy’s hardware requirements seem quite

tame in comparison with Strike Commander’s, this

produa still has the strange quirk of not having its

game speed tied to the processor clock; believe it or

not, it is far too fast on a 33MHz 486.

Wing Commander Academy is a temporary

fix for Wing Commander fans while they wait

for Wing Commander III and Privateer, which

will, in all likelihood, be more carefully thought

out. If you liked Wing Commander II, you’ll get

more of the same here, with missions of your

own design to spice up the experience. If you’re

looking for a quantum leap forward in

Confederate vs. Kilrathi action, you’ll have to

wait a bit longer.

GAME-WINNING TIPS

Save missiles for the knockout blow.

Stealth fighters generally have little armor,

weapons, or shields. Target fast, hit hard, and
watch them detonate.

If your ship has a rear turret, use it. It will get an

enemy off your six in a hurry.

1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10

Origin Systems, 12940 Research Blvd., Austin,

TX 78750; 800-245-4525; PC, 386SX or faster;

2MB RAM; hard disk with SMB free space; DOS
5.0 or later, supports AdLib, LAPC-1/MT32,

Sound Blaster, and Roland sound boards; joystick

and sound card recommended; $49.95
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Join super sleuth Jon

Daring as be races through

the streets ofCondon in his

fight against etnl! Using the

most sophisticated trideo

animation, graphics and

digital sound available,

C.I.C.y. 2000 brings you

the ultimate challenge of

intellect and skill in the

CD-ROCD PC
adoenture ofa

lifetime.

az ' '• Piccadilly • King s Cross • Westminster

CD-ROM © 1993 Aditus Inc. C.I.T.Y. 2000 \0
City In Trouble Year 2000 is proprietary to Aditus Inc

All enquiries to Aditus Inc. 5756 Royalmount Avenue,

Montreal, Quebec, Canada H4P IK5

Tel: 514-737-8547
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VIRTUAL

WORLDS

Iron Helix

By Bob Lindstrom Drew Pictures uses CD-ROM to spin some

classic science fiction cliches into an intense inter-

active dilemma in Iron Helix, a space-jockey fun-

fest from Spectrum HoloByte.

The plot twists here are all pretty familiar:

a dead crew, a biological weapon of horrifying

power, a spacecraft out of control, and only one

person capable of saving the universe from viral

The video window is small, but the excellent

graphics help suspend your disbelief.

genocide. In the best tradition of predictable

science fiction, it’s the vessel least capable of inter-

cepting the plummeting spacecraft and destroying

its deadly contents that receives the emergency

beacon transmission.

Your mission is to send and remotely operate a

zoological probe on the ship. It can’t attack or

defend itself, but it can tinker with the ship’s com-

puters. It can also gather samples of DNA from

the decks of the multilevel ship. And everyone

knows DNA comes in handy when seeking

admission to high-security areas on run-

away rockets.

The proper DNA samples

will get you into every area of

the ship. There you’ll search

for video messages that

help you acquire computer

codes to stop the impend-

ing doom. You’ll also have

to uncover a way to destroy

the Defender robot, which is

programmed to keep you from med-

dling. Finally, you’ll need to find and exe-

cute the code that stops the ship. You have limited

time to accomplish this goal, so you’ll have to

move at warp speed in the end game.

You control the probe as it moves through the

corridors, trying to access high-security areas.

It’s a slightly worn situation, but Iron Helix

jolts it with photorealistic graphics and split-sec-

ond timing. The onscreen display looks like a real

probe control panel (if there were such a thing).

The screen is divided into several sections: a vivid-

ly and smoothly animated 3-D video point of

view from your probe; a scanner that looks for

DNA samples; an electronic map that toggles

between three schematics of the runaway ship’s

interior; and the controls that move your probe

through the corridors and decks.

You Are There
Five levels of difficulty let amateurs enjoy the game

while still challenging experienced probe pilots.

Since games can be on the long side, you can save

a game in progress. Best of all, with the combina-

tion of rendered computer graphics and digitized

video animation, Iron Helix has that “you are

there” 3-D look CD-ROM players expea.

GAME-WINNING TIPS

Make frequent use of the 3-D map to track your

location.

Not all DNA is useful—choose your strands

carefully.

At the higher difficulty levels, the yellow warning

light offers little advance notice of danger.

In plot and play, Iron Helix is just another real-

time puzzle in space, but it is presented with such

flair and polish that you’ll become thoroughly

involved. The excitement will have you breathing

heavily—and grateful for a little R&R after com-

pleting your compelling tour of duty.
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Spectrum HoloByte, 2490 Mariner Square Loop,

Alameda, CA 94501; 800-695-4263; 8-bit 256-

color Macintosh; 4MB RAM (5MB recommend-

ed); CD-ROM drive; hard disk with 7MB free

space, System 6.0.7 with 32-hit QuickDraw or

System 7.0; $99.95
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For flying, space combat, and driving. VIRTUAL PILOT does it all!

It's versatile.

Yes, you can still loop-

de-loop and attack

enemies head on in the

skies, but VIRTUAL PILOT

also gives you the

power to compete on

the most challenging

race tracks.

IPs compatible.

VIRTUAL PILOT is

compatible with the

hottest games on the

market. Test your

starfighter abilities with

LucasArts’™ X-Wingm .

Or race over 200 mph

with Papyrus’ IndyCar
™

Racing. Also, experience

the thrill of flying

full-throttle with

Microsoft® Flight

Simulator 5.0™

.

It's real.

Whatever your mission

maybe, VIRTUAL PILOT

will let you take on your

fiercest opponent with

precision accuracy and

realism.

VIRTUAL PILOT. It’s not

just for flying anymore.

Circle 150 on Reader Service Card

X-Wing game © 1992 LucasArts Entertainment Screen shot © 1993 Papyrus. Reprinted with

Company. All Rights Reserved. Used Under permission from Papyrus. IndyCar Racing is a

Authorization. X-Wing is a trademark of trademark of Papyrus.

Lucasfilm Ltd. Star Wars is a registered

trademark of Lucasfilm Ltd. LucasArts is a

trademark of LucasArts Entertainment Company.

970 Park Center Drive Vista, CA 92083

Phone: 619-598-2518 FAX: 619-598-2524 PRODUCTS
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GAMES

SEAL Team

By Wayne

Kawamoto
SEAL Team features searing ground action

that’s set in the hellish jungles of Vietnam.

t's no wonder the

Vietnam War inspires few

computer games. Its lega-

cy of pain and divisive po-

litical battles left deep scars. Even now, many

people don't want to think about it

But Vietnam is the setting for SEAL Team, and

it’s a successful effort by every account. This game

places all the searing action in a first-person per-

spective: You’re looking through the eyes of your

team’s point man.

Getting the lob Done
In SEAL Team, you lead a team of crack com-

Hfl ,.mandos on missions and campaigns through

enemy territory. Your tasks may include

^patrolling, setting ambushes, destroy-

personnel, locating wea-

pons, or even kidnapping

high-ranking enemy offi-

cers. The game’s flight-

simulator style and sophis-

ticated graphics effectively

put you immediately into

the ground action, and the

game offers solid strategy

play with realistic circumstances. When all is said

and done, you’ll discover that 3-D war is hell

—

especially in the brutal jungles of Vietnam.

Before each mission, you’re briefed on the type,

location, area, terrain, weather conditions, and

expected strength of the enemy. From your pool of

soldiers, you choose the right men for the job.

Keep in mind that you’ll want to rotate your sol-

diers and give all of them experience. That way,

when you lose a man, you can replace him with

someone with comparable experience.

Depending on the mission, you allocate tools

and weapons and assign positions. In SEAL Team,

each position—such as Officer in Charge,

®“Corpsman, or Rear Security Officer—per-

forms a key function in the party. Tools

include radios to maintain contact with

your support forces and other mem-

bers of your party, medical kits, and

prisoner handling kits that let you take

custody of the captured enemy.

Once you’re in the target area, the

3-D graphics come into play and

hence the action through the eyes of

There are also several other



SEAL Team is a war game with a first-

person perspective. Here you target

the enemy in battle.

perspectives available. You can, for instance, select

a full-team view.

How you move through the jungle is critical,

and you can walk, crouch, or run to your objec-

tive. (Crouching makes you less vulnerable, but

you can’t move very fast.) When you crouch

or stand, you’ll see the graph-

ics change perspective accord-

ingly, and an onscreen com-

pass shows the direction

you’re heading. If you want to

see where you are, you can

pull up a map screen to check

your location relative to your

waypoints and objective. As

you move, watch out for the

booby traps, which include

trip wires loaded with explosives and punji sticks.

When you spot a trap, expose it so that other

members of your party can avoid it.

In some missions, it makes sense to split your

party. Here you can assign waypoints for the oth-

ers, along with movement and combat orders for

sniping, demolition, providing cover fire, and

searching. Throughout, you’re not alone. Boat,

helicopter, and aircraft support teams are just out

of sight, ready to attack the enemy, extract your

party, or take custody of your prisoners.

Grab Your Weapon
When you run into the enemy, choose your

weapon and start giving orders. Your soldiers can

fire only in their field of view, fire ahead at the

point’s target, or fire at will. (Onscreen, you’ll see

a shooting gun sight that, by its color, indicates the

odds of hitting the enemy.) In SEAL Team you can

only select targets; you don’t actually aim. So the

GAME-WINNING TIPS

Rotate your soldiers! Keep a corps of experienced

backups ready.

Use the terrain to your advantage to sneak

up on the enemy.

Move slowly (and quietly!) towards the objective

so you don’t alert the enemy.

Reinserting your team can work to your advan-

tage by putting you in areas where the enemy
hasn’t anticipated your arrival.

Use time compression sparingly. If you’re

attacked, it can be devastating.

combat portions aren’t like shooting arcade games

such as Taito’s Operation Wolf. And, unlike in a

role-playing game, you don’t enter a discrete com-

bat mode. You’re still free to move towards your

objective, under fire, if you wish—it’s all real time.

You can also change the difficulty of the game

so that you’ll have a fighting

chance in the beginning—un-

limited ammunition and non-

existent reload times will help

you. In the long run, however,

it’s much better to capture pris-

oners to extract information on

enemy movements and plans

than to shoot them.

SEAL Team is an in-depth

game that is complicated to

play. It receives commands from the usual joy-

stick, mouse, and keypad maneuvers, plus numer-

ous single-letter commands from your keyboard.

This game could definitely use a keyboard-mount-

ed cheat sheet.

The polygon-fill graphics

are adequate and look a lot

like those you find in con-

ventional PC flight simula-

tors, though they don’t fly

quite as high as the graphics in

Strike Commander or Comanche

Maximum Overkill. Nor are the graphics the best

first-person view when compared to those in

Wolfenstein 3D or Ultima Underworld. Although

they convey the action adequately, I wished the

screens looked better.

Still, Electronic Arts gets high marks for an

excellent game and for a groundbreaking innova-

tion. We can safely say that there’s nothing else

like it on the market. This is the first “you are

there” simulation for gritty ground warfare. If you

love the smell of napalm in the morning, wake up

with SEAL Team.

This is the first "you

are there" simulation

for gritty ground

warfare.

—
1

i
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Electronic Arts, 1450 Fashion Island Blvd., San

Mateo, CA 94404; 800-245-4525; PC, 33MHz
386DX or faster; 2MB RAM; hard disk with

4MB of free space; DOS 3.3 or later; supports

AdLib, AdLib Gold, Pro AudioSpectrum, Sound

Blaster, Sound Blaster Pro, and Roland sound

boards; $59.95
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V For Victory:
Gold, Juno,
Sword
By Ed Ferrell

Move your troops inland quickly or

watch them die on the beach.

Big, colorful maps show your

superior forces poised to capture

the city of Caen.

Piloid, Juno, Sword: These

were the code names for the

British beachheads in the D-Day

invasion, and they are the title of

the newest release in Three-Sixty’s popular V for

Victory series. This game deposits you on sandy

French soil the morning of June 7, 1944. It’s the

day after the largest invasion in human history,

and you wear the beret of the commander of the

Commonwealth forces.

Yesterday’s orders were simple: Hit the beach,

dig in, and don’t get killed. Today the real work

begins as you command the entire division, pushing

your forces inland and overrunning the German

defenses, bridge by bridge and town by town. You

can call for air support and reinforcements, and,

depending on weather and other factors, you might

get some help. But whether or not assistance comes,

you’d better move off the beach. Now!

This standalone game includes the very popular

V for Victory game engine. For fans of this strate-

gy system, Gold, Juno, Sword will provide a nice

addition to the other D-Day scenarios. Those new

to V for Victory will quickly understand why it’s

currently the leading computer strategy game.

Board Game Style
This is a board-gamer’s computer game. You get

all the detail and intricacies of the best strategy

board games without having to keep up with a

thousand game pieces or read a War and

Peace-sized manual. Like any good strategy game,

it takes numerous variables into account during

every move, including weather and terrain fea-

tures, fortification and defensive strengths, and

lines of supply and communication.

Moving units is as simple as pointing and click-

ing, but the devil is in the details, and Gold, Juno,

Sword doesn’t miss a one. The complicated British

invasion plan took advantage of glider troops,

paratroopers, air support, and special assault vehi-

cles. Incorporating all the pieces of this complex

invasion puzzle may be more than you can handle

at first. Luckily you have a loyal, dedicated com-

puterized “staff assistant” ready to take over the

minutiae, letting you concentrate on a winning

strategy. Like the other V for Victory

games, Gold, Juno, Sword provides

a colorful, detailed environment to

play in. You can issue orders to

i whole stacks of units, or to each

individual unit as you see fit.

Historically, the forces at Sword

achieved all of their objectives, including the cap-

ture of the important Orne River Bridge. The

Germans were especially slow to move heavy

Panzer divisions south from Calais, which made it

much easier for the Commonwealth forces. But if

you adjust the options, Hitler will move these

armored divisions immediately, challenging you

with a much improved defense of the French

countryside.

GAME-WINNING TIPS

Take the bridges, don’t blow them up. You’ll need

them to move motorized units to the front.

Don’t outrun your lines of supply and communi-
cation. Once the Germans reinforce, they’ll try to

cut you off where you’re overextended.

Play the scenarios in order. Each one is a

mini-tutorial, and if you play them in

sequence you’ll be well prepared to tackle the

massive scenario that incorporates them all.

The Germans also were slow to activate their

coastal defenses, giving the Allies precious time to

establish their forces. You can correct these mis-

takes by taking control of Hitler’s Atlantic Wall

and throwing everything you’ve got into thwarting

the Allied landing. To heighten the challenge and

get the real flavor of the mission, randomize the

weather conditions.

V for Victory players will be happy with Gold,

Juno, Sword, and new players will look forward

to completing the set when the Victory Pack

debuts this winter. If you think you’ve got what it

takes to push back the Germans and liberate

France, this is the game for you.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 9 10

Three-Sixty Pacific, 2105 S. Bascom Avenue, Suite

165, Campbell, CA 95008; 800-245-4525; PC,

386SX or faster; 3MB RAM; hard disk with 5MB

free space; DOS 5.0 or later; supports Adlib and

Sound Blaster sound boards; mouse required; $59.95
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Journey through a hostile land, to liberate your people from a malevolent foe of unparalleled savagery.

r
Daemonsgate: Available from selected retailers NOW! IBM PC Disk ft Cl) ROM

J
© 1992-3 Imagitec Design Inc. Daemonsgate is a Trademark of Imagitec Design Inc. EID: 921 West Main St, Suite 13, Nashville, TN 37075. Tel: (615) 824 1960.
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Warlords II

By Barry Brenesal Ti

Use the Diplomatic screen to make and break

peace treaties with individual opponents in

Warlords II.

You can easily enter commands via mouse or

pulldown key-activated menus in Warlord ll’s

intuitive main screen.

he war gamers at SSG were a little stunned at

the success of their 1992 fantasy war game,

Warlords. And so they went into hiding and tried

to figure out how to improve it without changing

what they’d done right. The result is Warlords II

—

and if you liked the original, you’ll love the sequel.

Visually, this game is a stunner. Like the origi-

nal, Warlords II cleverly uses high-res, 16-color

VGA for speed on the main display, but it adds

256-color VGA for special-event windows.

Attractive touches abound—even in the small,

multicolored Celtic crosses that illustrate the com-

puter’s progress as a game loads. The music score

is a medieval/Renaissance-flavored delight.

Many of the best aspects of Warlords II aren’t

what you’d usually single out for praise in a game.

Keyed commands, for instance, are preset, but you

can reconfigure four of the iconized, mouse-driven

commands. The help system is thorough and

available by right-clicking your mouse. There’s

even a tutorial game that explains the commands,

map elements, and basic moves

you make as you gleefully maul

an inadequate opponent.

There are four basic types of

characters in Warlords II to

choose from: Human, Knight,

Lord, or Warlord. The last three

feature increasingly intelligent

characters who offer bigger

challenges. You can also pick

from 24 “personalities” to flesh

out the disposition of your

character. Under Knight, for

instance, there’s Ethel the

Unready, who builds the right

troops in the wrong places.

There’s also Hand the Hammer,

a powerful Warlord who con-

spires, betrays, and amasses his

forces quickly.

Many options affect the diffi-

culty of the game, including

hidden and random maps. The

Diplomacy option adds depth

to Warlords II. Without it, all

sides are at perpetual war.

When it’s on, you can choose to

be Hostile, Neutral (attacks are

allowed on armies but not

Warlords II makes sparing but effective use

of 256-color VGA screens.

cities), or Allied (no attacks permitted). Players can

send messages implementing changes in status.

Warlords II leaves out the ability to gang up,

however—one of the nicest features in Koei Cor-

poration’s supremely nasty game, Nobunaga’s

Ambition II. There, you could ally with one com-

puterized player and attack a third together

—

assuming your ally doesn’t turn on you and join

your opponent instead. Warlords II also lacks a

personal touch. Each city looks identical to the

GAME-WINNING TIPS

Run, don’t walk, to unexplored ruins.

Money is the only way to recruit extra heroes, the

most powerful figures in the game.

in a scenario with lots of rivers, build flying crea-

tures or you’ll have a hard time getting around.

If you get a temple quest to pillage or raze a

dozen towns, ignore it. It will do you more harm
than good.

last, except for its revenue and production capabil-

ities. The computer-driven characters are similarly

lacking in detail.

But you can’t beat SSG games when it comes to

artificial intelligence. They fake nothing: Your

computerized enemies have the same resources

you do. If they play better at times, blame yourself

for faltering. You’ll feel as if you’re up against a

human being, and one who (at the higher levels) is

disgustingly good.

Saddle up your dragons then, and venture forth

onto the battlefields of Warlords II. You won’t be

disappointed.

1 2 3 10ft 6\ J 9 10

Strategic Studies Group, P.O. Box 30085,

Pensacola, PL 32503-1085; 904-469-8880;

PC, 386 or faster; DOS 3.1 or later; 2MB
RAM; supports AdLib, MT-32, PAS, Sound

Blaster, and Sound Canvas sound boards; mouse

required; $69.95
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You've always considered yourself a soldier of fortune
with a knack for survival and a thirst for green. Your
mission? Anything for a price. But this time it's different.

The stakes are a little bit greater and the danger is all

too real. You and your team are on a desolate moon,
surrounded by less than friendlies, with only one goal
besides the mission itself; stay alive long enough to

enjoy your newfound wealth.

Hired Guns is an adventure that can accommodate up
to four players simultaneously. It features furious non-
stop action, first person 3-D view and auto-mapping of

the 1.7 million cubic meters of play area. Choose from
12 different richly developed characters to suit your
needs for the mission at hand. Journey through this

desolate land, all the while testing your survival skills.

And remember; TAKE NO PRISONERS!

Hired Guns is available on IBM compatible and Amiga formats.

6/5 Massachusetts Ave.

Cambridge, MA 02139

(617) 497-7794

Circle 130 on Reader Service Card
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APBA Presents
Baseball for Windows

By Larry Canale r he true-blue, dyed-in-the-wool, box

score-devouring, hot dog-chomping base-

ball fan would pay hard cash to see the

series of games I just finished on APBA

Presents Baseball for Windows. What sus-

involvement is pretty limited to clicking a “pitch”

icon and then a “hit” icon, plus a fair amount of

reading. Several lines appear, describing the action

in broadcaster lingo, cliches and all:

“Swung on. .

.

hit deep to left field. .

.

way back. .

.

Warm's racing back. .

.

it’s gone!

Grand slam for Mantle!’’

A sharp mind, not a fast hand,

wins games in this league.

pense! What a finish! What a game!

I had pitted the 1953 Yankees

against the 1927 Pirates in a

back-and-forth seven-game

set that featured prodi-

gious Mickey Mantle

home runs and bril-

liant pitching by

Whitey Ford. And

that was just the

beginning.

This game mir-

rors the excitement,

the little ironies, and

the sheer history of

our national pastime

in a way that makes

me want to share all

my stories with you. If

you’re a true-blue base-

ball fan, though, you’ll

want to try Baseball for

Windows yourself.

Baseball for Windows, cre-

ated by Miller Associates and

based on the popular American

Players Baseball Association’s board game, is the

update of the already champion-quality APBA

Baseball for DOS. It’ll burn its way into the heart

of anyone who is obsessed with baseball’s rich his-

tory, box scores, and statistics.

A Numbers Game
Ah, statistics. Did I mention that Baseball for

Windows is a stats-based game? No hand-eye

coordination test here; instead you’ll see a script

that describes the action between 2 of the 60

teams packaged with the program. Your physical

So if you’re looking for action, look

elsewhere. But if you want a

detailed, accurate simulation of

what it’s like to manage in the

majors, here’s your chance.

Your managerial decisions

are required when, for

example, there’s a run-

ner on third with less

than two outs. If the

batter flies out or

grounds out to the

right side, a prompt

appears and asks, “Try

to score?”

Other situations to

flex your coaching

muscles include inten-

tional walks, hit-and-

run attempts, and stolen

bases. (Hint: I’ve found

that when a runner suc-

cessfully steals second, he’ll

usually be able to steal third

as well.)

The Choice Is Yours
Four basic directories give you four different ways

to play the game:

• Baseball lets you play single games between any

two teams you select from the data disk.

• Advanced Draft lets you recruit and waive players

to your heart’s content, rebuilding and reshap-

ing any team as drastically as you want. If

you’re not sure about a player’s capabilities, you

can use minimized windows to pull up and

compare one hitter’s or pitcher’s stats and

grades against another’s. An easy-to-use built-in
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Peruse more than seven decades of stats.

You can play any scenario, even pitting the best

team of '79 against the stars of ’23.

Help system guides you through the stats and

the grades the program uses.

The special Pankin Optimizer feature pre-

sents the strongest possible lineup you can build

from the roster you’ve assembled. Then there’s

the Markov Calculation function, which gives

you the expected average number of runs that a

given lineup will score per game.

• League Manager allows you to schedule a series

between two teams—or a complete season to be

played by any teams you wish—using the rules

you choose for your league. Three separate,

graphically attractive ballpark backgrounds are

included, with others available separately.

• StatManager compiles the statistics and box

scores from your season or series as it progress-

es. Those who want updated numbers can print

out hitting, fielding, and pitching stat sheets

after each game—a practice that will have the

true fan swimming in pages of numbers.

Cursing Out the Ump
The 60 teams packaged in Baseball for Windows

span the period from 1905 (the New York Giants)

to 1982 (the Milwaukee Brewers). If you own pre-

viously published data disks with stats from vari-

A Crash Course
In History

While it’s fun to read, watch, and participate in

the action, the real fun for baseball fans comes

in the custom building of “all star” teams and in

the ordering of your lineup and pitching rotation.

Plus, the process of scanning through all the

rosters, imparts a worthy crash course in base-

ball history.

In looking through the 1906 Chicago Cubs

roster, for example, I discovered an outfielder

named Bull Smith: Smith had only 1 at bat in

1 906, and he struck out (He had only 6 hits in

43 at bats in his entire three-year career, I later

found out-a .140 average.) But I wanted the

Bull to play, so I started him in right field against

Tom Seaver and the '69 Mets. True to form, he

went 0 for 8 with 7 strikeouts in a marathon

27-inning contest

In that same game, I rediscovered pitching

great Mordecai “Three-Finger” Brown, who also

played true to form. Pitchers tended to go more

than seven innings in baseball's early days, so I

left Three-Finger in for the entire game. And

if you don’t think a 27-inning, 1 1 -hit complete

game is exciting, then you don't like baseball.

I rediscovered

pitching great

Mordecai "Three-

finger" Brown.

ous seasons, you can use those as well. Or, import

players from Bill James’s Baseball Encyclopedia.

There’s a lot more detail to this game—more

than I have space to tell you about. Among the

realistic events that can plague your season are

player injuries, getting “tired” or even “disabled,”

or getting tossed out of a game altogether. In a

matchup of the 1972 A’s vs. the 1977 Yankees,

Willie Randolph was tossed out of a game for

arguing a called third strike. In another game, Joe

Collins of the Yankees was ejected for cursing out

an ump. His language is rendered onscreen as

“!!#?$@!* !?%#@? *#!!.” But we know what he

really meant.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Miller Associates, 11 Burtis Avenue, Suite 200,

New Canaan, CT 06840; 800-654-5472; PC,

20 MHz 386 or faster; 3MB RAM, hard drive

with at least 12MB free space; Windows 3.1 or

later; supports Sound Blaster and compatible

sound boards; $69.95
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Golf
For Windows

By Mike Kogan

The player in the main view is

lifelike, with a smooth

animated swing.

Fine-tune the player's stance

in the advanced shot setup

window.

Par with Reality”? That’s what the

packaging claims, and Microsoft Golf, a CD-

ROM multimedia title for Windows 3.1, comes

pretty dam close. Golf uses audio effects and live-

action video to give you the total TV golf experi-

ence—right on your own desktop.

Those familiar with the Links products will rec-

ognize Microsoft Golf—it’s the Windows version

of Access Software’s Links: The Challenge with a

collection of multimedia enhancements. You’ll

need a CD-ROM drive and sound card, but you

won’t need a pumped-up system: It runs well on a

25MHz 486 with 4MB RAM. And you don’t

need a double-speed CD-ROM drive, either.

Microsoft Golf features the Torrey Pines South

Course, home of the PGA Buick Invitational of

California. A series of video clips gives you flybys,

tips from the pros, and a course profile describing

the course and its setting as a TV commentator

would. Once you start a round, there is a flyby

and pro tip for each hole on the course.

It also comes with awesome sound effects,

wildlife noises, commentary, and music. If you

select wacky sounds to accompany your game,

you’ll get taunting jungle sounds rather than the

peaceful chirps and croaks of crickets and frogs.

Pop into a sandtrap, and Middle Eastern music

will make you think that you’ve landed in the

Sahara. Golf even gives you the power to cus-

tomize and create your own sounds.

Step Up to the Tee
You’re definitely in control when you step up to

the tee. The player screen is divided into six sepa-

rate information windows. While the main view

shows the golfer and the hole being played, you

use the swing control window for club selection

and swing. There’s a shot info window that details

wind conditions and shot distances, and a top

view that gives you an overhead shot of the hole.

The advanced shot setup lets you fine-tune the play-

er’s stance. And of course, you get the all-important

scorecard window to foster competitive edginess.

The best advice for playing Microsoft Golf is

the same as for real golf—keep it down the middle

and don’t overswing. Try to absolutely crunch

each shot and you’ll see the entire course—includ-

and hazard. By taking controlled

swings and staying down the middle, you’ll get

many scoring opportunities. And you’ll receive

a major dose of glory when you take a John

Daly-esque whack and hit it on the pins for a 350-

plus yard drive.

Although Microsoft Golf has multimedia fea-

tures not available in Links386 Pro, it doesn’t

1 1

WHICH DO YOU PREFER?

Features in MS Golf Features in Links386 Pro

• Course profile • High-resolution course

video graphics

• Flyby videos • Multiple simultaneous

• Pro tip videos
views

• Customizable
• Course conditions

sound sets
settings

• Delayed player
• Enhanced swing controls

animation • Recorded players/saved

shots

include many of Links386 Pro’s play enhance-

ments. Keep your eye out for a version of Micro-

soft Golf that incorporates the improved features

of Links386 Pro and support for the higher-reso-

lution course files. In the meantime, this game

breaks new ground in its integration of videos

into the game play and will be an asset to any

sports-loving MPC owner.

i 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10

Microsoft Corporation, One Microsoft Way,

Redmond, WA 98052-6399; 800-426-9400; mul-

timedia PC, 386SX or faster recommended;

4MB RAM; hard disk with at least SMB free

space; DOS 3.1 or later; Windows 3.1 or later;

supports all major sound boards with digitized

speech; mouse recommended; $64.95
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The Next Great

Advance In

Technology Has Been

Dead For 200 Years.

Once in a while a product changes

how we think about computers. Once in

a lifetime a product changes how com-

puters think about us.

C.P.U. Bach— the latest composi-

tion of award-winning software design-

er Sid Meier— is conscious software, a

transcendent computer program that

actually creates original classical music in

the style of legendary Baroque composer

Johann Sebastian Bach.

C.P.U. Bach composes never-before-

heard music on the "fly,” and transforms

your new 3DO Multiplayer from a

"game machine" into a home entertain-

ment powerhouse.

Concertos, fugues, minuets,

chorales— the world's first true digital

composer, C.P.U. Bach, handles all the

demands of Baroque music, and yet still

lets you adjust its performances to your

personal tastes. Those pieces you like

best can be saved for playback anytime.

The innovation doesn't end there.

C.P.U. Bach also harnesses 3DO's pow-

erful graphics engine to deliver abstract

graphics to match the mood and tempo

of the music. Graphics, which, like the

music, are never the same twice.

Imagine. Original music of beauty,

brillance, and inspiration— anytime.

With C.P.U. Bach, great composers no

longer have to stop composing.

I 1

i To get our free catalog, call 1-800-879-PLAY,
j

1
(Mon.- Fri., 8:30 am-5:00 pm EST.)

|

J

Or fill out the coupon and mail it to:

i MicroProse Software, Inc. • 1 80 Lakefront Drive i

j

Dept. D- 1 0 • Hunt Valley, MD 2 1030-2245
!

Name
J

I Address I

I
City State Zip

|



SPORTS

GAMES

A League of Your
Own NHL Hockey

Get a great goaltender—like

Boston Bruins’ Andy Moog—and
avoid lopsided scores.

Taking Control

Hockey is a sport that’s tough to play and

chaotic to watch, and hockey sim games are no

different. The action is fast to begin with in NHL
Hockey, and things can quickly get out of hand

until you get the hang of controlling the players. It

can also be hard to follow the puck, since in order

to show the players at a decent size, NHL
Hockey displays only about a third

of the ice surface.

When your team is on the

offense, you control the player

who has the puck. While this

means you’re always in the mid-

dle of the action, it’s also easy

for you to have players off

side if you aren’t paying

attention. For example,

if your defenseman

has the puck and you

have him rush up ice,

you must remember to

return him to his posi-

tion should he lose

the puck.

When playing de-

fense, you can either

keep control of

By Dan Muse League of Your Own NHL Hockey has a

lot going for it. For one thing, it’s officially

licensed by both the National Hockey League

and National Hockey League Players’ Association.

That means that the game can use the real

NHL team names and logos, as well as the

names and statistics of every NHL player from the

1992-93 season.

Better still, the game sports graphics, animation,

sound, and even video that stands up to the excite-

ment of hockey itself. A good repertoire of graph-

ics screens plus a likable user interface make it a

pleasure to set up and maneuver. NHL Hockey is

complete with all the trimmings. If you’re a hock-

ey fan, you’ll spend hours lining up checks and

blasting slapshots in NHL Hockey.

Until you figure out how to control the players,

things can seem a little too fast and furious.

the player on your team who last touched the

puck or change control to the defender closest to

the puck. You never control the goaltender, which

is probably a blessing for a lot of players. The only

goaltending responsibility you carry comes after

the save: If your goalie holds on to the puck, you

have the option of doing nothing, which will result

in the referee blowing the whistle for a face-off,

or of passing the puck to a nearby player and con-

tinuing play.

NHL Hockey offers some interesting and

enjoyable options for league and tournament play.

You can create multiple leagues with up to 24 dif-

ferent people representing teams in each league.

One of my favorite options is the Play-off Series.

You can set up three-, five-, or seven-game series.

You can go right to the Stanley Cup finals or play

through each of the play-offs leading up to the

finals. If you’re a purist, you can play the entire

82-game schedule before the play-offs begin.

EA Sports has gone the extra mile to ensure a

true feel for the game. If you love hockey or just

want to learn more about the game, NHL Hockey

is almost as exciting as the sound of sharp metal

blades cutting into fresh ice.

GAME-WINNING TIPS

Don’t have your goalie give the puck to a team-

mate when your opponents are hanging around

the net.

When the other team has the puck, don’t always

take control of the player closest to the puck.

Don’t be a puck hog. You’ll score more if you

pass your way up the ice.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10

Electronic Arts, 1450 Fashion Island Blvd.,

San Mateo, CA 94404; 800-245-4525; PC,

33MHz 386SX or faster; 2MB RAM; hard disk

with 10MB free space; DOS 5.0 or later; supports

AdLib, Roland, and Sound Blaster sound boards;

$69.95
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INTUITIVE IT'S LI

NOT HAVING ONE

cyberman
cJHE MDS1 ADVANCED

Now moving in a game is as easy as thinking about it.

Only CyberMan moves in three directions (x, y, and z)

PR and three rotations (pitch, yaw, and roll), which cor-

j
relate directly to your moves inside a 3-D game; your

intuitive movements translate literally to the screen.

It's also the only controller with tactile feedback that

makes you a physical part of the game. CyberMan is avail-

able now at your local dealer, or call 1 -800-732-2935 IM
Trademarks belong to their registered owners.

The Sertseware Company
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Front Page Sports:
Football Pro

By Wayne

Kawamoto

Mm ast year, Dynamix had a clear ground gainer

with Front Page Sports: Football, an all-around

football simulation that offered solid action, pig-

skin fundamentals, and strategy with excellent

graphics and sound. Now, to make a great game

even better, Dynamix is upgrading to Front Page

Sports: Football Pro. Like its predecessor, Football

Pro breaks into the secondary and goes long, leav-

ing the rest of the field flat-footed.

Pro’s biggest improvement is offering NFL play-

ers as well as their stats, names, and numbers.

Although the teams are fictional (Troy Aikman

plays for the Dallas “Ranchers”), you can coach the

pros by using the stats of real players, like Landry

and Ditka. This is a vast improvement over the

made-up players that other PC football games offer.

Fast and Furious
As before, you get to choose your role: play the

quarterback avoiding the blitz, the team owner

and general manager hawking the trades, or the

coach calling the plays from the sidelines.

As quarterback, you carry out the plays in fer-

vent arcade gridiron action, and you have superior

control over running, passing, and handing off.

You can play and view the action from nine differ-

ent angles—including the new “blimp” view.

Team-owner options include trading players,

signing free agents, and participating in the college

draft. And as the coach, you call the plays from

an astounding 1,000 stock plays—up from 200 in

the original.

If that’s not enough, you can also create your

own plays with the play editor. Tell each player

what to do and where to go, define the play before

and after the snap, and assign logic to the key

players to look for passes or block before going

out on offense. This is the best and most thorough

play designer in PC football. A new coaching pro-

file feature lets you edit the criteria for calling

plays in some 2,500 situations based on down,

field position, point differential, yards to go, and

time left on the clock.

Bone-Crushing Tackles
Play can span a single season (16 games) or several

seasons. As each season progresses, Pro compiles

and displays team standings, league schedules,

league leaders, injuries, and trades. Up to 28 teams

can play in a league, and all are available to human

players. These player-controlled teams can be

password protected (you may be playing among

friends, but this is competitive football, after all).

For league play, Pro lets you define ground

rules and simulate games using a faster algorithm,

which can simulate a week in some twenty

seconds. The downside is that there aren’t

any resulting stats. But Dynamix does offer differ-

ent weather conditions that affect the action.

Without a doubt, Front Page has the best

graphics and animation of any PC football game

on the market today. With some 8,000 frames of

animation, the players move naturally, with realis-

tic runs and bone-crushing tackles.

So if you’re looking to extend your season, get

the PC gridiron standard Front Page Sports:

Football Pro, a league-winning game from Dyna-

mix. You won’t be sorry.

2 3 4 5 6

Dynamix, J 600 Millrace Dr., Eugene, OR 97403;

800-326-6654; PC, 2SMHz 386 or faster; 2MB
RAM; hard disk with 9MB free space; DOS 5.0

or later; supports all major sound boards with

digitized speech; mouse and SmartDrive recom-

mended; $79.95 ^
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The future of electronic entertainment is here.

Technology has merged with imagination, and

computers have created virtual reality—igniting

a media revolution, launching the interactive age.

And a new magazine has risen to cover it all.

Introducing Electronic Entertainment. With timely

features, dynamic columns, authoritative reviews

and sneak previews, Electronic Entertainment will

take you through all the hottest Mac and PC games.

And on to multimedia hardware, advanced gaming

systems, and accessories. CD-ROM, 3D0, and

interactive TV. Whatever’s here today, and what’ll be

coming down the media super highway tomorrow.

So face the future. With Electronic Entertainment.

Because, if you don't have it, you just won’t get it.

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
12 Issues—Only $19.95

YES! Please enter my one-year subscription to

Electronic Entertainment (12 cutting-edge issues) for

the incredibly low price of just $19.95—a 58%
savings off the annual newsstand rate.

Name

Address

City/State/Zip

Send foreign and Canadian orders prepaid, in U.S. funds, with $1 5/year
additional postage. Annual newsstand rate: $47.40. Please allow 6-8

weeks for delivery of your first issue.

Elecrroiiic
Entertainment
The Entertainment Resource for the Interactive Age
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By Christopher Lindquist

The Joy of Sticks

I

illions of people cheerfully spend

thousands of dollars on the latest

personal computers to squeeze out

an extra measure of performance.

They lay out big bucks for giant high-resolution

monitors to make sure they get a clear view

of every pixel. They drop hundreds on fancy

1 6-bit sound cards that only a few products

support. They blow another hefty chunk of

change on sweet-sounding speakers that

outperform the ones connected to their

stereo. And they pay who knows how

much to assemble complete libraries of

advanced game and multimedia software.

Then they control the whole thing with the

same mouse they use for mundane word pro-

cessing. Or just as bad, they buy the cheapest

no-name joystick they can find, or one that sim-

ply isn’t designed for the game they want to

play. I know, I’ve done it myself.

Granted, there are times when all you need

is a generic joystick. If you’re just mucking

around with an old copy of Bad Street Brawler,

it’ll work fine— until you try a roundhouse

kick and snap your bargain stick in half. But

for optimal performance on advanced games

such as IndyCar Racing or Falcon 3.0, you

need a joystick that's just as hot as the

rest of your system.

Finding just the right stick isn't easy,

though. Competent, well-designed joy-

sticks come in a wide variety of types,

configurations, sizes, and price ranges.

You need to do some careful shopping to

make sure you end up with the right one.

Flightstick Pro

(PC, $99.95)

Starfighter 5

(PC, $14.99)

Winner 900 Snip<

(PC, $19.95)

Five Paths to Joy
Modern joysticks come in five main categories:

joypads, desktop models, pistol-grip flightsticks,

yokes, and hybrids.

JOYPADS look like the control decks that

come with Nintendo and Sega gaming sys-

tems. They usually have more than two buttons,

and left-handed gamers can reverse some

of them for easier play. These compact, com-

fortable, and generally inexpensive sticks

are ideal for arcade-type games such as Prince

of Persia

G-Force

(PC, $89.99)

Lefties will love the reversal feature of

Advanced Gravis’s Mac and PC GamePads.

For more traditional joystick control, screw the

special stick into the center of the control pad.

Winner Products and QuickShot Tech-

nology also compete in the joypad market.

QuickShot's inexpensive Starfighter 5 doesn't

reverse, but it includes a pair of fire buttons

and an auto-fire mode. Winner’s four-button

707 is reversible and even comes bundled

with a pair of popular shareware games from

Apogee: Duke Nukem and Commander Keen.

Suncom Technologies' Command Control

also includes two Apogee shareware

titles: Duke Nukem (again) and Major

Stryker. And it features a fifth but-

ton that lets you fire the A and B

buttons simultaneously.

DESKTOP MODELS provide precise fin-

gertip control for games requiring dexterity,

particularly sports simulations. Although they

look low-tech in their square-edged, putty-col-

ored cases, they offer exceptional durability

and precision.

One of the classic desktop models is Kraft

Systems' KC3. You can set the KC3’s stick

to be free-floating or spring-centered, and a

stick-top fire button aids in faster shooting.

Kraft stands behind the KC3 with a five-year

warranty, too.

CH Products’ Mach 3 makes a tough com-

petitor for the KC3. In addition, the Mach 3

has a stick-top fire button and free-floating

option, plus rotary trim controls with centering

indicators.

Kraft doesn’t forget you Mac owners, either.

Its KM30 joystick will match the color of your

Double-click buttons save you some

pumping by letting you open applica-

tions with a single click. And it also has a five-

year warranty.

PISTOL-GRIP FLIGHTSTICKS look like

the control sticks found in real fighter air-

craft. This type of joystick often includes

trigger and thumb buttons, as well as a

throttle control. Not surprisingly, they

work great for flight simulators, but they
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At the Summer Consumer
Electronics Show, an incredible
new

Take off on the adventure everyone’s talking

about: Command Adventures: STARSHIP. You’ll

wage war in space and on planets of every

description. Outwit devious pirates and
bloodthirsty aliens. And amass wealth, weapons

and glory. All while revelling in bone-chilling sound
effects, an incredible CD-quality soundtrack, and what PC
Entertainment called the “tremendous visual appeal of

ray-traced graphics and beautiful cinematic sequences.” No
wonder Computer Game Review said STARSHIP “must be seen

to be believed!”

It’s never the same game twice. And with over 50 worlds to

conquei; isn’t it time you got started? To order or for the name
of your nearest dealer; call today!

1-800-238-4277

Merit Software'
FII-UT5
lisi«n 13707 Gamma Road • Dallas, Texas 75244 • 214-385-2353

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS: '386SX-33 PC or 100% compatible, 2MB RAM with 575K Free Low RAM, Hard Drive, VGA Graphics Adapterwith 256K Video Memory, Microsoft or 100% Compatible Mouse.
SOUND SUPPORT: PC Internal Speaker, AdLib' AdLib Gold! Sound Blaster! Sound Blaster Pro! ProAudio Spectrum 16! Roland MT-32! and Roland Sound Canvas!

© 1993 Merit Software. © 1993 Future Visionary, Inc. Future Vision," Command Adventures Starship," and Masters of the Imagination" are registered trademarks of Future Visionary, Inc. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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can feel awkward with arcade and sports

games that require the precision offered by

desktop and joypad models.

Most pistol-grip models reflect the serious,

no-nonsense nature of flight simulation soft-

ware. Combine ThrustMaster’s Flight Control

System (FCS) with the company’s Mark II

Weapons Control System (WCS), and you’ll get

a real sense of what its like to fly the hottest

combat planes in the sky.

The FCS comes with four buttons and a

four-way “haf (a smaller joystick-on-a-joystick).

You can plug the FCS into the WCS throttle

control and get six more buttons and a rocker

switch, basically eliminating the need for the

keyboard. Best of all, you can map the buttons

to execute any keyboard function. No more

hunting for the chaff key while a bogie sends

steel up your tailpipe.

CH Products’ Flightstick Pro is another

hot multibutton joystick, but it's not as

slick as the FCS. The Flightstick Pro

arranges four fire buttons in a hat

similar to the ThrustMaster FCS’s.

Several software companies, including

Spectrum HoloByte and LucasArts, support

those extra buttons in their newest games

and simulators.

Suncom also has a unique entrant in this

category. The FX2000’s streamlined gray plas-

tic housing looks almost organic. The case is

grooved to fit your hand and wrist comfortably,

and you can twist the stick to work equally well

whether you’re right- or left-handed.

YOKES, the surreal steering wheels of the

joystick set, simulate the feel of flight by provid-

ing you with controls similar to those found in

small planes. Typically, they mount to your desk

with either suction cups or clamps. Though

pricey, yokes really make flight simulators and

car-racing games shine.

Once again, CH Products hits the mark with

Virtual Pilot This flight yoke includes throttle

controls and thumb-operated fire buttons. It

also works well as a steering wheel for auto

racing games.

But if your driving ambition is more |
driving than flying, check out the G- *

Force from Suncom. Great for flight jB
games, the G-Force is also perfect

for wheeled simulations because it

lets you lock the column to make it ^B
respond more like a real steering wheel.

Mark II Weapons Control

System (Mac, $99; PC,

$149.95) and Flight

Control System (Mac,

$99.95; PC, $99.95)

CyberMan (PC, $129)

GamePad

(Mac,$49.95;

PC, $29.95)

%
'

KM30
(Mac, $79.95)

HYBRIDS are loners that don’t fit comfort-

ably in any category. That label perfectly

describes Logitech's groundbreaking Cyber-

Man controller. This combination joystick/

mouse/hand-massager gives you 3-D

control and adds tactile feedback. With

this baby in hand, when you get hit with

enemy fire you won't just hear the explosion,

you'll feel the vibration in your CyberMan. It may

be a while before many games gear up to take

advantage of all of CyberMan's features, but

Forgotten Castles from Twin Dolphin Games

and Origin Systems' Shadowcaster are already

in the fold.

Five Easy Questions
With such a wide variety of choices, make sure

you choose the right category of joystick for

the kinds of games you like to play. That

snazzy, high-tech anodized aluminum job with

the 1 6 fire buttons and throttle control could

turn you into an ace in Falcon 3.0, but a less

expensive joypad will score you more touch-

downs in Football Pro.

Once you decide which type of joystick you

want, it’s time to go shopping for a particular

model. When you’re comparing different joy-

sticks, consider the following questions:

• Does it fit well in your hand? While many

joysticks claim to be ergonomic, whafs per-

fect for one person’s hand could be uncom-

fortable for someone else. So get the stick

that fits the best

Is the cord long enough? Shorter

cords were fine when most PCs

sat on the desktop, but if you

own a computer with a tower

case, you want to have plenty

of cord. The longest run about

seven feet

Do you really need all those features?

Don't get seduced by a long list of meaning-

less features. Remember, it’s only cool if it

helps you increase your score.

Are the joystick’s features supported by

software vendors, or can you configure it

to work with unsupported games? A joy-

stick with four buttons and a throttle control

may look great but it doesn’t do you any good

if software vendors don't provide connections

to the buttons. Some joystick manufacturers

include utilities that let you reprogram the but-

tons to work with almost any game. Others
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use the extra buttons as auto-fire controls to

let you wreak havoc in shoot -’em-up games.

• How long is the warranty? Joysticks suffer

more abuse than most computer compo-

nents and should be built to take it. War-

ranties range anywhere from 90 days to five

years. A longer warranty period expresses

the manufacturer’s faith in its product

Finally, no matter how much you like your

favorite joystick, you can’t expect it to deliver

optimum performance with every game you

play. If you play a wide variety of games, you

may need an equally diverse selection of joy-

sticks. If you have to settle for just one, pick the

model that best matches the games you like

most To help, we’ve rounded up the stats on 23

of them below. £
A JOYSTICK BRIEFING

Product* Type Price Vendor Phone Number Features

KC3 Desktop $24.95 Kraft Systems 619-724-7146 Stick-top button, spring disable

KM30 (Mac) Desktop $79.95 Kraft Systems 619-724-7146 Stick-top button, spring disable

Mach 3 Desktop $49.95 CH Products 800-624-5804 Three buttons (two independent),

stick-top button, spring disable

Analog Pro Flight $59.95 Advanced Gravis

Computer Technology

800-663-8558 Five buttons (four independent), throttle

control, adjustable tension, padded grip

Flight Control
System (Mac/PC)

Flight $99.95 (Mac) ThrustMaster

$99.95 (PC)

503-639-3200 Four buttons, four-way hat, realistic styling

Hightstick Pro Right $99.95 CH Products 800-624-5804 Four buttons, four-way hat, throttle control

FX2000 Right $39.99 Suncom Technologies 708-647-4040 Ergonomic design, suction feet, auto-fire,

throttle control, reversible fire buttons

Intruders Right $34.99 QuickShot Technology 510-490-7968 Dual-speed auto-fire, eject

button for fire-button cover

MouseStick II (Mac) Right $99.95 Advanced Gravis

Computer Technology

800-663-8558 Five buttons, preconfigured for common
games, adjustable tension, padded grip

PC Commander Flight $29.95 STD Entertainment (USA) 410-785-5661 Auto-fire, auto-centering

Thunderstick Right $39.95 Kraft Systems 619-724-7146 Throttle, suction feet

Warrior S Plus Flight $16.99 QuickShot Technology 510-490-7968 Auto-centering, auto-fire

Winner 900 Sniper Flight $19.95 Winner Products 909-595-2490 Suction feet

CyberMan Hybrid $129 Logitech 800-732-2935 Full three-dimensional control,

vibrating tactile feedback

Marie II Weapons
Control System
(Mac/PC)

Hybrid $99.95 (Mac) ThrustMaster

$149.95 (PC)

503-639-3200 Throttle control, six programmable
buttons, programmable toggle switch

Command
Control Pad

Joypad $29.99 Suncom Technologies 708-647-4040 Rve buttons (A-B, auto-fire A-B,

and A-B simultaneously)

GamePad (Mac/PC) Joypad $49.95(Mac) Advanced Gravis

$29.95(PC) Computer Technology

800-663-8558 Reversible, four buttons, stick

can be added to pad, auto-fire

Starfighter 5 Joypad $14.99 QuickCnot Technology 510-490-7968 Auto-centering, auto-fire

Turbo Triax Joypad $29.95 Triax Technologies 800-858-7429 Uses touch-sensitive pad for direction control

Winner 707 Joypad $29.95 Winner Products 909-595-2490 Reversible, four-buttons, auto-fire

Right Yoke 2000 Yoke $89.95 Winner Products 909-595-2490 Suction feet or clamp mount, throttle control

G-Force Yoke $89.99 Suncom Technologies 708-647-4040 Suction feet or clamp mount, reversible

fire buttons, throttle, column lock

for use as a steering wheel

Virtual Pilot Yoke $109.95 CH Products 800-624-5804 Two buttons, throttle control, aileron

and elevator controls, desk clamps

•Available for the PC only, unless otherwise indicated.
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By Christopher Lindquist

The Sound and the Fury
^UJnless you’re very lucky, you won’t be able to

simply plug in your new sound board and get

sound. IRQ, DMA, HEX, MIDI . . . who knows what

these strange acronyms mean? But unless you

do, odds are you're in for some trouble.

But don’t put all the blame on the sound card

makers. The PC industry as a whole has to take

some of the rap. Despite startling performance

increases, PCs today bear an amazing resem-

blance to the original IBM clunkers of a decade

ago. That standardization and scalability helped

build the software industry, but its also forced

hardware developers to patch their wares

onto a frame that was never intended to run

stereo sound.

Thafs why your sound card may end up con-

flicting with the hardware and software already in

your system. You’ll discover it when you don’t get

a peep out of your speakers or when your sys-

tem crashes altogether. At that point you’ve got

no choice but to start digging into your PC's guts.

On the bright side, companies such as Micro-

soft and Intel are working on a “plug-and-play"

standard designed to give PCs, add-ons, and

software a common language. That will let new

hardware work properly in existing PCs with lit-

tle or no intervention from you. Even better, new

software will also be able to use it to get infor-

mation from the system about video, audio,

mice, and joysticks and automatically configure

the system for maximum performance.

The bad news is that such plug-and-play

power is a year or more away. (If you can’t wait,

buy a Mac.) In the meantime, here are a few

common terms you need to know to make sure

your sound card will work properly. And if you

still have trouble, at least your vocabulary will

impress the computer superstore salesman

when you return the balky components.

DMA (Direct Memory Access) Channel:

This path creates a hot line to your system’s

memory that bypasses the PC’s processor.

Sound cards use DMA channels to gain quick

access to large amounts of sound data stored in

your computer’s memory. Some cards let you

select from several DMA channels if one causes

a conflict. Other boards just let you turn the

DMA channel on and off. Turning it off will

resolve the conflict, but you’ll limit your card's

sound playback capabilities in the process.

FM (Frequency Modulation) Synthesis:

Most games use FM synthesis to create their

music and sound effects. A synthesizer gener-

ates “carrier" audio waves that are altered by

“modulator” waves to create a variety of sounds.

Most game developers use “two-operator" FM

synthesis, because it’s the lowest common

denominator among existing sound cards. Un-

fortunately, the sound you get from two-opera-

tor FM synthesis isn't impressive.

MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital

Interface): This common language lets syn-

thesizers and computers talk to each other and

control a variety of sound-producing and sound-

Learn Your Way Around Your Sound Card

Main Processor: This can be an application-specif-

ic integrated circuit (ASIC) designed specifically

for sound applications, or a more general-purpose

digital signal processor (DSP) that can run a vari-

ety of software. DSPs translate to more flexibility

and easier upgrades. Some cards, such as Creative

Labs’ Sound Blaster 16 with Advanced integrated

Signal Processing, have both.

Feature Connector: Some sound

cards support “daughter”

boards to add new features. For

example, Creative Labs provides

General MIDI compatibility by

letting you attach a Wave Blaster

daughterboard to its sound card.

Lets you attach a CD-ROM

drive directly to your com-

puter, without a separate

interface board. Industry-

standard Small Computer

Systems Interface (SCSI)

links work with almost any

SCSI drive. Proprietary

interfaces support only a

few drives.

Jumpers: These configure such features as whether

the joystick port is active and if the card will have

Sound Blaster compatibility. Jumpers are difficult to

manipulate and easy to lose, and you must remove

the card from the system to change them. That’s why
some card manufacturers use “dip switches,” tiny

on/off switches, instead of jumpers. Even better are

cards that use no jumpers at all.
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altering devices. Properly equipped keyboards,

samplers, and sequencers can all work with the

MIDI standard.

General MIDI: This set of specifications for

1 28 different synthesized instrument sounds

lets musicians create music in a studio and

know that it will sound fairly similar running on

es, too. These numerical locations tell the PC

where to reach and access information from

your sound card. During installation, most cards

give you a choice of possible addresses. Don't

double up! If two cards have the same address,

your PC will become one confused mailman.

IRQ (Interrupt Request) Line: That’s pro-

Wavetable and Waveguide: Today’s

wavetable technology uses samples of real instru-

ments to synthesize particular sounds. Unfortu-

nately, these samples tend to consume a lot of

memory. The newer waveguide technology cre-

ates a mathematical model of how certain instru-

ments create sound. You can electronically vary

any other General MIDI-compliant device or

musical instrument Because it can use sampled

sounds, General MIDI promises much higher

nounced l-R-Q, not “irk,” though you might say

the latter is more likely. Components such as

floppy drives, printers, and sound cards use

the model in unlimited ways, so a single wave-

guide representation of a flute can simulate every-

thing from the slightest breath to full volume.

sound quality than FM synthesis. A few of the IRQs to grab the attention of the central proces- QSound: A patented technique for placing a

latest sound cards already use General MIDI,

and you can expect to see more games support-

ing it as the cost of hardware comes down.

I/O Address: PC components have address-

sor when its working on something else. Two

components using the same IRQ setting may

conflict with each other if they need attention at

the same time—which is quite likely to occur.

sound source in three dimensions, using just two

speakers. Adding QSound is expensive, but sev-

eral software developers and sound card manu-

facturers, including Creative Labs, are using it

PC Speaker Connector:

This is where the inter-

nal PC speaker attaches

to the sound card.

Internal Audio Connector: With this

connector, you can attach the Audio

Out port on your CD-ROM drive

directly to the sound card, which

lets you play audio from the drive

through the speakers attached to

the card.

In: This connects sound

you want to record digital-

to through your PC, such as

keyboards, or radios.

Mono In/Microphone In: Plug in a micro-

phone here and use your card to record

your voice or sample sounds. You can

even use voice recognition if your board

supports it.

Volume Control: Not all sound cards

have one. Some control the volume

via software.

Stereo Line Out: This low-power

connection links the card to speakers,

headphones, or external recording

devices. Some cards also include

amplified outputs.

MIDI/Joystick Connector: Attach a joy-

stick here to play games, or use this

connector as a MIDI port to let your PC

work with such MIDI devices as synthe-

sizers, sequencers, and samplers.
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Caddy questions,

irksome IRQs, and

modem madness

efs face it, everyone needs a little

help sometimes, and this is where to

find it.

We'll search high and low to solve the

tough questions that come between

you and your toys, like how to free up

more memory for your games, why that

fancy CD-ROM multimedia title you just

bought won't work in your machine, and

what to do when your Sound Blaster

won't blast. Cmon, give us your best

shot. We can take it.

Don’t Get IRQed, Get Even
I’ve been tiy.rp to install a newgame, but it

ks©Js askipg\me what “IRQ" my sound

card is using. I’m not really sure what an

IRQ is, but a friend told me that if I pick

one that is being used by something else

in my PC, it could cause problems. How do

I find out what IRQs my machine uses?

Andrew Wilder

Portland. Maine

Ah yes, the dreaded IRQ.

First, know your enemy. Think of an IRQ or

Interrupt Request Channel, as the “radio fre-

quency” over which a piece of hardware such

as a sound card communicates with the PC’s

processor.

Each hardware device needs its own fre-

quency so the processor always knows what

it’s dealing with. Unfortunately, PCs don’t have

a standardized way to make sure that every

device gets its own frequency. Typically, PCs let

each device pick its own and then hope for the

best. (Imagine if the FCC let radio stations

choose their own frequencies and simply

hoped that everyone would pick a different

one! ) Inevitably, two devices choose the same

frequency, resulting in garbled information fol-

lowed by a fatal system crash.

To avoid this fate, run a diagnostic utility such

as Quarterdeck Office Systems' Manifest or

Dariana Software’s WinSleuth. These easy-to-

use products will tell you which device is using

what IRQ and which channels are still available.

For the complete high-tech solution, list your

system’s open IRQs on a yellow sticky and

paste it on your monitor for future reference.

Teed Off at Your Caddy?
What’s the -deal with these cheesy plastic

CD caddies that CD-ROM drives make us

use? I keep losing mine and can never find

it when I need it. Why can’t CD-ROM
drives be like the CD player in my stereo

and use a permanent tray? Do any compa-

nies make CD-ROM drives with trays?

Rene Wilson

Harvard, Massachusetts

It's hard to believe, but CD-ROM drives don’t

use caddies just to annoy you. Those plastic

puzzle boxes actually help keep ham-handed

computer users from scratching the bits

right off of their discs with careless handling.

While you may not care that much about your

precious copy of The Complete Monkees or

Ultima CXVI, business users who have to pro-

tect 500MB of irreplaceable accounting data

are less cavalier, and they probably think the

caddy is worth the hassle. Of course, I can't

imagine being in much of a rush to load a half a

gigabyte of bitmaps for bean counters either.

If you’re like me, willing to take a couple of

risks just to get that disc in the slot a little

faster, take a look around. Caddyless CD-ROM

drives are available from NEC and Sony,

among others, or you might want to check out

Creative Labs’ OmniCD double-speed tray-

style CD-ROM drive.

A Memory Fairy Tale

A few of my PC games won’t even load

unless I boot my system from a so-called

“irisfaflatrdn'boot disk” instead of from my
hard drive. That can be a real hassle. What

is an installation boot disk, why do I need

one, and how can I create my own?
Margaret Adams

Minneapolis, Minnesota

Once upon a time when DOS was young, a

short-sighted IBM decreed that 640K of memo-

ry would be enough for everyone. Who could

blame it? At the time, 640K looked like an end-

less ocean, and no one worried about ever run-

ning out Cute little .COM files frolicked while

memory-resident notepads and calculators flit-

ted happily to and fro. It was a carefree time, but

one not destined to last

As new and larger device drivers arrived to

run everything from mice to multimedia, the

prime real estate below 640K got crowded.

Technology advances opened up additional

memory space above 640K, but many applica-

tions, utilities, and drivers still demanded access

to the “conventional memory” under 640K.

Unfortunately, today’s high-powered multi-

media games don’t like to be crowded. Some-

times there simply isn’t enough conventional

memory left to load them. If you get an

“insufficient memory” message when you try to

run your favorite game, you may have to create

a “boot disk” that loads only the most basic

DOS files, leaving as much memory free as

possible.

To create a boot disk, toss a blank disk in the

A drive, type FORMAT A: /S at the DOS prompt

and then hit Enter. Whenever you want to run

the memory-hungry game, insert the boot disk

and restart your system. Check your game’s

documentation if you run into any further prob-
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Z\Pik

lems; some titles insist on minor modifications

to the boot disk

You can always improve on the situation by

adding a memory manager, or escape it alto-

gether with OS/2 or Windows NT. Just don’t

expect your favorite games to follow for a while.

High-Cost Cheating
I'm. (ngrally^against calling a 900 number

and paying a fortune for hints on a game

tii'Md^Mfe§ify-shelled out $50 to buy. Is

there anyplace else I can go to get hints?

Don’t tell me to buy a hint book. I’m against

spending money on that, too.

Tom Aspden

Miami, Florida

Let me see if I have this straight You’re morally

against paying someone to help you cheat, but

if you can cheat for free, that’s okay. Just want-

ed to make sure we understand each other.

This is America in the nineties, so you

shouldn’t have any problem. You can find lots

of cheats, er, hints on electronic bulletin board

services such as America Online (800-227-

6364), CompuServe (800-848-8990), and many

of the thousands of smaller BBS’s around the

country. BBS’s often have forums dedicated to

helping people get through games without the

torture-or the fun-of actually having to solve

the puzzles on their own. You’ll need a modem,

of course, and you’ll probably have to pay a

subscription fee or connect time charge. But at

least you won’t be giving any more support to

that evil software company whose game you

so enjoy.

Faster Is Better

I am considering buying a modem to fool

around op CompuServe and play online

games, bWiirra little confused about what

I should get. The 2,400-bit-per-second

(bps) modems are certainly cheap enough,

but the sales guy said I'll save money in the

long run with a 9,600-bps model. And
what about the new 1 4.4-Kbps modems?

Scott Nash

Sait Francisco, California

Buy the fastest modem you can afford. Sure,

the 2,400-bps modems are cheap, but they'll

cost you time, money, and aggravation every

time you try to download a file. Most online

services now support at least 9,600-bps com-

munications with some going all the way to

Advertisement
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Electronic News, Federal Computer Week, Federal Integrator,

GamePro, inCider/A+, IDG Books, InfoWorld, InfoWorld Direct,

Laser Event, Macworld, Multimedia World, Network World,

NeXTWORLD, PC Games, PC Letter, PC World, Publish, Sumeria,

SunWorld, SWATPro Video Event, Video Toaster World;

VENEZUELA’S Computerworld Venezuela, MicroComputerworld

Venezuela, VIETNAM’S PC World Vietnam.
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TechShop

.O.S.
14.4-Kbps. With a 2,400-bps modem, it’ll take

you four times as long to download a file as it

would at 9,600 bps, and the time savings are

even greater at 14.4 Kbps. And these days,

speedy modems don’t cost that much more

than their pokey cousins.

The bad news is that some services (Compu-

Serve included) charge more to use the higher-

speed lines (bless their greedy little hearts). If

all you want to do is send and read mail, unless

you type like Clark Kent you’ll end up dropping

a few extra bucks. But as soon as you start

downloading software, the faster modems will

cut a big chunk out of your bill, quickly earning

back your investment And faster downloads

mean more time for the rest of your life.

Doing Windows?
Iyeeerltly^^saded a game on my system

jgftsatfVhjns under Windows’ on the

tiffiWfBSSHbfook like my other Windows

applications, though. In fact, it looks exactly

the same as it does under DOS. Why
would the company say it runs under

Windows if it really runs under DOS?
Dave Spaulding

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

First of all, they're lying. Nothing really “runs”

under Microsoft Windows. A brisk walk is about

all you can hope for.

Once we establish that, you need to know

that there are two ways to submit to Microsoft’s

browbeating concerning its graphical environ-

ment In this case, the developers of your new

game are actually claiming that they have

knuckled under halfway. Their product no

longer does anything that Windows might con-

sider a no-no, such as monopolizing every bit

of memory on your system. That’s euphemisti-

cally called “running under Windows.” All it real-

ly means is that you can launch the same old

DOS program from a Windows icon without

making your system crash and burn.

Developers who want to go all the way with

the boys from Redmond must comply with the

Windows application programming interface.

This API is Microsoft’s attempt to make all true

Windows software look and act the same-

Fax, mail, or e-mail your queries to the

S.O.S. staff at:

• Electronic Entertainment

951 Mariner's Island Blvd, Suite 700

San Mateo, CA 94404
• Fax:415-349-7781

• CompuServe: 73361,263

• America Online: ElecEnt

• Internet: chrisl@netcom.com

• MCI Mail: 61 1-7339

We can't respond to every question

or send personal responses, but we

will answer the most pertinent ques-

tions here.

kind of like the Borg used to be on “Star Trek:

The Next Generation." Only then do you get a

true Windows application, complete with the

menus, icons, and other attractive trappings.

Multimedia Impaired
/ have an old PC/XT that I don't want to

^wido^miat’s the easiest way to con-

verf it t39'mtiltimedia system?And I don’t

want to spend too much money, either.

Eric Foster

San Francisco, California

Here are three easy steps to convert your micro-

processor Methuselah into a multimedia system.

1) Open the case.

2) Remove and discard all the cards and com-

ponents, including the power supply.

3) Use the empty case to store videocassettes.

What do you expect, miracles? Come back

when you're ready to spend some money. ^
Advertisement
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What The
Electronic Entertainment
buyer wants...

The facts. He gets them from

the authoritative resource for reviews,

previews, stats and stories on electronic

entertainment; the readable, respected,

cut-the-hype monthly for the

savvy user. He gets the facts he needs

to buy from the source he trusts. .

.

ELECTRONIC ENTERTAINMENT.

TO RESERVE YOUR SPACE, CALL:

Ken Buchmann
Gallery Advertising Representative

415-286-2552, 415-349-8532 (fax)

Circle 70 on Reader Service Card



G.O.G.S Shop Here
[Gadget-Owning G u g ]

\\
v\o\i

Get his attention in the

Electronic Entertainment Gallery

CD-ROM Developer -Computer Vendor

Hardware Accessories • Edurainmenf/Hobdq Sofliuare

• PC/Mac Games • On-line Games • Cable TV Boxes

•CD-ROM Mail Order • Multimedia Software

Multimedia Hardware* etc...

Various Sizes • Four Color • Affordable Rates

The Gallery provides advertisers a flexible may to reach the burgeoning

electronic entertainment marhet mithout paying premium rates. Our projected

100,000 readers are loohing to the Gallery for their product needs. Mahe sure

your product is there for them to see.

Hen Buchmann, Gallery Advertising Representative

415-286-2552 • 415-349-8532 fax



R/Bore than 20 years ago, in Nov-

ember of 1972, 1 shipped my first Pong

game. You remember Pong, the incre-

dibly addictive computerized ping-pong

simulation that turned the world on to

video games.

Sure, Pong is a dinosaur compared to its

whiz-bang descendants in homes and arcades

today. But before you dismiss Pong com-

pletely, consider its instructions. They read:

Insert Ouarfer

Ball Will Serve Hufomalicallg

Avoid Missing Ball for High Score

And even those simple rules were superflu-

ous. Almost anyone could figure out how to

play just by glancing at the screen.

This is definitely not the case with today’s

high-tech breed of arcade and computer

games. I took my kids to the local game cen-

ter recently, and I was floored to see how
complex and intimidating the games have

become. Despite impressive technological

advances, I think we’ve lost something really

important. With the possible exception of

Tetris, games are no longer satisfying, addic-

tive, and fun for everyone. They only appeal

to experts. And that’s sad.

Avid game players may overlook the end-

less, often gratuitous complexity of today’s

computer games. Experienced players and

game designers share a common knowledge

base that makes the intricate series of moves

needed to play seem natural and intuitive.

But what about the rest of the population,

that vast majority of people who don’t have

the time and energy to learn the repertoire

of moves and tricks needed to enjoy a new

game? Today’s game designers seem to be

blowing off casual users in a misguided

attempt to stay ahead of an increasingly rar-

King Pong
efied group of experts. They build in all sorts

of new features and variations on existing

games to please the skilled gamers. But these

very enhancements can make the game less

appealing to the average or beginning player.

The cycle breaks only when game designers

come up with a new game metaphor. Every-

one starts out as a novice, but as soon as avid

players get up to speed, designers feel forced

to raise the stakes again. It’s incredible.

I think today’s game makers have for-

gotten half of their mission. They don’t

seem to realize that

they’re hurting their

industry by discour-

aging new players.

It’s like making new

tennis players learn

by trying to beat Pete

Sampras: You’re out

of the game so fast

you don’t have time to

figure out what to do.

Back at Atari, we

tried to solve this prob-

lem in several ways.

The first and probably

most obvious method

was to start slow and

continually increase the

speed of the game as

it went along. This works

great for a while, but

when the speed escalates

too far, the players get

thrashed by the computer’s hyper-speed

action. Eventually, they reach their limit and

give up.

Another approach we tried was to let

advanced players jump in at higher levels.

But this required careful tuning to make sure

practiced players didn’t feel cheated out of a

full-length game.

For arcade games, the best approach may

be the so-called “buy-in,” which lets players

insert a new coin to gain new “lives” at the

point of defeat. Advanced players get the

high-level action they crave, and arcade own-

ers collect more quarters.

With some rudimentary artificial intelli-

gence, though, designers should soon be able

to create games that seamlessly adapt to the

player’s skill level, instincts, and impulses,

always presenting just the right level of diffi-

culty. The machine will monitor subtle fac-

tors—speed and accuracy, for example—and

respond accordingly. Such

a “smart” game would

serve it up slow and sim-

ple to novices, but could

quickly throw more com-

plex challenges at skilled

gamers.

Of course, no matter

how cleverly a game

conforms to our expec-

tations and abilities,

playing against a com-

puter will never be as

much fun as competing

against a well-matched

human opponent. And

adding advanced net-

working technology to

smart games could

make it easy to find

one, since the system

would know the skill

levels of all the play-

ers logged on to the network.

That can be important. After all, it’s been

more than two decades, and I’m still looking

for someone who can beat me at Pong.

Takers? ^
Nolan K. Bushnell invented Pong, founded

Atari, and created Chuck E. Cheese. He is current-

ly chairman of Octus, in San Diego, California,

the maker of PTA software. Write him do

Electronic Entertainment.
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THIS IS TOUR BRAIN,

THIS IS TOUR BRAIN

NEUROJACKED INTO CYBERNET IN SPECTRE VRT

ANT QUESTIONS!

HOPE: AT LEAST YOU'LL HAVE AN ARSENAL THAT’S JUSTAS SMART AND POWERFUL AS THAT OF TOUR OPPONENTS, |

IN! ^ THE ANSWER:

SO, JACK INTO SPECTRE VR WITH ONE PLATER, A NETWORK Of UP TO EIGHT OR EVEN MODEM PLAT ON THE PC,

AVAILABLE FOR TOUR I8M PC. MAC AND CD-ROM.

MET, you WITH THE CPU: GET A CYBERLIFE. GET SPECTRE W.
eiWVELOOTT. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. VELOCITY SPECTRE VR AND VACHITECT ARE TRADEMARKS Of VELOCITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION. PENINSULA GAHEWQSB IS A TRADEMARK C? PENINSULA GAHEWOffi. TO ORDER, SEE YOUR LOCAL RETAILER, OR CALL I -800-VLOCITY.
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Upgrade up to a Sound Blaster
’

16, and you've got PC

audio as real as it gets.

Real CD-quality, 16-bit stereophonic sound. Real built-in

upgradability. And best of all, real 100% Sound Blaster

compatibility.

All of which may just be why we're the 16-bit PC audio

standard. And why those other manufacturers spend so

much time comparing themselves to Sound Blaster.

THE 16-BIT SOUND STANDARD.

But like the man says, Get Real. Because there's

only one card that's

"as good as a

Sound Blaster 16'.'

And that's a

Sound Blaster 16.

For information, call

1-800-998-5227.

CREATIVE”
CREATIVE LABS, INC.

U.S. Inquiries: Creative Labs, Inc., Tel: 1-800-998-5227 or 1-408-428-6600. International Inquiries: Creative Technology Ltd., Singapore, Tel: 65-773-0233, Fax: 65-773-0353. Sound Blaster, and the Sound

Blaster and Creative logos are trademarks of Creative Technology Ltd. All other trademarks are the property of their respective holders. © Copyright 1993 Creative Technology Ltd. All rights reserved.
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YES! Please send me my risk-free issue of PlayRight, the newsletter written expressly for

the parents of video game players. If I like, I can subscribe and get 6 issues (including the

sample issue) for the low price of $18.00. If I decide not to continue receiving PlayRight, I

can return the bill marked “cancel”. Either way, the free issue is mine to keep!

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

Send foreign and Canadian orders prepaid, in U.S. funds, with $6/year additional postage.

Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery. 4PR10

Recycled Paper
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